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How the FDA Virtually
Destroyed an Entire Sector
of Biotechnology
✒ BY JOHN J. COHRSSEN AND HENRY I. MILLER

“Dogs bark, cows moo, and regulators regulate,” former
U.S. Food and Drug Administration commissioner
Frank Young once quipped to explain regulatory agen-

cies’ expansionist tendencies. There may be no better example than
the FDA’s oversight of genetically engineered animals. This oversight

JOHN J. COHRSSEN is an attorney who has served
in a number of government posts in the executive and
legislative branches of the federal government, includ-
ing associate director of President George H.W. Bush’s
Council on Competitiveness and counsel for the House
Energy and Commerce Committee. HENRY I. MILLER,
a physician, is the Robert Wesson Fellow in Scientific
Philosophy and Public Policy at Stanford University’s
Hoover Institution. He was the founding director of
the Office of Biotechnology at the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration.

misguidedly extends a regulatory regime
designed specifically for the approval of
new animal drugs to the regulation of the
animals themselves. This sophistic and
wrong-headed approach has resulted in
regulatory paralysis and the near annihila-
tion of an entire once-promising genetic
engineering sector in which the United
States was poised to be preeminent.

In 2009 the FDA aggressively seized
control of the regulation of genetically
engineered animals. That year the agency
published a “guidance” that required all
“genetically engineered” animals, from
whales to mosquitoes, to be regulated by
its Center for Veterinary Medicine. Accord-
ing to the guidance the animals would be
regulated like “new animal drugs” such
as antibiotics, pain relievers, or flea medi-
cines. The rationale was that “intentionally
altered genomic DNA” that is in a geneti-
cally engineered animal “and is intended
to affect the animal’s structure or function
meets the definition of an animal drug.”

Until that policy, no one—certainly no
members of Congress or officials at other
regulatory agencies—had conceived of
the FDA claiming oversight of the breed-
ing of pets, farm animals, or any other
animals. For example, the FDA did not

evaluate greyhounds bred by conventional
techniques to enhance (DNA-mediated)
traits that make them faster runners; cats
that are better mousers; or even animals
that have been modified with molecular
genetic engineering techniques for scien-
tific research, which includes hundreds of
lines of rodents.

Fish story / Only a couple of animals have
been reviewed by the FDA under the
guidance, and it is no exaggeration to
say that the regulators’ performance has
been near-catastrophic. The first was the
AquAdvantage Atlantic salmon, which
reaches maturity 40% faster (and con-
sumes 25% less food) than its unmodi-
fied cohorts. We’ve told the story of this
fish in these pages before, but it merits
repeating. The genetic changes confer no
detectable difference in the fish’s appear-
ance, ultimate size, taste, or nutritional
value; it just grows faster, which is a tre-
mendous economic advantage to those
farming the fish in a closed-water system.
Also, because the fish are sterile females
and farmed inland, there is negligible pos-
sibility of any sort of “genetic contami-
nation” of the wild salmon gene pool or
other environmental effects.

Long before the FDA issued its
guidance in 2009, its officials had told
AquaBounty, the fish’s creator, to submit
a marketing approval application to the
FDA, although there was no clear regula-
tory rationale or pathway for evaluating
it. The agency delayed the application for
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approval of the salmon for almost 13 years
before reaching a decision on how the fish
should be reviewed, and then opted for the
most stultifying, expensive, dilatory, and
inappropriate regulatory approach among
various possible policy choices. Its review
of the salmon as a “new animal drug” took
several more years. At the end of this two-
decades-long process, the FDA concluded
what had been obvious from the begin-
ning: that no health or environmental risks
or food quality concerns existed.

The FDA has determined that no spe-
cial labeling is required to associate the
salmon with genetic engineering because
the salmon did not present any unique
food safety concerns. Nevertheless, because
of requirements included in spending bills,
Congress has so far prevented the FDA
from granting final marketing approval for
the AquAdvantage salmon until the agency
imposes some sort of labeling require-
ment. This requirement is supported by
certain segments of the salmon industry
that seek to discourage the acceptance
of—and therefore, competition from—the
AquAdvantage salmon.

Meanwhile, the sale of AquAdvantage
salmon began in Canada this year. No
special label is required, so consumers
are making their salmon-buying choices
based on quality and price. According to
AquaBounty, five tons of AquAdvantage
filets had been sold there by the beginning
of August, and they’re unable to keep up
with the demand.

Mosquito woes / A delay in the availabil-
ity of cheaper salmon isn’t the end of the
world, of course, but there are plenty of
other examples. For instance, the FDA has
also unnecessarily and inexplicably delayed
small-scale field trials of an innovative
approach to controlling the mosquitoes
that transmit the Zika virus, yellow fever,
dengue fever, and chikungunya: a novel,
self-destructing, genetically modified Aedes
aegypti mosquito. Biotech firm Oxitec
introduced an inherited genetic defect (a
conditional-lethal mutation) into the mos-
quitoes that causes the insects to die in the
absence of a certain supplement. After the

mosquitoes are released and mate, their off-
spring die before reaching maturity, result-
ing in a marked reduction in the mosquito
population. The parents also soon die.

Because male mosquitoes don’t bite,
they present no health risk, and because
the progeny die before they can repro-
duce, none should persist in the environ-
ment. This approach has been successfully
tested in several countries, with roughly
90% suppression of the wild population
of Aedes aegypti. Brazil’s National Technical

Commission for Biosecurity has granted
permission for commercial releases.

The FDA took an unconscionable five
years (2011–2016) to approve a single
small-scale field test of this mosquito,
and that came only after mounting pres-
sure from the growing Zika threat and the
consequent need to control Aedes aegypti.
In August 2016 the FDA finally approved
a field trial at one site in the Florida Keys,
some 160 miles from a Zika outbreak in
Miami, a trial that has yet to begin because
the community has changed its mind
about allowing it.

Because the FDA regulated the genetic
insert in the mosquito as a new animal
drug, like other “drugs” it would have
to be shown to be safe and effective for
the animal in order to gain government
approval to be marketed. This presented
a regulatory conundrum: regulators
would have to conclude that the genetic
material that causes a male mosquito to
self-destruct after producing defective,
doomed offspring is safe and effective for
the mosquito. The FDA would have found
itself tied up in legal knots if its ultimate
approval of the insect were challenged
in court by environmentalists and anti–
genetic engineering activists. We pointed
out this conundrum in a March 13, 2016

Wall Street Journal op-ed. In January 2017,
the FDA ceded the regulation of mosqui-
toes to the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, an agency that does have the statu-
tory authority to regulate insecticides.

In a somewhat analogous mosquito-
control innovation, the EPA has recently
shown that it can efficiently review field
trials with comparable nongenetically
engineered strains of mosquitoes. The
mosquitoes are Aedes albopictus males (and
therefore don’t bite) that have been inten-

tionally infected with
certain specific strains
of Wolbachia bacteria.
(Strains of the bacteria
are present in many insect
species.) When released,
these males mate with
female mosquitoes, but
the resulting eggs fail to

hatch, decreasing the biting mosquito pop-
ulation by as much as 80%.

Blocking innovation / The FDA’s failures in
both policy formulation and in the actual
reviews of the genetically engineered
salmon and mosquito resulted from
empire-building, a lack of scientific exper-
tise, and deference to political pressure. In
contrast, the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture has a long history with genetically
altered biocontrol agents, most notably
the innovative screwworm fly produced
with sterile-insect techniques that was
successfully developed by the USDA more
than 70 years ago to eradicate a devastat-
ing animal pest. Since then, the USDA
has performed, funded, and overseen the
testing and commercialization of a vari-
ety of control agents created with sterile-
insect techniques. (When released in large
numbers, insects made sterile—usually
by irradiation—mate but don’t produce
progeny, and thereby reduce wild insect
populations.)

Largely because of the irrationality
and unpredictability of U.S. regulation,
industry has been reluctant to invest in
these important new approaches to the
improvement of animal traits. The few
companies that have, besides AquaBounty

The FDA’s failures in policy and the
actual reviews resulted from empire-
building, a lack of scientific expertise,
and a deference to political pressure.
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PIERRE LEMIEUX is an economist affiliated with the
Department of Management Sciences of the Université
du Québec en Outaouais. His forthcoming book on
free trade will be published by the Mercatus Center at
George Mason University.

Rise of the Machines?
✒ BY PIERRE LEMIEUX

Artificial intelligence (AI) that would equal the human kind is
probablyas fancifulasFrankenstein’screature,but it raises fears.
Elon Musk, founder of Tesla, SpaceX, and OpenAI, recently

declared that AI is “summoning the demon,” that “robots will be able to
doeverythingbetterthanus,”andthat“thereshouldbesomeregulatory
oversight, maybe at the national and inter-
national level.”

Regulation of uncertain technological
and economic change is an old solution.
Nearly a century ago, Rexford Guy Tug-
well, a progressive economist fascinated by
government planning, proposed to control
the rise of any new industry. “New indus-
tries will not just happen as the automobile
industry did,” he wrote in 1932; “they will
have to be foreseen, to be argued for, to seem
probably desirable features of the whole
economy before they can be entered upon.”
(See “Total Regulation for the Greater
Whole,” Fall 2014.) He probably imagined
committees of bureaucratic experts and
assemblies of politicians exercising the “pro-
active regulation” that Musk is now calling
for. What could go wrong?

No jobs? / The big fear for many AI crit-
ics is that robots could displace large
numbers of human workers, resulting
in massive unemployment and poverty.
But future technological progress will
probably resemble what has happened
previously. Technological progress in a
given industry increases labor produc-
tivity, machines incorporating the new
technology partly substitute for workers,
and—other things being equal—fewer of
the latter are employed in the industry.
However, displaced workers move to other
industries, creating jobs elsewhere in the
economy. Because higher productivity—
producing more with the same resources—
means higher living standards, more tech-

nology will generate higher incomes and
wealth. Most people will benefit from
technological advances, just as we have
since the Industrial Revolution.

Contrary to Luddite fears, the experi-
ence thus far is that technological progress
increases employment opportunities as
it raises incomes. For example, close to
12 million Americans worked in agricul-
ture in 1910 (the year when agricultural
employment reached its peak), but only
2.5 million do so today. In the meantime,
the total number of jobs in the American
economy increased from 37 to 151 million.

More recently, the number of jobs in
manufacturing dropped from its peak of
nearly 29 million in 1979 to about 12 mil-
lion today, while total employment in the
economy increased from 99 to 151 mil-
lion. Agricultural technology was a con-
tinuation of what can be called “the first
machine age,” which followed the Indus-
trial Revolution; recent computer tech-
nologies in manufacturing are part of the
“second machine age,” as MIT economists
Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee
have dubbed it. (See “Pinging the Robot
Next Door,” Summer 2014.)

A recent paper by David Autor (MIT)
and Anna Salomons (Utrecht University
School of Economics) provides more gen-
eral empirical evidence that computers and
robots do not threaten employment. Using
a dataset covering 19 countries (the United
States, Japan, and several Western Euro-
pean countries) over 37 years (1970–2007),
Autor and Salomons find that techno-
logical progress has raised labor produc-
tivity and reduced jobs in the industries
directly affected, but the resulting higher
incomes in those industries generated

and Oxitec, include Recombinetics, which
has produced hornless cows (an impor-
tant innovation), and Genus, which has
developed pigs resistant to the devastat-
ing Porcine Reproductive and Respira-
tory Syndrome Virus, the cause of losses
to U.S. pig farmers of more than $600
million annually. The foreseeable develop-
ment of chickens with genetic resistance
to avian influenza will be a monumental
breakthrough because there is no vac-
cine against it and outbreaks result in the
culling of tens of millions of birds annu-
ally. These companies have the potential
to create the Next Big Thing in animal
husbandry—if only innovation were not
strangled by unnecessary, misguided gov-
ernment regulation.

The arrogation of oversight over mod-
ern animal breeding by the FDA’s Center
for Veterinary Medicine is an exemplar
of the sort of regulatory overreach and
dysfunction that the Trump adminis-
tration claims it wants to address. The
White House Office of American Innova-
tion, headed by Jared Kushner, was estab-
lished for this purpose. However, it has
not focused on biotechnology and it has a
very limited staff. It will likely fall to other
entities in the White House to reassign
oversight of genetically engineered animals
to more appropriate agencies.

The USDA has ample oversight author-
ity over animal breeding under various
statutes, and certain other agencies also
may have concurrent authority over prod-
ucts such as pesticides (by the EPA) or
particular food products (by the FDA’s
Center for Food Safety and Nutrition).
Such a change would likely be broadly sup-
ported by academia, industry, investors,
and others who have been discouraged
and frustrated by the FDA’s dysfunction
and obstructionism.

Withdrawing the FDA’s “veterinary
drug” guidance and assigning jurisdic-
tion over genetically modified animals to
the USDA and EPA would be a logical and
important advance for agriculture, the
environment, and public health. All that
is needed to get it done is resolve from the
feds. It can’t happen soon enough. R
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offsetting jobs in other industries. They
conclude that “productivity growth has
been employment-augmenting rather than
employment-reducing,”

They do observe that since the 2000s
the “virtuous relationship” between tech-
nology and jobs seems to have weakened.
In a few countries—the United States,
Japan, and the United Kingdom—tech-
nology has destroyed more jobs than it
has created. But they note that the 1980s
were also less typical of the virtuous rela-
tionship, but then it reasserted itself. At
any rate, the data for the 2000s only go up
to 2007, in a period marked by “unusual
economic conditions leading up to the
global financial crisis.” We might add that
even with the 2008–2009 recession, 15 mil-
lion more Americans are employed now
than in 2000.

It can be shown that the main factor in
employment growth is population growth.
And we must not forget that income (and
self-reliance or autonomy) and welfare are
what’s important in individuals’ prefer-
ences, not jobs and sweat. Because techno-
logical progress allows people to get more
by working less, it is a blessing, not a curse.

Inequality issue / It is true that the new jobs
created by technological progress require
more skills, mainly in terms of knowledge,
than the ones that have been eliminated.
As documented by Autor and Salomons,
the result has been much lower growth
for mid-skill (and, in most other coun-
tries, low-skill) employment than high-
skill employment. One result, they remind
us, is that “the real wages of less-educated
workers in both the United States and
Germany have fallen sharply over the last
two or three decades.” This polarization of
the labor market has increased economic
inequality.

The inequality issue, however, should
not be exaggerated. Any change generates
disruption, and it is not surprising that
digitization, automation, and the onset
of AI should have significant effects. As
time passes, individuals will invest more in
their education and the problem of low-skill
and low-pay workers should solve itself.

Progress happens through disruption. The
intervention of government planners would
only slow technological progress, reduce
incomes (compared to what they could
have been) for educated workers, reduce the
incentives to invest in one’s human capital,
and—to borrow a mantra of social justice
warriors—harm future generations.

Like any fear, the fear of robots serves
as an excuse for government intervention.
One proposal has recycled the idea of a
“basic guaranteed income,” presumably
financed by a tax on robot owners and
(because this proposal is very expensive) on
educated and skilled workers. This would
not help motivate people to invest more in
their own human capital.

THE REAL PROBLEMS

As far as catastrophic scenarios go, the stan-
dard science fiction tale is that intelligent

robots would control humans—like poli-
ticians and bureaucrats now do. It is not
clear how government regulation would
reduce alleged harms. On the contrary,
decentralization and competition would
foster new ideas for robot control and pro-
vide better protection if some robots turn
against humans. Individuals, not the col-
lective, should be the robots’ masters.

The imagery of menacing robots with
arms and legs, like in the Terminator mov-
ies, may sometimes hinder clear thinking
on this whole topic. Some robots do have
arms and legs, but they are defined by
the software that runs them. Government
control of robots would mean government
control of software development.

The most serious danger with techno-
logical change is the possibility that the
state will control the new technologies.
The bureaucratic and political commit-
tees overseeing technological change could

very well be captured by the elite (as so
many government activities are) and abol-
ish competition against the robot owners.
Government could cap the number of
robots or impose a license requirement
on robot owners, using the excuse of pro-
tecting workers and consumers of course.
Government intervention is more likely
to create a class of robotless proletarians
than to prevent it.

CONCLUSION

One specific danger requires further
comment: the development of robots
as machines of war (or, who knows, for
federally subsidized SWAT teams). As Air
Force general and current Joint Chiefs of
Staff vice-chairman Paul Selva testified in
a Senate Armed Services Committee hear-
ing last July, “I don’t think it’s reasonable
for us to put robots in charge of whether

or not we take a human
life ... because we take
our values to war.” He is
right, of course, even if
barbarian enemies were
not to follow the same
rules. But this does not
require politicians and
bureaucrats to take con-

trol over all robots; it just requires control
over governments that use robots.

A more mundane danger is that govern-
ments use intelligent software to increase
surveillance and control over their citizens.
Spy agencies have already been doing this,
ostensibly for our own good. Some courts
use a form of AI to identify criminals who
might re-offend, a process that, despite
all its statistical bells and whistles, comes
close to punishing pre-crimes like in Ste-
ven Spielberg’s 2002 film Minority Report.
Government control of private technologi-
cal development would only compound
these dangers.

In short, robots are much less scary
by themselves than if they are controlled
by politicians and bureaucrats. The Lud-
dites are wrong; this new technology is
no different from past innovations that
they decried. And neither is the danger of
government.

Government intervention would only
slow innovation, reduce worker incomes,
reduce incentives to invest in human
capital, and harm future generations.

R
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How does a bureaucrat have a lasting effect in his
issue area? It is a delicate dance, to be sure. Most
never try. Their ambitions do not lend them-
selves to anything nearly that grandiose, instead
being content to stick to their knitting, collect a

paycheck, and retire the moment they are eligible. Others let their
passion—and ego—drive them to bend rules and propriety in pur-
suit of an agenda that is not necessarily what is best for society.

However, having a sizeable and positive effect on society as a
bureaucrat is possible, and I have seen it done. The few I’ve known
who have accomplished this shared a few common traits: a fierce
intellect, the ability to do the hard work necessary to learn their
discipline, an uncommon modesty, and patience.

Ed Clarke, who worked for the Office of Management and
Budget for 30 years, did so by studying how we regulate the
economy and asking how we can improve the quality of our
cost-benefit analysis. (See “The Fruits of a Failed Dissertation,”
Winter 2013–2014.)

In the summer of 2017, another wildly influential bureaucrat
named Harry Grubert passed away. Grubert was an economist
for the Treasury Department and was one of the world’s lead-
ing experts on the tricky business of how to tax multinational
corporations. His thoughts on the subject came to be valued
by governments, nongovernmental organizations, scholars, and
even multinationals.

Shifting tax burdens / The basic problem with taxing multina-
tionals is that most of them find it worth their while to shift

IKE BR A NNON is a Cato Institute visiting fellow and president of Capital Policy Analytics.

their profits across jurisdictions so as to arbitrage differences in
corporate tax rates. For instance, if the United States has a much
higher rate than Canada, it makes sense for a multinational with
operations in both places to book more profits to Canada and
less to the United States.

There are myriad ways to do this. For instance, if a company’s
Canadian operations make inputs for a product that’s completed
in the United States, the firm can try to establish a high implicit

“price” for those parts, which in the tax books raises its Canadian
profits and reduces its U.S. profits. More often the firm achieves
this by sending intangibles offshore at an aggressively low price
or else by shifting risk offshore when the company has a hunch
about how the risk will play out. Another trick is for a parent com-
pany to create high-interest-rate loans from a low-tax subsidiary
to a high-tax subsidiary, which also effectively moves profits from
a high- to a low-tax jurisdiction.

Libertarians would argue that tax rates should be as low as pos-
sible in order to minimize the incentives for such non-economic
activities, or—failing that—that the tax code at least be kept simple
in order to eliminate the mechanisms by which companies reduce
or evade taxes, because such behavior can lead to the need for
higher tax rates to cover the lost revenues.

Treasury’s crack legal staff is well aware of such shenanigans;
many staffers come from law firms that devised such tricks. While
they do yeoman’s working trying to prevent this behavior, stop-
ping it is like Sisyphus pushing his rock up the hill.

Grubert thought about how we might create an environment
where there simply were no such incentives to do such a thing.
The easiest way to do that, of course, would be to abolish the
corporate income tax altogether and instead attempt to collect the

How to win friends and influence people
while working in government

HARRY GRUBERT
1937-2017
✒ BY IKE BRANNON



jurisdiction—when that idea became the rage
among tax economists as a way to limit profit
shifting across jurisdictions. The big problem
is simply that such a scheme cannot work
unless literally every country in existence
agrees to participate—a nearly impossible
level of cooperation for sovereign nations.
He also documented how the “check the box”
election—a business’s ability to self-classify
as a corporation or some other entity as part
its tax filing—exacerbated profit shifting, and
suggested that U.S. tax laws are too permis-
sive when it comes to shifting royalties across
jurisdictions.

Turn toward international economics / Grubert did not begin as a tax
economist; his first job in D.C. was with the Department of Labor.
He joined Treasury in 1978, and he only gradually waded into tax.

His hesitancy to embrace international tax issues was under-
standable. Edith Brashares, a colleague of his at Treasury, remarked
that when Grubert was earning his doctorate at MIT, the issue
was considered a backwater in the economics discipline, and there
was a paucity of research on the subject at the time. But Grubert—

born in Canada to Jewish émigrés
from Poland—took quickly to the
issue, and in the ensuing decades it
became increasingly important as
international trade ballooned, mul-
tinational corporations expanded,
and strategies to avoid corporate
income taxes became increasingly
complex and common—as well as
lucrative.

As the discipline grew in impor-
tance, so did Grubert’s influence.
His research has been cited over
1,500 times in Tax Notes, an impor-
tant publication avidly read by tax

professionals and policymakers in Washington, DC. He published
44 academic articles on tax policy, with nine different co-authors,
along with dozens of Treasury working papers. A paper he did on
the international taxation of financial services won the Musgrave
Award for the best paper published in the National Tax Journal.

But the best tribute to Harry Grubert is that politicians
in both parties came to rely on him and greatly valued his
counsel. Shortly before he passed away after a brief illness, I
encountered a friend who worked on tax reform in the Trump
White House. When I asked him how their plan was coming
along, he remarked that they were waiting to get Harry’s input
before they proceeded. When he learned of Grubert’s passing
a few weeks later, he lamented that they were not sure what to
do without him.

revenue either via a sales or value-added tax, a
concept Grubert explored in research with his
Treasury Department colleague Jay Mackie.

Another idea is to integrate the personal
and corporate income tax and essentially
ascribe each dollar of corporate profits to a
shareholder, thereby assessing the tax liabil-
ity by treating it as ordinary income. Doing
such a thing would be a complicated exercise:
over three-fourths of all stock is owned by
entities that do not have any tax obligations,
like nonprofits, tax-preferred accounts like
401ks or IRAs, or by foreigners who have no
U.S. tax liability.

Ultimately, Grubert concluded, neither
scheme would fly politically. With Rutgers University economist
Rosanne Altshuler, he conceptualized an alternative: an interna-
tional tax system with rules devised to prevent companies from
shifting profits across jurisdictions, a low corporate tax rate rela-
tive to where we are today, and a minimum tax on supernormal
returns. It’s a third-best scenario to be sure, but it may be the
best we can achieve given that countries sometimes aid and abet
profit shifting when it is in their own interests—and such sce-
narios are not uncommon. Grubert
and Altshuler’s idea has such merit
that House Republicans incorpo-
rated a version of it in their recent
tax reform plan.

Harry was also a wary observer of
the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development’s Base
Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS)
Framework. The organization devel-
oped BEPS over a period of years in
order to slow the members’ race to
reduce corporate tax rates or offer
other business tax breaks to attract
business or investment to their coun-
tries. Grubert acknowledged the problem was real: a paper he wrote
in the early 1990s observed that the sensitivity of corporate activity
to tax rates may have actually doubled between 1984 and 1992.

However, he was not sure that the eventual BEPS recommenda-
tions were the right strategies. He observed that countries are, in
fact, quite fine with profit shifting if those profits are being shifted
into their own country. In another paper, Grubert observed that
for most companies a little more investment in Ireland—which
has the lowest corporate tax rate in the OECD, at just 12.5%—and
other countries with low corporate tax rates can lead to a lot more
inbound investment from multinational corporations.

He refused to jump on the formulary apportionment band-
wagon—which is a tax regime that allocates profits across juris-
dictions based on various measures of economic activity in each
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Grubert was cited over 1,500
times in Tax Notes, published
44 academic articles, and won
the Musgrave Award. Politi-

cians in both parties came to rely
on him and valued his counsel.
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Whether minimum wage increases
result in signif icant “disemploy-
ment” effects—i.e., fewer jobs or hours
worked—has been one of the most vig-
orous empirical debates in economics.
To help resolve this debate, this article

reviews the history of minimum wage scholarship and discusses
a headline-grabbing new study showing large negative employ-
ment effects from recent increases in Seattle’s minimum wage.

THE RECEIVED VIEW

Until the early 1990s, economists largely believed in the competi-
tive model of the labor market. This model entails that raising a
binding legal price floor on labor—that is, raising the minimum
wage when a number of workers earn that wage—will result in a
reduction in the quantity of labor demanded and therefore lower
the level of employment. In that era, policy disagreements over
minimum wage laws manifested themselves over whether the lost
employment was a tolerable tradeoff for higher pay for low-wage
workers who did maintain their jobs and hours.

A 1981 review by a Congressional Minimum Wage Study
Commission concluded that “time-series studies typically find
that a 10 percent increase in the minimum wage reduces teen-
age employment by one to three percent.” Minimum wages were
thought to reduce aggregate employment overall, with the biggest
effect falling on younger, more disposable workers—those with
low skill levels—or in regions with low levels of productivity. This
is in line with the notion that raising minimum wages could raise
take-home pay for those keeping their jobs, but it would also
reduce employment opportunities.

CARD AND KRUEGER CHANGE THE DEBATE

However, there are theoretical models asserting that minimum

RYAN BOUR NE holds the R. Evan Scharf Chair for the Public Understanding of
Economics at the Cato Institute.

A SEATTLE
GAME-CHANGER?

The latest empirical research further underscores the harm of minimum wage laws.
✒ BY RYAN BOURNE

wage laws can increase employment—if the labor market isn’t
competitive. If employers face little competition for labor (say, in
a “company town”) and so have monopsony power, they can pay
labor less than the workers’ marginal product, resulting in some
would-be workers opting for leisure. Under such circumstances,
a state-enforced higher minimum wage could make a minimum
wage increase a “free lunch,” increasing wages and employment.

David Card and Alan Krueger in 1994 seemed to find such
a result. Using a telephone survey to analyze the response of
fast-food restaurants in New Jersey to an increase in the state’s
minimum wage relative to nearby Pennsylvania, Card and Krueger
concluded that the higher minimum wage actually increased
employment in New Jersey.

However, David Neumark and William Wascher in 2004 reex-
amined the New Jersey increase using actual payroll data from
the two neighboring states. They found that a combination of
measurement error in the Card and Krueger telephone survey
and the fact that the wages of many of the workers were already
above both the new and old minimum wage accounted for Card
and Krueger’s findings, rather than a monopsony effect.

This scholarly fight sparked an explosion of both theoretical
and empirical research on the minimum wage. Given sectors
that include the overwhelming majority of workers earning at
or below the minimum wage (e.g., food preparation and serving,
sales, administrative support, transportation, and material mov-
ing) look fairly competitive, economists such as Alan Manning
developed models that argued instead that all employment situ-
ations have an element of monopsony. Imperfect information
and the costs to an employee of switching jobs are thought to
give the current employer some market power over workers. As
a result, these economists argue, raising the minimum wage can
raise employment.

In truth though, theory has long taken a back seat in the lit-
erature to pure empirical work. And though the empirical work
generally supports the received view on minimum wage laws, it

L A B O R
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is not unanimous. Hence, the main debates over the minimum
wage today are about econometric methodology—which empirical
studies better describe the effects of minimum wage laws?

EMPIRICAL WORK SINCE CARD AND KRUEGER

In 2006, Neumark and Wascher undertook an exhaustive analy-
sis of the minimum wage literature since Card and Kreuger. They
argued that two-thirds of the papers they reviewed supported the

traditional understanding. They concluded that
minimum wages had very negative employment
effects for minority teenagers, who were often
replaced by older, lower-skilled women.

But two papers in 2010 and 2011, using alter-
native research designs and controls, found no
employment effects from minimum wage increases,
highlighting the back-and-forth nature of this
debate. The 2010 paper, by Arindrajit Dube, Wil-
liam Lester, and Michael Reich, examined restau-
rant and other low-wage employment in counties
that bordered each other across state lines with
different minimum wage laws. They found no
effects on employment in counties in states that
had increased their minimum wage. The 2011 paper,
by Sylvia Allegretto, Dube, and Reich, examined
all (not just low-wage) employment in states, but
included state employment trends as a control
variable. The authors again found no effect of the
minimum wage increase on employment after con-
trolling for the existing employment trends.

Neumark and Wascher responded in 2013 that
the inclusion of the linear state-employment time
trends would be appropriate if the early 1990s reces-
sion and the Great Recession had similar effects
within states. But, for example, teenage employ-
ment was much higher than predicted by linear
trends in California during the 1990s recession
and much lower during the Great Recession. They
found that the inclusion of nonlinear state time
trends eliminated the systematic prediction errors
over time and resulted in negative effects of mini-
mum wages on teen employment—the same basic
result found in their 2006 paper.

In a provocative 2016 paper, Johnathan Meer
and Jeremy West argued that the inclusion of state
employment trends is methodologically problem-
atic for another reason. They argued that increased
minimum wages do not prompt employers to
reduce their employment levels in the short run,
but rather reduce their hiring rates at the margin,
resulting in lower employment in the long run. And
states that enact minimum wage increases tend to
have higher rates of employment growth than other

states, which means that controlling for trend growth, as the 2010
and 2011 papers did, obscures the negative employment effect of a
minimum wage increase. That is because the higher growth before
the wage increase and lower growth after the increase averages
out to a seemingly steady growth rate similar to what’s seen in
the control state. Meer and West concluded that a real minimum
wage increase of 10% reduced job growth by 0.3 percentage points
annually—a hefty 15% of the baseline level.JU
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Another criticism of the minimum wage studies that find no
employment effects concerns their use of geographically “close”
control groups, usually neighboring states. For this research
design to result in accurate inferences, the treatment and con-
trol areas must share common employment trends prior to the
minimum wage change in the “treated” state. But states that are
growing faster are more inclined to increase their minimum wage
relative to states that are not growing as robustly, so there are
likely important economic differences between them, and those
differences distort statistical analysis of the effects of one state
changing its minimum wage.

A 2014 study by Jeffrey Clemens and Michael Wither attempts
to overcome this problem. Instead of examining a state-level change
in the minimum wage, the two examine
the effects of the federal minimum wage
increase from $5.15 to $7.25 in the late
2000s. The nationwide change meant the
researchers couldn’t look for differences by
comparing workers in different states, so
they instead compared groups of workers
within each of the affected states. The treat-
ment group included those who were paid
the very lowest wage before the increase.
The control group included workers earn-
ing slightly above the new minimum. The
researchers found that the number of workers in the treatment
group declined relative to the control group once the new mini-
mum wage took effect. They estimated that the new federal mini-
mum eliminated about 800,000 jobs in the lowest paid group.

A BROAD REVIEW

To many readers, this academic back-and-forth is probably
confusing. Some analyses show that employers respond to an
increased minimum wage by cutting hours or jobs. Other stud-
ies conclude that minimum wage increases raise wages without
reducing employment. A recent comprehensive literature review
by Hristos Doucouliagos and T.D. Stanley of 1,424 estimates of
elasticities from minimum wage studies found small disemploy-
ment effects overall, but that finding was heavily caveated, with
the authors claiming that it probably stems from “publication
bias” in favor of the traditional negative results.

Nevertheless, a few conclusions about the literature prior to
2017 are clear.

First, the majority of published papers found small but statisti-
cally significant disemployment effects from modest minimum
wage increases, while most of the rest of the studies found nei-
ther positive nor negative employment effects. Very few found
a positive effect, which suggests that readers should have little
confidence in the monopsony model of the labor market.

Second, papers that used methodologies comparing areas
experiencing wage hikes with close geographic control areas
tended to find smaller disemployment effects, whereas those

controlling for other state-specific shocks and using longer time
periods or more advanced estimation methods tended to find
larger negative effects.

Third, the broad results of the literature suggested that certain
demographic groups, particularly the low-skilled and teenagers,
absorbed the worst of the employment losses when minimum
wages increased. This suggests a degree of labor-for-labor substi-
tution in favor of older workers.

THE SEATTLE SALVO

The intensity of this debate and the fragility of the research
results to the nature of controls makes the recent salvo on Seat-
tle’s minimum wage ordinance fascinating. In 2014, city leaders

voted to increase Seattle’s minimum wage in a series of steps,
set to reach $15 per hour by 2022, with larger employers and
employers not offering health benefits reaching that level earlier.
The implementation of the first few steps and the availability of
ample labor data for Seattle and comparison areas have given
researchers an especially promising opportunity to probe the
economic effects of minimum wage laws.

A new University of Washington study by Ekaterina Jardim,
Mark C. Long, Robert Plotnick, et al. examines the first two
Seattle minimum wage increases. The researchers used hours
and earnings data from Washington’s Employment Security
Department’s unemployment insurance database. Unlike pre-
vious studies, which examined sectors or groups known for
low-wage work—such as restaurants, or retail, or teenagers—this
study examined the effect of the minimum wage increases on all
employees earning under $19 per hour in single-location employ-
ers in the state.

The study used synthetic rather than actual controls. That
is, the control group is a weighted-average of census regions in
Washington. This approach minimizes the differences in trends
between Seattle and the other regions prior to the minimum
wage ordinance, making the findings of the study more reliable.
Differences in hours and employment after the ordinance passed
in Seattle are then assumed to be the result of the policy change.

The University of Washington results are striking. The research-
ers found the first minimum wage increase from $9.47 to $11 in
2015 resulted in statistically insignificant reductions in hours

Employers in Seattle cut back on both the number of low-
wage employees and the hours that retained employees
worked. The result is that the average person affected by
the law was $125 per month worse off.
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worked and jobs. But the second increase to $13 had dramatic
effects. Hours worked fell by between 8.7% and 10.6%, and the
total number of low-wage jobs decreased by between 5.1% and
6.3%. Employers in Seattle cut back on both the number of low-
wage employees and the hours that retained employees worked
relative to the synthetic control of weighted counties in the rest
of Washington. The result is that the average person affected by
the law was $125 per month worse offbecause of the policy change.

The University of Washington study is not the only one to
examine the Seattle increases. A rival study from Reich, Allegretto,
and Anna Godoey specifically examined food service employment
and used federal Census Department data rather than state unem-
ployment administration data. They found no employment effects,
just like the 2010 and 2011 studies that Reich and Allegretto
co-authored. But the University of Washington study’s authors,
anticipating this comparison, conducted a version of their own
looking exclusively at restaurant employment. They also found
no net employment effects, but there were large negative effects
when only low-wage restaurant employment was examined. In
other words, Seattle’s minimum wage increase shifted income
from lower-wage to higher-wage restaurant workers. This suggests
that Reich, Allegretto, and Godoey’s overall “no-effect” result
stems from a restaurant-employment research design that does
not distinguish the specific effects on different groups of workers.

A GAME-CHANGER?

The University of Washington study may significantly alter the
minimum wage debate for three reasons. First, the use of geo-
graphically close controls by other studies has usually yielded
findings of only small disemployment effects. The University of
Washington finding of large negative employment effects is there-
fore harder for minimum-wage proponents to dismiss because
the controls are analogous to those used in the restaurant studies.

Second, the study examined a two-step minimum wage
increase to the highest minimum wage in the nation. This sug-
gests that there may be nonlinear employment effects from mini-
mum wage increases, meaning that employment losses grow
progressively worse as the minimum wage rises.

Third, the paper implies that the studies that examine the effect
of minimum wage increases on aggregate employment in the
restaurant industry give a false conclusion on the broader effect of
minimum wage increases because of those studies’ data limitations.

Of course, the University of Washington paper is not the last
word on the subject. Critics have pointed out that it excluded
multi-site businesses and independent contractors from its analy-
sis, which may have affected the overall results. The authors
responded to the multi-site employer exclusion by conducting
survey work that suggests that multi-site businesses are in fact
more likely to have laid off workers following the wage increase
than single-site businesses. But the exemption of independent
contractors could be a more meaningful omission.

There is also debate about the appropriateness of the control

group. Some critics of the study have claimed that the strength
of Seattle’s economy and broader employment market may have
caused the paper to overstate the minimum wage increase’s effect.
These critics do not understand that, if anything, strong growth
in Seattle relative to the synthetic control trend would suggest
that the minimum wage had an even bigger negative effect. For the
results to overstate the disemployment effects, the control group
performance in the treatment period would have had to improve
relative to the city of Seattle.

CONCLUSION

The disinterested observer may be confused by the endless back-
and-forth on this question over the past 25 years. But the Uni-
versity of Washington study of Seattle’s minimum wage increase
offers evidence that minimum wages of sufficient magnitude
reduce employment of the low-paid. In addition, it suggests
studies that examine only certain “low-wage” sectors provide
inaccurate inferences about low-wage labor in general.
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Occupational licensing reform became
a hot-button issue among U.S. policy-
makers in 2016, and the first half of
2017 saw reform efforts at the federal
and state levels. At the federal level, this
activity builds upon two 2015 occupa-
tional licensing reports issued by the

Brookings Institution and the Obama White House, respec-
tively. At the state level, where most occupational licensing
regulation takes place, Michigan has arguably taken the lead
in instituting reform initiatives that have removed or reduced
barriers to employment.

This reform movement has been further propelled by the 2015
U.S. Supreme Court decision in North Carolina Board of Dental
Examiners v. Federal Trade Commission. The Court agreed with
the FTC’s contention that a government-empowered regulatory
body operated by an industry group—in this case, a state dental
board controlled by market participants who are elected by other
market participants—is a non-sovereign “private actor” that is
not automatically exempt from antitrust challenges. Where once
the courts gave states broad discretion in how they empower
these regulatory bodies, the 2015 ruling pointed out “the risk
that active market participants will pursue private interests in
restraining trade.” This created a new, stricter standard for the
state-action immunity doctrine, which now only applies if the
state government itself “actively supervises” and accepts legal
responsibility for the private actor’s decisions.

THOMAS A. HEMPHILL is professor of strategy, innovation, and public policy in
the School of Management at the University of Michigan, Flint. JARRETT SKORUP
is marketing and strategic outreach manager at the Mackinac Center for Public Policy.

THE LATEST ON
OCCUPATIONAL
LICENSING REFORM

At the federal level and in the state of Michigan, there have been encouraging
moves toward market liberalization.
✒ BY THOMAS A. HEMPHILL AND JARRETT SKORUP

FTC GUIDANCE ON ANTITRUST EXPOSURE
In October 2015, in response to the Supreme Court ruling, the
FTC’s Bureau of Competition issued a guidance document on
state licensing boards. Concerning boards that are not actively
managed by state governments, the guidance offers the follow-
ing advice:

In general a state may avoid all conflict with the federal anti-
trust laws by creating regulatory boards that serve only in an
advisory capacity, or by staffing a regulatory board exclusively
with persons who have no financial interests in the occupation
that is being regulated.

However, the FTC recognized the reality that state occupational
licensing boards are largely dominated by active members of
their respective professions, e.g., physicians regulating other
physicians, pharmacists regulating other pharmacists, hair styl-
ists regulating other hair stylists, etc. Under such circumstances,
state governments “must accept responsibility for [the boards’]
conduct by actively supervising them.”

The FTC guidance reviews the basic components of what
would be considered “good supervision.” These include institut-
ing a comprehensive review of a potentially anticompetitive board
decision, maintaining a factual record, and awarding state offi-
cials—the governor, attorney general, or legislature—the power to
veto or modify particular decisions. That veto power is intended
to ensure that elected officials are in agreement with state policy.

OCCUPATIONAL REGULATORY REFORM

In early 2017 the FTC announced the creation of an Economic
Liberty Task Force. Its first policy initiative focuses on occupa-
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tional licensing. It is intended to support an alternative policy
approach relying on competition in the marketplace to pro-
tect the public against unqualified service providers. It recom-
mends that voluntary certification or other types of occupational
regulation offer less restrictive alternatives that can help some
employers and consumers when comparing their options for
hiring employees or vendors.

The task force reflects the FTC’s growing willingness to push
back against industry rent-seeking disguised as government
occupational regulation. Maureen Ohlhausen, appointed by
President Trump as the acting chair of the FTC, recently told
Forbes that the agency

can help ensure that [state] legislators hear both sides of the
story by using the bully pulpit, commenting on proposed
legislation, and partnering with state and local officials who are
interested in occupational licensing reform. The FTC has a long
history of commenting on proposed state laws, and my task
force is going to build on those efforts to help states reform
their occupational licensing regimes.

Ohlhausen pointed out that “the uneven licensing of the

same occupation and different requirements for the same license
across states strongly suggest that many occupational licenses
do not advance public health, safety, or other legitimate public
protections.” She went on to say:

I am particularly concerned that occupational licensing
disproportionately affects those seeking to move up the lower
and middle rungs of the economic ladder, as well as military
families and veterans. Occupational licensing regulations can
prevent individuals from using their vocational skills and
entering new professions, as well as starting small businesses or
creating new business models.

Toward that end, a bipartisan, bicameral bill, the New Hope
and Opportunity through the Power of Employment (New
HOPE) Act, would amend the Perkins Technical Education Act
of 2006 to authorize funds to identify and eliminate excessive
occupational licensure at the state level. Specifically, those
federal funds would be used for consulting and coordinating
among state government agencies for the identification, consoli-
dation, or elimination of licenses or certifications that pose an
unnecessary barrier to entry for aspiring workers and provide

limited consumer pro-
tection.

“Occupational licens-
ing requirements are
some of the most bur-
densome obstacles for
aspiring workers and
entrepreneurs,” said one
of the legislation’s spon-
sors, Rep. Tim Walberg
(R–MI). “Too often, the
scope and complexity
of these regulations go
beyond their intended
purpose and place
unnecessary barriers
on individuals trying to
use their skills to earn a
paycheck or grow a small
business.” Another spon-
sor, Sen. Gary Peters (D–
MI), adds, “This biparti-
san legislation will give
states the flexibility to
streamline the licensing
process and reduce bar-
riers to good-paying jobs
that enable workers to
provide for their families,
send their kids to school,
and save for retirement.”
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STATE LICENSING REFORM

The federal antitrust efforts and proposed legislation are promis-
ing, but the vast majority of licensing exists at the state level. The
2015 Obama administration report notes that the typical state
licenses some 60 different occupations. Yet there is little evidence
of positive effects resulting from such licensing on consumer
health and safety.

Most economic and policy experts from across the ideologi-
cal spectrum agree that too many occupations are licensed, with
results being negative economic effects. Researchers blame state-
level licensing for fewer jobs, higher consumer costs, less competi-
tion, increased income inequality, and less social and economic
mobility, among other negative externalities. Still, little has been
done to lessen the licensing burden across the states. The percent-
age of workers requiring a license has risen from 5% in 1950 to
nearly 30% today.

Michigan, however, is becoming an encouraging exception
to that trend. Shortly after he took office in 2011, Gov. Rick
Snyder established the Office of Regulatory Reinvention (ORR),
which in turn created an occupational licensing advisory rules
committee to review the nearly 200 occupations in Michigan
that require some form of state licensing. In February 2012 the
agency released a report calling for reforms to state licensing
laws. It suggests changes based among other things on whether a
license protects consumers from harm, requires specialized skills
or training, and is aligned with state and national standards.
The report offers several policy recommendations, including
matching the total revenue from fees charged to licensees to
the costs the state incurs in oversee-
ing a licensed occupation (as opposed
to using the fees as a general revenue
source), reviewing the continuing edu-
cation requirements, and reviewing
licensing boards on “necessity, author-
ity, and proper functions.”

Since the release of the ORR
report, Michigan has repealed seven
license requirements outright. (As a
point of comparison, nationwide only
about 15 state license requirements
have been repealed in recent decades.)
These include requirements on dieti-
cians and nutritionists, auctioneers,
community planners, oculists, school
solicitors, immigration clerical assis-
tants, and interior designers. The state
also eliminated a few licensing boards
and reduced regulatory requirements
in other areas, such as the number
of mandated apprenticeship hours
required for a barber’s license.

In its current legislative session, the

state seems poised to go further with occupational licensing
reform. The Michigan House passed a package of bills that would
severely reduce licensing requirements for many contractors,
including painters, concrete workers, and window and gutter
installers. In addition, about a half-dozen other de-licensing bills
have been introduced.

Governor Snyder has made it clear that he does not favor
licensing as a regulatory tool. After taking office, he commis-
sioned the ORR report, which led to real policy change, and also
sent a letter to Michigan’s House Speaker and Senate majority
leader saying he would not approve of new licenses that were not
directly related to consumer health and safety. He wrote, “Going
forward, we need to continue to exercise diligence and caution in
determining whether to impose new regulations or requirements
on any occupations—whether previously unregulated or not—and
we should enact new restrictions only when they are absolutely
necessary to protect the public welfare.”

Criminal justice reform / A key focus in Michigan (besides rolling
back occupational regulations) is on the criminal justice side of
the licensing issue. For many occupations—government employ-
ees, public safety workers, and people in the health care field—the
state prohibits persons from working in those fields if they have
a felony criminal record (with a few exceptions). And like many
states, Michigan has “good moral character” provisions in about
75% of its licensing statutes, meaning people can be denied a
license based on somewhat arbitrary character issues.

A recent study by Stephen Slivinski of the Center for the Study T
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of Economic Liberty at Arizona State University found that states
with higher licensing barriers saw people more likely to return to
prison. The study estimates that

between 1997 and 2007 the states with the heaviest occupa-
tional licensing burdens saw an average increase in the three-
year, new-crime recidivism rate of over 9 percent. Conversely,
the states that had the lowest burdens and no such character
provisions saw an average decline in that recidivism rate of
nearly 2.5 percent.

In Michigan, there has been bipartisan interest in reducing pro-
visions in state statutes that prevent people with a criminal record
from working. Several bills have been taken up to reduce the

imposition of this penalty, and business groups and a bipartisan
panel of lawmakers have begun work on a more comprehensive
package of legislation related to the issue.

LOCAL LICENSING

One particular problem in many states is licensing requirements
at the local government level. In many cases, these are for occu-
pations already licensed by the state, meaning that any added
regulations are unlikely to positively affect consumer protection.
For other occupations, local governments require a license for
some occupations that state government does not see a need
to regulate.

In Michigan, a prominent example of this is in the city of
Detroit. As noted in a recent Mackinac Center licensing study:

Detroit licenses approximately 60 occupations. About half of
these are already licensed by the state of Michigan—in these
cases, the city simply mandates extra fees and requirements
above and beyond what is already required by the state. Some
examples include plumbers, electricians, fire alarm technicians,
elevator repairmen, and more. The other half of the occupa-
tional licenses Detroit requires are for jobs that the state does
not require licenses for. Some examples of these include awning
erectors, window washers, movers, auctioneers, sign erectors,
landscape gardeners, snowplowers, among others.

Michigan is a relatively economically depressed state and
Detroit is among the poorest of cities (having emerged from

bankruptcy in 2014). The research shows that eliminating barri-
ers to entry, such as licensing, is a low-cost way of enhancing job
growth and consumer wealth.

POLICY CHALLENGES

The North Carolina Board of Dental Examiners v. FTC decision has
put states on notice that their boards can be investigated for
violation of the federal antitrust law. The FTC strongly recom-
mends that a state legislature should empower a regulatory
board to restrict competition only when necessary to protect
against a credible risk of harm, such as health and safety risks
to consumers. Moreover, “the Federal Trade Commission and
its staff have frequently advocated that states avoid unneeded

and burdensome regulation of service
providers,” the agency noted in its 2015
guidance. This guidance provides added
impetus for proactive state-level occupa-
tional regulatory reform efforts

At the state level, governments should
take a different approach to occupational
licensure. States should thoroughly review
all the current licenses on their books and
eliminate those that cannot be shown to
improve public health and safety. In states
where there are no local pre-emption law

on occupational regulation, such legislation needs to be passed
to eliminate multiple levels of costly regulation that hinders job
entry and reduces competition. Policymakers should also estab-
lish criteria for creating new licenses so that new regimes meet
strict standards before they are written into law and those regimes
utilize the least restrictive typology of occupational regulation
that is effective. (See “Occupations: A Hierarchy of Regulatory
Options,” Fall 2016.)

Proponents of occupational regulatory reform now have a
public policy “window of opportunity” open to get substantive
reforms enacted. The question is, do they have the political will
to follow through on these bipartisan intentions?
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It is hard to believe that more than a half-century after
Brown v. Board of Education, racial segregation of chil-
dren still exists—in explicit, legally mandated form—
not just in some places, but all across the United States.
Children of one racial group are separated from all
others and subjected to different laws—laws that give
them less protection against abuse and neglect than

their peers enjoy—solely on account of their genetic ancestry.
This is done under the auspices of the 1978 Indian Child Wel-

fare Act (ICWA), a law that applies to any child who is “eligible for
membership” in a tribe and whose parent is a member, regardless
of whether that child has ever lived on a reservation or has any
familiarity with a tribe’s culture, language, religion, or history.
The ICWA forces state child protection officers to return abused
children to the parents who have mistreated them, makes it harder
to rescue them from neglect, and renders it next to impossible
to find them the permanent, loving adoptive homes they need.
It even overrides the choices of Indian parents themselves when
they try to protect their children’s best interests.

Most remarkably, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and sev-
eral state courts have declared that the ICWA overrides the “best
interests of the child” test that applies to cases involving children
of other races. Given that Native American kids face higher risks
of poverty, abuse, alcoholism, gang activity, and suicide than any
other U.S. demographic, these discriminatory limits on child
protection, foster care, and adoption worsen the lives of America’s
most vulnerable citizens.

Recently, a series of lawsuits over the ICWA—brought by adop-
tion attorneys, state attorneys general, and the Goldwater Insti-
tute—have drawn increasing attention to these problems. But
ensuring equal protection for Indian children is likely to be a
difficult and slow process.

TIMOTHY SANDEFUR is vice president for litigation at the Goldwater Institute.
Institute lawyers represent the parties in the Ohio, California, and Arizona cases
referenced in this article.

SUFFER THE
LITTLE CHILDREN

U.S. law treats Native American children very different from other children.
✒ BY TIMOTHY SANDEFUR

SEPARATE AND UNEQUAL

The ICWA was adopted in reaction to abuses by child welfare
agencies that sometimes took a jaundiced view of Native Ameri-
can culture and tradition. These agencies were accused of taking
Native children away from their parents for insufficient reasons
and depriving the parents of fair legal proceedings to challenge
those actions. But the ICWA also embodied racist conceptions
of its own—most significantly the notion of the “generic Indian”
that disregards the dramatic differences between tribes. And
because it deprives Native children of crucial legal protections,
the law relegates them to second-class status and subordinates
their individual interests to the desires of tribal governments.

To understand the differences between the ICWA and the laws
that apply to other children, imagine a white child whose par-
ents are abusing him. State child welfare officers would typically
take him into temporary foster care while making “reasonable
efforts” to restore the family by helping his parents get psycho-
logical or economic assistance. These “reasonable efforts” are
required by both state and federal law. But “reasonable efforts” are
not required in cases involving “aggravated circumstances”—for
instance, if the child is being molested or subjected to continuous
abuse. That makes sense; it would be foolish to return a child to
a dangerous family environment where he will only suffer more.

If “reasonable efforts” fail, the child might be cleared for
adoption through a multi-stage legal process that begins with
a “termination of parental rights” proceeding, during which the
court must use the “clear and convincing” standard of evidence
to decide whether the parents’ rights over the child should be
severed. That standard—more demanding than the “preponder-
ance of the evidence” standard used in most civil cases, but less
demanding than the “beyond a reasonable doubt” rule criminal
courts use—is required by a 1982 Supreme Court decision that
held that terminating a parent’s rights over his child is a drastic
measure that must not be taken lightly. Yet the Court also refused
to impose the extremely demanding “reasonable doubt” standard

FA M I LY L AW
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because that would “erect an unreasonable barrier to state efforts
to free permanently neglected children for adoption.”

After parental rights are terminated, the foster family (or any-
one else) can file an adoption petition and the court must decide
whether the adoption would be in the child’s best interests. If so,
the court creates a new family by approving the adoption. Race
is not supposed to dictate these decisions. On the contrary, the
Supreme Court ruled in 1984 that courts could not make custody
decisions based on race because “whatever problems racially mixed
households may pose,” those problems “cannot justify a racial
classification” or “directly or indirectly” permit racial prejudices
to have any legal effect.

But if the child is an “Indian child,” the case is entirely differ-
ent. The ICWA defines “Indian child” as any minor who is either a
tribal member or is “eligible” for membership and whose parent is
a member. Eligibility criteria differ from tribe to tribe, but all are
based on genetics: the Navajo, for instance, require a child to be
at least 25% Navajo, while the Choctaw require only that a child
be directly descended from a signer of a 1906 Indian census. Still
others, such as the Gila River Indian Community, require 25%

“Indian blood” regardless of tribe.
Political, religious, or cultural factors play no role, nor does

residency. A child with the right DNA is an “Indian child,” regard-
less of whether he knows anything about tribal culture or has
ever visited a reservation. Meanwhile, an adopted white child who
lives on a reservation, speaks a tribal language, practices a Native
religion, and is otherwise fully acculturated with the tribe does not
qualify as Indian under the ICWA because he lacks the right genes.

And the rules for Indian children differ from those that apply
to non-Indian children. When state child welfare officers seek to
rescue an Indian child from abuse or neglect, the ICWA requires
them to make “active efforts”—not “reasonable efforts”—to return
her to her parents. While the law doesn’t define “active efforts,”
state courts and the BIA have said that it requires more than

“reasonable” efforts—and the “aggravated circumstances” excep-
tion does not apply.

This means Indian children must be returned to abusive
families time and again, which would not happen if they were
white, black, Asian, or Hispanic. In one shocking 2016 case, Min-
nesota social workers took three Duluth children, ages 7, 8, and 9,
into protective custody so often that they stopped counting the
number of days spent in state care after it reached 500. Officers
reported that the home was soaked in urine, with the family
sleeping on the floor among piles of rotting food. Had the chil-P
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dren been of any other race, they would have been rescued from
their alcoholic, neglectful parents. But because they were Indian,
they were repeatedly sent back to experience more mistreatment.

In 2008, three young Nebraska girls were taken into custody
because of their father’s physical abuse, and the father spent seven
months in psychological counseling. When problems persisted,
the state took the children away permanently—only to have the
Nebraska Supreme Court reverse that order because the state had
notmadeenough“activeefforts.”Bythetimethatrulingcamedown
in 2014, the father had molested them again, leading one judge to
lament that the girls had “experienced lifetimes of trauma”—trauma
they could have been spared were it not for the ICWA.

The 2006 case of 5-year-old Declan Stewart was even worse.
He was an Oklahoma Cherokee boy who was sent back to his
mother and her boyfriend despite repeated trips to the emergency
room—until at last the boyfriend beat him to death.

RACE-MATCHING

If social workers need to put an Indian child in foster care, the
ICWA requires that she be placed with tribal members or with

“an Indian family” whenever possible. This is problematic because
Indian foster parents are scarce. Los Angeles County, with its
population of 10 million people, has only one. But when Native
kids are placed in non-Indian foster homes, they can be shifted
from one family to another at the behest of tribal governments,
which deprives them of the stability and permanence they need.

If the foster parents wish to adopt that Indian child, the rules are
even more restrictive. The ICWA mandates that she be adopted by
tribal members or by “other Indian families”—even if they are from
a different tribe—rather than members of other ethnic groups. And
instead of the “clear and convincing evidence” rule that applies to
cases involving kids of other races, termination-of-parental-rights
cases involving Indian children are governed by an especially strin-
gent version of the “beyond a reasonable doubt” test.

This means it is literally easier to send a defendant to death
row than to find an adoptive home for a Native American child.

In a case now underway in Texas, a 2-year-old Navajo boy
lived with a non-Indian foster family for nearly a year and a half.
They decided to adopt, and the natural parents agreed, but tribal
officials said no. They insisted that he be adopted by a Navajo
family, instead—a couple he had only met once, for three hours.
The court agreed, and within days state officials announced that
they would take the boy away from his foster parents and send
him to New Mexico. (That has been postponed to allow an appeal,
and the Texas attorney general filed a federal lawsuit on the child’s
behalf in October.)

Heartbreaking cases like these are shocking because Americans
are accustomed to the “best interests of the child” standard that
courts apply in lawsuits involving children’s welfare—a rule judges
have called the “lodestar” and the “overriding concern” in child
welfare cases. But some judges and the BIA have decreed that courts
should not apply this rule—or should apply a different kind of “best

interests” rule—to cases involving Indian children. The Texas Court
of Appeals, for instance, has held that “the term ‘best interests of
Indian children,’ as found in the ICWA is different than the general
Anglo American ‘best interest of the child’ standard” because it for-
bids an Indian child from being placed with non-Indians in all but
rare cases. In 2016, California judges agreed, declaring that while
the child’s individual best interest is the paramount consideration
in cases involving white or black kids, courts should only “take an
Indian child’s best interests into account as one of the constellation
of factors.” In other words, their “best interests” should be compro-
mised to benefit tribal government authority.

This separate-but-equal—more accurately, separate-and-sub-
standard—treatment is reinforced by the federal Interethnic Place-
ment Act, which forbids states from denying an adoption based
on race. This law nevertheless expressly excludes Indian children
from that protection. That’s because while state laws impose no
racial limits on adoption or foster care, the ICWA overrides those
laws and mandates race-matching by requiring that Indian children
be placed with Indians except in unusual cases. The racial nature
of this requirement is made clear by the fact that it gives priority
to “Indian” families even if they are of different tribes, meaning
that an Inuit child must be placed with a Seminole or Penobscot
family instead of a white family regardless of the vast differences
between those cultures. The law thus incorporates the concept
of “generic Indianness”—a notion invented by white settlers who
ignored the distinctions between aboriginal North Americans and
regarded them as fungible. As Justice Clarence Thomas recently
observed, “treating all Indian tribes as an undifferentiated mass”
is “ahistorical.” It is also fundamentally racist.

PRIVATE FAMILY DISPUTES

Although the ICWA was written to restrain abuses by state gov-
ernments and adoption agencies, courts have recently begun
applying it even to private family disputes in which no govern-
ment agency is involved—in the process, overriding the wishes of
Indian parents themselves.

This is particularly common in step-parent adoption cases in
which a re-married birth parent seeks to terminate the parental
rights of an ex-spouse so that the new spouse can adopt the child.
In one 2016 case, for instance, a Native American mother asked
Washington state courts to sever the rights of her son’s natural
father—who had abused her and was jailed for multiple felo-
nies—so that her new husband could legally adopt her son. The
tribe supported her choice, but the state supreme court refused.
Despite the fact that the birth father was not Native American,
it ruled that the ICWA required the mother to engage in “active
efforts” to reunite him with the boy.

In January 2017, the Arizona Court of Appeals ruled that the
ICWA barred an Indian father from terminating the rights of his
non-Indian ex-wife when he decided that her neglect and drug
abuse rendered her unfit. He had failed to make “active efforts” to
reunite her with the children, the court said, because he prohib-
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ited the kids from visiting her on account of her behavior. Months
later, another Arizona court held that the ICWA barred a tribal
member from terminating the rights of her child’s father, who was
then serving a prison sentence for a drive-by shooting. Had she
lived on the reservation, tribal law would have applied—and those
rules happen to be the same as the ordinary Arizona law that
applies to non-Indian children. Under either state or tribal law,
her request would likely have been granted. But because the child
was Indian and did not live on a reservation, the ICWA applied
instead—and its more stringent rules overrode the mother’s judg-

ment about her son’s best interests.
Even more shockingly, a California court recently held that

the ICWA applied to a dispute between family members over who
should take care of three children whose parents were killed in
a car accident. The father’s family—which included a member of
the Miwok tribal council—invoked the ICWA to insist that they be
given priority over the non-Indian mother’s family. No adoption
agency or state government was involved, and the children were
not being removed from their parents’ custody. But the court
held that the ICWA’s race-matching requirements applied anyway
because the orphans were Indian.

Yet it is common for the ICWA to deprive Indian parents of the
right to make decisions about their children’s upbringing—a right
the Supreme Court has called “fundamental.” In Troxel v. Granville
(2000), it struck down a Washington state law that forced parents
to allow visitation between their children and the children’s grand-
parents, holding that parental decisions about childrearing must
be given “special weight.” But in the 1989 case of Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians v. Holyfield, the Court allowed a tribal government
to veto the decisions of an Indian couple who chose an adoptive
family for their baby and left the reservation in an effort to ensure
that the adoption would proceed. The ICWA, said the Court, gives
tribes rights “on a parity” with those of parents.

TRIBAL POWER

But the Troxel decision forbids the government from giving such
rights to people other than the parents. For Congress to do so
also clashes with the principles of federalism. Family law is a
role for state governments alone. The only exception is when
states impose discriminatory laws, such as the prohibitions on

interracial marriage invalidated in the 1960s or the restrictions
on same-sex marriage struck down in recent years. The ICWA
reverses this trend, however, and forces states to discriminate
when they otherwise would not. What’s more, the Supreme
Court has held that the federal government cannot compel state
officials to enforce federal laws—yet the ICWA forces state social
workers to act in certain ways, including “active efforts.”

These federalism concerns are severe in ICWA cases because
states have primary responsibility for protecting their citizens—
especially minors—against mistreatment and neglect. Yet state child

welfare officials often find themselves forbid-
den to act when Indian children are suffer-
ing, and are sometimes even forced to send
children out of state—literally to extradite
them—at the behest of tribal governments.
That happened in the highly publicized
2016 case involving “Lexi,” a 6-year-old girl
who lived with a California foster family for
four years and came to think of them as
her parents. The Choctaw tribe ordered her
removed and sent to Utah to live with a dif-
ferent family instead. State judges admitted

that this would cause Lexi psychological trauma, but held that her
best interests took a back seat to tribal authority.

The ICWA also disregards the longstanding “minimum contacts”
rule that forbids judges from reaching across borders to decide law-
suits involving parties who have no connection to the place where
the court sits. As the Supreme Court has put it, the Constitution

“does not contemplate that a [court] may make binding a judgment”
against a person or a business “with which [it] has no contacts, ties,
or relations.” Yet the ICWA allows tribes to transfer cases out of any
state court in the country, and into their own tribal courts, based
solely on the child’s biological ancestry.

One can hardly imagine a judge in Florida claiming authority
to decide an adoption case involving a Texan child simply because
the child’s great-grandfather lived in Florida. Yet tribal courts
frequently do just this. In the California case involving the three
Miwok orphans, a tribal judge ordered the non-Indian relatives
to relinquish the children even though neither the relatives, nor
the deceased parents, nor the children, ever lived on a reservation.
In another ongoing case, a tribal court in Arizona ordered Ohio
social workers to turn over a 2-year-old boy who was born in Ohio
and lived there his whole life. It had decided that he should live
on a reservation nearly 2,000 miles from his home state with a
family he had never met.

RACIAL OR POLITICAL DISTINCTIONS?

Given the deleterious treatment the ICWA imposes on Native
American children, one might assume that state and federal
courts would be quick to intervene to ensure the equal treatment
that the Constitution promises. But in fact, most courts have
refused to do this, thanks to a 1974 case called Morton v. Man-

Given the deleterious treatment the ICWA imposes on
Native American children, one might assume that state
and federal courts would be quick to intervene to ensure
the equal treatment that the Constitution promises.
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cari. That case upheld an affirmative-action law that gave tribal
members hiring preferences for jobs at the BIA. The Supreme
Court held that the law was “not directed towards a ‘racial’ group
consisting of ‘Indians’” and therefore did not violate the consti-
tutional ban on racial distinctions. Tribal membership is “politi-
cal, rather than racial in nature,” it declared.

Many courts have interpreted Mancari as meaning that Con-
gress is entirely free to treat Indians differently than non-Indians.
But in 2000 the Court made clear that there are limits when it
struck down a Hawaii law that only allowed descendants of Native
Hawaiians to vote in elections for certain state offices. That was
an unconstitutional racial distinction, said the justices, because
it “single[d] out ‘identifiable classes of persons ... solely because
of their ancestry or ethnic characteristics.’” Hawaii lawyers relied
on the Mancari precedent, but the justices rejected that argument
and called Mancari “sui generis” because it had involved the BIA,
which has a unique relationship to tribal governments. Outside
such limited circumstances, the Court said, laws that treat people
differently based solely on their genetics are unconstitutional.

Some California courts have also declared that Mancari does
not shield the ICWA from constitutional challenges. A three-judge
panel ruled in a 1996 case called In re. Bridget R. that while Mancari
allows the government to treat children differently if they have a

“social, cultural or political tribal affiliation” with a tribe, it does
not permit the government to treat them differently if based
solely on a child’s “genetic heritage.” But the court stopped short
of striking down the law and instead adopted a theory called the

“existing Indian family doctrine,” which holds that the ICWA
simply does not apply to cases where a child’s only connection
to a tribe is biological.

California lawmakers reacted to Bridget R. by passing a law
aimed at eliminating that doctrine, but in 2001 another three-
judge panel held that the doctrine remained in effect. Other Cali-
fornia courts have disagreed, leading to confusion that remains
unresolved after more than a decade and a half.

AMERICA’S MOST VULNERABLE

Since the ICWA’s enactment, the U.S. Supreme Court has only
addressed it twice: in Holyfield and again in the 2013 case involv-
ing “Baby Veronica,” a Cherokee infant whose non-Indian mother
arranged an adoption by a non-Indian adoptive couple. Although
Veronica’s Cherokee father initially refused to have anything to do
with her, he changed his mind after adoption papers were signed
and invoked his power under the ICWA to block the adoption
because of a lack of “active efforts.” The Supreme Court upheld
the adoption. The ICWA was designed to prevent the “breakup”
of Indian families, it reasoned, and since the father had never had
a relationship with Veronica, there was no Indian family to begin
with, and therefore no “breakup” was imminent.

That case did not resolve the ICWA’s constitutional problems,
but used a version of the “existing Indian family doctrine,” instead.
Yet the justices did note that using the ICWA as a “trump card”

to “override the mother’s decision and the child’s best interests
… would raise equal protection concerns” because it “would put
certain vulnerable children at a great disadvantage solely because
an ancestor—even a remote one—was an Indian.”

In fact, this problem is immense. Children of Native American
ancestry are more likely than their peers in other ethnic groups
to suffer almost every imaginable disadvantage. They are twice
as likely to live in poverty. Their infant mortality rate is nearly
double the rate among whites. Some 15% are involved in gangs,
and 16% are drug-dependent. Fifteen out of every 1,000 Indian
youths suffer physical abuse (compared to about 11 among
whites) and violence accounts for 75% of the deaths of Native
Americans between the ages of 12 and 20. Suicide is the leading
cause of death among Indian boys 10–14. Fewer than 5% of Native
American high school graduates go on to college, and fewer than
10% of those graduate in four years.

Given the right circumstances, of course, Indian kids do as well
as other kids. But the ICWA often prevents them from getting
the support and protection they need and compromises their best
interests in order to perpetuate racial separatism. Its burdensome
requirements deter foster parents from taking in Indian children
and makes them less likely to try adopting. Although it was passed
with good intentions—to prevent abuses by state officials who
wield tremendous power over families that are often unable to
protect themselves in court—the law often ends up harming the
very children it was supposed to protect.

Unfortunately, reforming the ICWA presents real difficulties.
Tribal officials are protective of the powers it gives them, and
memories of the abuses that led to the law’s passage are still fresh
in many people’s minds. Judges have generally been reluctant to
confront the constitutional problems created by the law, perhaps
out of an aversion to involving themselves in such emotionally
charged issues or to interfere with Congress’s extraordinary pow-
ers with regard to tribes. Any dispute involving Native Americans
tends to be politically sensitive, given the painful history of U.S.–
Indian relations. Thus state and federal supreme courts have often
simply chosen not to hear cases involving the ICWA.

But ignoring the problems will only make them worse. Every
day, Native American children are denied the legal protections
they desperately need, and it is well past time they were given the
equal treatment before the law that they, like all people, deserve.
We cannot remedy the injustices of the past, but we can treat
people justly in the present.
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The dream is always the same. Congress
should enact sweeping laws that turn every-
thing over to technocratic regulators, giving
them carte blanche to do whatever serves
the public interest. These disinterested
experts will apply the delegated authority
wisely and effectively, delivering truth, jus-

tice, and prosperity—and will do so without the rent-seeking,
log-rolling, and earmarks that are associated with the political
branches (i.e., Congress and the president).

Of course, that’s often not the way things turn out. Market
failure is real, but so is government failure. Regulators are not
always neutral, and many of them are not actually technocratic
experts. Stated differently, expertise informs their judgments,
but so does politics (both in the sense of partisanship and of
organizational machinations). They can pick sides and use their
sweeping regulatory authority to make life miserable for those
who are on the other side.

Regulators can also screw up. Sometimes they don’t have the
requisite information to understand (let alone fix) the problem.
Sometimes their tools are the wrong ones for the job (i.e., “if the
only tool you have is a hammer…”). Regulators can also be too
risk-averse, or not risk-averse enough. They can have tunnel vision,
or they can seek to use their power to leverage outcomes that lie
far outside the scope of their properly delegated authority. They

DAVID A. HYMAN is a professor of law at the Georgetown University School of Law
and a Cato Institute adjunct scholar. WILLIAM E. KOVACIC is a professor of law
at the George Washington University School of Law. This essay is based on a longer
article forthcoming in the New York University Journal of Law & Liberty.

RISKY BUSINESS:
SHOULD THE FDA
PAY ATTENTION
TO DRUG PRICES?

Prices provide information that the agency needs to consider.
✒ BY DAVID A. HYMAN AND WILLIAM E. KOVACIC

can be too cozy with the industries they regulate, or not cozy
enough. And so on.

To be sure, some agencies are less prone to this laundry list
of problems than others. Consider the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration. To its credit, the FDA has done a fairly good job
of avoiding problems, but it is not perfect.

The FDA’s biggest challenge is that it is in the business of
making tradeoffs between innovation and safety. Advocates for
each of these (laudable) goals are quick to condemn decisions that
seem to favor the other goal. In the words of recently departed
FDA commissioner Margaret Hamburg:

The balancing of risks and benefits is fundamental to FDA’s
regulatory role. And it is always a challenge. We joke that FDA is
viewed as having only two approval speeds: too fast and too slow.
We are perceived as too quick to approve a drug or device when
a significant safety issue is identified in the post-market context
once the product is in widespread use. On the other hand, we
were too slow in approving when a drug that has undergone a
lengthy development and review is finally approved and provides
a real therapeutic benefit to patients. The task for FDA’s scientist
is to strike the right regulatory balance.

More concretely, those who prioritize innovation criticize the
FDA for being too risk-averse in approving drugs because the
agency (rightly) anticipates being pilloried for “false positives”
(i.e., approving drugs it should not), but knows it will receive
much less criticism for false negatives (i.e., delaying or denying
approval of drugs that it should have). These critics, who tend
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to come from the right side of the political spectrum, believe the
result of this risk aversion is delayed and/or denied approvals,
resulting in tens of thousands of invisible (but no less real) deaths.
Conversely, those who prioritize safety believe that the FDA has
been too willing to approve ineffective and risky drugs, in part
because of congressional pressure to lower the standards for
drug approval, compounded by the corrupting influence of user
fees. (See “How Have User Fees Affected the FDA?” Spring 2002.)
These critics, who tend to come from the left side of the political
spectrum, believe the result is tens of thousands of visible deaths
and considerable disability. Both sides point to specific examples
supporting their respective positions and are quick to discount
the concerns raised by the opposing side.

These battles have been going on for decades, with both sides
arguing about where, at any given point in time, the FDA falls
on the drug approval “Goldilocks” spectrum (i.e., is the agency
acting too fast, too slow, or just right?). These issues seem likely
to remain policy perennials, if the recent debates over the 21st
Century Cures Act and “Right to Try” laws are any indication. (See

“Is State ‘Right to Try’ Legislation Misguided Policy?” Fall 2014.)
Notwithstanding these disputes, if you asked a random mem-

ber of the general public or of Congress to identify the single most
important issue in the drug policy space, our bet is that “cost”
would be by far the most popular response. There is no shortage
of examples that help explain that response, whether it is Martin
Shkreli (Daraprim), Mylan (the Epi-pen), or the spiral of increases
in the sticker price for a wide array of brand-name drugs. (See

“Legislating Drug Price Transparency,” Summer 2017.)
So where is the FDA when it comes to drug costs? When asked,

FDA personnel are quick to explain that drug pricing is not their
responsibility. As Zachary Brennan of the health care industry
group Regulatory Affairs Professionals Society wrote in a Novem-
ber 2015 essay, “FDA doesn’t dip its toe into the pricing bog while
deciding whether to approve or reject a new drug, and it also doesn’t
negotiate with pharmaceutical companies over how to price drugs.”
This response captures the agency’s longstanding position. Its
organization, culture, and behavior reflect its self-understanding
that it is the safety and efficacy czar. No drug gets onto the market
without FDA permission, but once the drug is approved, the agency

Martin Shkreli, former CEO of Turing Pharmaceuticals, confers with
his attorney before the start of a 2016 House committee hearing.
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has no interest in the price point at which it changes hands. Periodic
attempts to get the agency to respond to drug pricing “problems”
have been deflected, deflated, or simply ignored.

As we detail below, the FDA’s decades-long honeymoon on this
issue is almost certainly over. We anticipate the agency will come
under increasing pressure to address drug pricing. When that
happens, the question will no longer be whether it should pay
attention to drug prices, but how and when the FDA should do so.

WHY THE FDA SHOULD PAY ATTENTION
TO DRUG PRICES

Prices communicate information. Why wouldn’t an agency
charged with regulating a market pay attention to pricing infor-
mation about the goods being sold in that market—particularly
when the agency controls access to the market? Of course, the
FDA does not regulate prices directly, but that does not mean
the agency should simply ignore prices, even if it would prefer to
focus on the technocratic “thumbs up” or

“thumbs down” drug approval decision.
Knowledgeable observers know that the

agency’sstatutorymandatefocusesonsafety
and efficacy, not prices. But there are two
distinct reasons why the FDA should pay at
least some attention to drug prices. First, at
least for generics, drug pricing can commu-
nicate information about the FDA’s perfor-
mance. Generic drug entry is an immensely
powerful tool with which to lower drug
prices.But ifgenericsarenotbeingapproved
in a timely fashion, drug prices may remain at elevated levels, even
though the underlying drug is long since off-patent.

Bureaucracies can easily become complacent about backlogs
because they experience them only as an ever-growing pile of
paperwork accumulating in the agency’s inbox. After all, it’s
only paperwork. The pile was there yesterday and will be there
tomorrow. Maybe drug companies have to wait longer for their
drug approvals than they would like, but there are n + 1 holes in
the dike that the FDA is guarding, and only n plugs with which
to fill them. As long as every drug company is treated the same,
no company has a valid complaint.

But if the FDA starts paying attention to drug pricing, the
human cost of the agency’s approval backlog suddenly becomes
immediate and concrete. Agency leaders are forced to recognize the
significant harms that result when the FDA has a backlog of generic
drug approval requests. Indeed, drug prices provide an immediate
feedback loop on the real-world consequences of the agency fail-
ing to clear its backlog. The FDA can also use pricing information
to identify and prioritize applications that should get bumped to
the front of the queue for processing. And it can use the pricing
information to lobby Congress for more personnel: “We need more
money to process generic drug applications. The level and trends
in drug pricing show that we aren’t blowing smoke.”

Pricing information also helps cast light on the consequences
of other aspects of the FDA’s operations. Consider the Unap-
proved Drugs Initiative (UDI), launched in 2006. The UDI was an
attempt to deal with various drugs that were being sold without
FDA approval because they had been on the market before the
1938 Food and Drug Act requiring safety evidence or the 1962
amendments requiring safety and effectiveness evidence. Consis-
tent with the UDI, the FDA warned companies that specific drugs
were unapproved and invited them to test them. Firms that tested
their drugs received a period of market exclusivity.

From the FDA’s perspective, the UDI was a straightforward
strategy to push unapproved drugs off the market, using a car-
rot (market exclusivity for firms that tested their drugs) and a
stick (enforcement actions against firms that failed to test their
drugs). Best of all, the costs of market exclusivity were externalized
to consumers, rather than treated as an on-budget expense for
the agency. Predictably enough, multiple companies conducted

some quick and dirty testing, and then used the resulting market
exclusivity to jack up prices. The most aggressive/creative compa-
nies also sought to achieve orphan drug status for their products,
further increasing the period of market exclusivity.

The pricing consequences of the UDI were clear. To pick
one example, the price of colchicine, used to treat gout, went
from 10¢ a tablet to $5. Unsurprisingly, these increases in cost
affected utilization. One study found “a reduction in colchicine
initiation and an increase in patient spending … [but no] associa-
tion with improvements in avoidance of potentially dangerous
co-prescriptions.”

Of course, the pricing consequences of the UDI were not
limited to colchicine. The price of 17-OHP, used to prevent pre-
mature births, went from $15 per injection to $1,440. The price
of extended-release guaifenesin, used in cough syrup, went up by
700%. Other examples are not hard to find.

If the policy focus is solely on reducing the number of unap-
proved drugs on the market, the UDI would have to be scored an
unmixed success. But if the focus includes information on drug
pricing and access to care, the case looks quite different. Indeed,
if the FDA had thought about drug prices, it is far from clear that
it should have gone forward with the UDI. At a minimum, greater
consideration should have been given to the likely pricing conse-

Why wouldn’t an ageny charged with regulating a market
pay attention to pricing information about the goods
being sold in that market—especially when the agency
controls access to that market?
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quences of granting an extended period of market exclusivity for
cheap drugs that had been on the market for decades.

The FDA’s response to criticisms of the UDI also reveals its
mindset. In an October 2010 letter published in the New England
Journal of Medicine in response to an article about the colchicine
debacle, FDA officials Janet Woodcock and Sarah Okada wrote:

Because URL Pharma was the first to submit clinical trial data
and be granted approval for oral colchicine, federal law required
that the company be given marketing exclusivity for the indica-
tion of acute gout for 3 years and for the indication of familial
Mediterranean fever for 7 years. Congress wrote these laws to
encourage innovation, although such regulations sometimes
have a broader sweep. The FDA is required to implement the
laws as written and has no authority to regulate drug prices.
Manufacturers could seek approval for colchicine for chronic
gout; no marketing exclusivity exists for this indication.

The FDA is focused on ensuring that all drugs are held to
the same safety, efficacy, and quality standards. The FDA noted
117 non-overdose deaths (some recent) that were associated
with oral colchicine (with 51% involving an interaction between
colchicine and clarithromycin). Clinical trials of Colcrys
showed that lower doses were as effective as higher doses and
produced fewer side effects. As a result of the FDA’s review and
approval of Colcrys, this information must now be included in
the drug’s label.

Stated more concisely: “It’s not us; it’s the law. And don’t bother
us about pricing, because that’s not our problem either.”

But Congress and the general public were entirely unpersuaded
by these arguments. For colchicine, there was universal outrage
about the price increases. For 17-OHP, the outcry in Congress
and the news media was so loud that the FDA backed down and
allowed compounding pharmacies to continue to manufacture
the product. These reactions point to the second reason for the
FDA to pay attention to drug prices: because people expect it
to. When a public agency visibly fails to do what Congress and
the general public expect it to do, bad things happen to agency
leadership—and sometimes to the agency itself.

For both of these reasons, we believe the time is ripe for the
FDA to start paying attention to drug prices. If the agency doesn’t
address this issue on its own, it may well find the issue rammed
down its throat.

GAMING THE FDA APPROVAL PROCESS:
CITIZEN PETITIONS AND REMS

So far, we have focused on the pricing consequences of the UDI
and the FDA’s failure to approve generic drugs in a timely man-
ner. But other aspects of the FDA’s operations create the oppor-
tunity for similar adverse effects on pricing. Consider citizen
petitions. In theory, citizen petitions provide a way for external
constituencies to trigger FDA scrutiny of drugs that the agency
would otherwise overlook or assign a lower priority. But citizen

petitions can also be used to deter generic entry, as Mylan did
with the Epi-pen and ViroPharma did with Vancomycin.

The FDA’s Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS)
authority raises many of the same concerns as citizen petitions.
The authority enables the FDA to require drug manufacturers
to formulate and carry out strategies intended to mitigate risks
associated with unrestricted use of specific drugs. But REMS can
also be used to delay generic entry. In 2014, fully 40% of newly
approved drugs had a REMS. One study estimated that delays
in generic entry attributable to REMS cause Americans to pay
an extra $5.4 billion per year for drugs. If that estimate is correct,
branded drug companies are likely to view REMS as a briar patch
they want to be thrown into, rather than a real constraint on their
ability to market their products.

As these examples indicate, the pricing problems associated
with FDA action/inaction are not limited to UDIs and the agen-
cy’s failure to approve generic drugs on a timely basis. As our
discussion of citizen petitions and REMS indicates, multiple
aspects of the agency’s operations can have unintended adverse
consequences on drug pricing. Unless the agency is paying atten-
tion to the issue, it will find it more difficult to detect such (mis)
conduct and track changes in the tactics that are being employed
to game the FDA approval process. Even if the agency partners
with the Federal Trade Commission to address anticompetitive
behavior, it still needs to regularly scrutinize its own operations
to ensure they are not being turned to anticompetitive ends.

RISKS OF UNLEASHING THE PRICING
GENIE WITHIN THE FDA

The FDA has long thought of itself as the safety and efficacy
agency. What are the likely consequences and risks of allowing or
encouraging the FDA to pay attention to drug prices? The most
obvious risk is that the agency will decide it is in the price-setting
business or come under sufficient pressure that it starts doing
so. This is likely to prove a particular problem for branded drugs,
where high prices are primarily attributable to the mechanisms
by which we pay for prescription drugs, rather than to anything
the FDA is or isn’t doing.

Of course, paying attention to prices will require the FDA to
hire personnel with the appropriate skill-set: economists and law-
yers. Organizational issues (e.g., should those responsible for the
pricing portfolio be integrated into the drug approval teams, or
set up in their own bureau? Who gets the last word?) will need to
be resolved. There are likely to be intra- and inter-agency conflicts
that will need to be mediated. How well or poorly these complexi-
ties are handled will make a big difference in whether having the
FDA pay attention to drug prices works out well or poorly.

INTRUDER ALERT!

The most common objection to our proposal is based on statutory
text. If the FDA is the safety and efficacy agency, doesn’t it violate
the statutory mandate for it to pay attention to drug pricing? And
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doesn’t the absence of statutory provisions relating to drug pric-
ing from the 21st Century Cures Act indicate that Congress has
no interest in allowing the FDA to pay attention to drug pricing?

We think both of these objections are overstated. For those
who believe in a “living Constitution” and free-wheeling policy-
oriented theories of statutory interpretation, the absence of
explicit congressional authorization is a barely discernable speed
bump on the way to the desired objective.

For textualists and originalists, the absence of explicit statu-
tory authorization implies the FDA may not consider drug pricing
in deciding whether to approve or disapprove a drug. Any doubt

on that issue is removed by the failure of Congress to include
specific language on the subject in the 21st Century Cures Act
after it was urged to do so by various commentators.

But even if we adopt the strictest possible construction of the
agency’s statutory authority, it does not follow that the agency
may not consider drug pricing in setting the agenda for the
drug approval/review process, let alone in evaluating the effect
of handing out market exclusivity. Other drug companies might
complain about queue-jumping, but there is no property right
in a company’s place in the queue. Besides, the knowledge that
the FDA might opt for queue-jumping if prices for generics rise
discourages incumbent drug companies from doing just that.

WHAT IS TO BE DONE?

It is one thing to say that the FDA should pay attention to drug
prices and entirely another to have a theory about what consti-
tutes a pricing problem, let alone what the agency should do if it
finds one. In this short essay we cannot address these problems in
any detail. In a longer version of this article that is forthcoming
in the New York University Journal of Law & Liberty, we offer four
simple but workable policy proposals:

■ The FDA and FTC should work together more closely.
■ The FDA should tighten its policies and procedures—start-

ing with those relating to REMS—to make it harder to game
them to serve anti-competitive ends.

■ The FDA should send a clear signal to pharmaceutical com-
panies that anticompetitive behavior will not be tolerated.

■ Finally, the FDA should also send a clear signal to Congress

and the public that the agency can’t fix everything that
is dysfunctional about drug pricing. For example, to the
extent pricing problems are attributable to the way we have
chosen to pay for pharmaceuticals, the FDA can do little or
nothing to remedy that issue.

FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb has announced his inten-
tion to move forward on the first two of our proposals as part
of a new “Drug Competition Action Plan.” The plan will simul-
taneously encourage innovation in drug development while

“accelerating the availability to the public of lower cost alterna-
tives to innovator drugs.” The FDA even
held a hearing in mid-July 2017 to solicit
input on ways to fix the FDA’s policies and
procedures. So, we’re already halfway home.

What about the UDI? As we have already
suggested, viewed from an FDA-centric
perspective, the UDI was a sensible and
cost-effective way to get manufacturers to
conduct the necessary tests for safety and
efficacy, making it possible for the FDA to
focus its efforts on getting the remaining
unapproved drugs off the market. But from

a broader perspective, the UDI was a foolish bureaucratic response
to what was, from all appearances, a non-problem. The FDA did
not bear the cost of conducting the necessary tests and it paid no
attention to the pricing consequences of the market exclusivity it
was handing out. But that did not make those costs any less real
for the consumers who had to pay them. So what should the FDA
have done? Sometimes leaving well enough alone is the optimal
solution, particularly when the alternative is to make things worse.

CONCLUSION

In our view, the FDA should pay attention to drug prices when
the information imbedded in them is about the real-world conse-
quences of the agency’s actions and inactions. In some instances,
the information conveyed by drug prices in this space will moti-
vate the FDA to change course or reallocate its priorities. Even if
the agency elects not to make changes, at least it will know the
consequences of its actions and inactions.

What about pricing information that reflects larger market
dynamics, such as supply disruptions, monopoly power, and dif-
ferences in prices across countries? In our view, the FDA should pay
attention to pricing information that signals supply disruptions,
inform the FTC and Justice Department about pricing that appears
to be attributable to monopoly or oligopoly, and ignore dispari-
ties in pricing across countries. Of course, reasonable people will
disagree on where exactly each of those lines should be drawn and
what the FDA should do once it starts paying attention to pricing.

Finally, regardless of where the lines are drawn, everyone involved
should understand that the FDA is not the “fix everything that’s
wrong with the drug market” agency. That way lies chaos.

The information conveyed by drug prices will motivate
the FDA to change course or reallocate its priorities.
Even if the agency elects not to make changes, at least it
will know the consequences of its actions and inactions.
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This year’s debate over trying to repeal, replace, or just
rename Obamacare often recycled the well-worn nos-
trums concerning private health insurance arrange-
ments. Among them:

■ A large majority of health care spending involves a much
smaller, less healthy portion of the insured population,
which means that the distribution of health care spending
is highly concentrated.

■ Most individuals are healthy and need to spend very little on
health care each year.

■ Sustainable health insurance markets require that healthy
customers pay more than they want so that less healthy
customers can pay less for the care they need.

■ Extensive government intervention, such as standard-
ized benefits, generous subsidies, and limits on risk-based
underwriting, is necessary in health care markets because
those markets are prone to adverse selection and dangerous

“death spirals.”

Voilà. These four points have given you the equivalent of grad-
uate-level course work in health policy. You could pass yourself
off as an expert. At a minimum, you could serve as either an
insurance industry lobbyist, political advocate of conventional
wisdom, or defender of the Affordable Care Act’s (ACA) inter-
twined mix of mandates, minimum benefits, insurance rating

TOM MILLER is a resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute.

THE CONCENTRATION
AND PERSISTENCE
OF HEALTH CARE
SPENDING

Much of the conventional wisdom behind current policy has ambiguous
empirical support.
✒ BY TOM MILLER

rules, and taxpayer subsidies. (Sometimes, it’s hard to keep those
roles apart.)

But what’s more interesting is how limited is the empirical
base on which this chain of standard assumptions is built and
linked.

It turns out that health care spending, at least in the under-
age-65 private markets for health insurance, has become less, not
more, concentrated in recent decades. After a significant decline in
spending concentration about two decades ago, it has stabilized
at that lower level. There is a significant decline in concentrated
spending among individuals from one year to the next. That
decline in the “persistence” of high spending continues in people’s
later years, though at a less significant rate.

Nevertheless, the overall pattern remains that a majority
of individuals below Medicare age, or people not redirected to
other forms of public insurance coverage (primarily Medicaid)
as a result of longer-term disabling and income-limiting health
conditions, just don’t need to spend that much of their income
on health care. Whether they still should be required to pay much
more for their insurance under the ACA or some other govern-
ment intervention is largely a matter of policymakers’ choice
rather than economic necessity.

Questioning the soft foundation of longstanding assumptions
about the nature and sustainability of private health insurance
markets matters across a range of contemporary policy discus-
sions and health reform options. They involve issues such as com-
munity rating, standardized minimum benefits, risk-protection
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subsidies, the individual insurance purchasing mandate, health
savings accounts, and retirement savings incentives.

DO LOW SPENDERS HAVE A DUTY TO PAY MORE?

Marc Berk and Zhengyi Fang offered one recent update to the
still-modest volume of mainstream empirical research on these
issues. They highlighted what should already be obvious to
casual consumers of conventional health policy wisdom.

Berk and Fang found that the ongoing level of health care
expenditures incurred by the lower-spending half of the U.S.
population, for noninstitutionalized services, ranged between
2.7% and 3.5% between 1977 and 2014. They analyzed the most
likely traits of low spenders and found these people considered
themselves to be in good or excellent health. Compared to those
in the upper half of annual health spending, the low spenders

were younger (twice as likely to be below age 18 and four times
less likely to be over age 65). They also were four times as likely
to lack insurance coverage. High spenders were somewhat more
likely to have public insurance coverage. The latter were more than
twice as likely to report difficulty with immediate access to care.

So, for the substantial portion of the population that remains
essentially healthy, has few direct concerns about access to care,
and does not cost very much money to treat, it’s tempting to ask
why public policy doesn’t largely “leave them alone.” But Berk and
Fang instead raise concerns that the low spenders are less likely
to support some provisions of the Affordable Care Act—perhaps
because it does not benefit them, or at least provides benefits to
others without requiring the others to make sacrifices while these
low spenders do. This is the basis for the concern that if insurance
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coverage of the low spenders declines, insurers’ ability to offer
affordable coverage to high spenders will also decline.

The implicit political translation at play here is that low spend-
ers are often seen primarily as “donors” to fund the more expen-
sive costs of high spenders—not through more-transparent taxes
and public expenditures, but rather through the cross-subsidies
produced by rating restrictions and coverage mandates.

DECLINING CONCENTRATION
OF HEALTH SPENDING

Annual statistical snapshots of health spending distribution
at the individual level can obscure two important trends: First,
this spending itself became less concentrated in recent decades.
Second, its persistence over longer periods of time is diminishing.

As often happens in policy-oriented extrapolations from sta-
tistical time series, findings can be shaped
by how one slices and dices the underlying
data. The time period highlighted, the
cohorts of the overall population identi-
fied, the data source, and the subset of
health coverage programs examined can
shape different stories.

For example, Samuel Zuvekis and Joel
Cohen were the first analysts to pick up a
new trend toward less concentrated health
care spending among top spenders since
1996. They used some of the same Medi-
cal Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data that Berk and Fang
would later use in their paper described above. However, Zuvekis
and Cohen explained how, from 1996 to 2003, rapid growth in
prescription drug spending was linked to slower growth in spend-
ing for inpatient care and thereby largely accounted for recent
reductions in health spending concentration.

They began with earlier work by Berk and Alan Monheit that
indicated that the top 1% of spenders in several surveys ranging
from 1977 to 1996 accounted for more than one quarter of all
health care expenses, and the top 5% accounted for more than
half. Although the distribution of the top 5% apparently changed
very little over those past three decades, subsequent examination
found lessening of this concentration at the very top. William Yu
and Trena Rice calculated that in 1998 the top 1% of spenders
accounted for 28% of total expenditures, but that concentration
measure decreased to 22% by 2002.

Zuvekis and Cohen concluded that increased use of prescrip-
tion drugs was behind most of the reduced concentration in overall
health spending. That conclusion resulted from their observation
that recent spending on drugs was comparatively evenly concen-
trated across the population. However, they noted that the top 1%
of people in the expenditure distribution still accounted for a rela-
tively high share of all expenses, and that the top 10% accounted
for nearly two-thirds. They call for efficiency-driven delivery system
reforms to increase savings for this small but costly population.

Top spenders / Steven Cohen enhanced this budding line of
work by examining the “persistence” of concentrated levels
of health spending in particular population cohorts over a
two-year period. He noted the decrease in concentration at the
upper tail (the top 1%) of the expenditure distribution from
1996 (28%) to 2013 (21.5%). Regarding persistence of this con-
centration among individual spending cohorts, Cohen found
that of the top 1% in 2012, 14% maintained that ranking in
2013. Of the top 5% in 2012, 33.7% retained that ranking
in 2013. Of the top 10%, 42.7% kept that top decile ranking
in 2013, whereas 28% dropped down to the lower 75% level.
So, as one expands the range of those in more concentrated
spending cohorts, one finds more persistence across a two-
year period. In the broadest cohorts, 74% of the individuals
in the top half of the 2012 spending distribution retained

that ranking the next year. At the other end of the spending
distribution, roughly three out of four individuals (73%) in
the bottom 50% of spending in 2012 similarly retained that
ranking in the next year.

Cohen’s analysis also unearthed some interesting findings
about spending by the uninsured, who were disproportionately
represented in the lower half of health care spending. The full-
year uninsured comprised over 25% of those in the bottom half
of health spending in both 2012 and 2013. Moreover, only 2%
of individuals under age 65 who remained in the top decile of
spending in both years were uninsured for all of 2013. In simpler
terms, covering the full-year uninsured may not increase health
care spending very much.

Other earlier analyses of spending persistence at the individual
level through use of the MEPS data sharpened the direction of
these trends. Steven Cohen and William Yu found that in 2005,
18.1% of the entire noninstitutionalized U.S. population in the
top 1% of annual health spending retained that ranking in 2006.
They also calculated that the full-year uninsured comprised 22.1%
of the noninstitutionalized population under age 65 remaining
in the bottom half of spending in both 2005 and 2006. Only
2.5% of those who remained in the top decile for both years were
similarly uninsured during that period.

These MEPS-based analyses all remain limited to two-year
intervals by that survey’s panel design for interviewing the same

Low spenders are often seen primarily as “donors” to fund
the more expensive costs of high spenders—not through
more-transparent taxes and public expenditures, but
through the cross-subsidies of mandates and restrictions.
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individuals over time. However, several other research efforts have
tracked the spending distribution of smaller components of the
U.S. population for somewhat longer periods.

Employer-sponsored insurance / Most notably, a research team led
by Richard Hirth recently examined spending persistence within
a large, under-65 population that was privately insured for six
years through mainly self-insured medium and large employers.
This unique study of long-term spending patterns relied on six
recent years (2003–2008) of claims data from the Truven Health
MarketScan Database. Over 2.5 million people could be followed
for the entire period.

Hirth et al. found that almost 70% of individuals in the six-year
sample never had annual health spending in the top 10% of the
distribution. Of those in the top decile of spending in 2003, just
43.4% were likely to be there the next year (2004), but the drop-off
in their spending then slowed in later years, with 34.4% of them
in the top decile in 2008. In other words, the concentration of
spending declines more moderately at the relatively high end
(top 10%) over time, after the first two years. Another measure of
this pattern can be found in how the top 1% of spenders in 2008
accounted for 24% of total health spending that year, whereas the
top 1% of spenders for the full 2003–2008 period accounted for
only 14% of all health spending during that interval.

Despite this residual persistence in high-spending status
for some, overall mobility in who enters and exits the top
10% distribution in any given year is substantial. Hirth et al.
determined that more than half of those in the top 10% in one
year were not in that decile the following year. Three-quarters
of those who ever appeared in the top 10% of annual health
spending for a single year did so only once or twice over the
entire six-year period studied. The types of individuals most
likely to be in the top decile of health spending included those

who were much older, female, had early retiree status, or were
union members.

What about comorbidities, the simultaneous presence of two
or more chronic diseases in a patient? Certain chronic health
conditions produced more persistent high spending (rheumato-
logical or renal conditions, diabetes, AIDS), whereas spending for
other conditions (myocardial infarction, tumors) declined more
substantially over time.

Health savings accounts / The Hirth study provides the most
extensive and ambitious update of more limited earlier work in
this field of research. About two decades ago, Matthew Eichner,
Mark McClellan, and David Wise sketched out an early model
for predicting the persistence of high levels of health spending
by individuals covered by employer-sponsored health insurance
in a large firm. Their analysis was framed within the context of
whether tax-advantaged health savings accounts (then-labeled

“Individual Health Accounts”) coupled with high-deductible
insurance could help reduce moral hazard, increase consumer
sensitivity to health care costs, lower the projected increase in
future health care spending, and increase personal saving for
retirement needs. The countervailing public policy concern
involved whether this approach would outweigh increased
variation in lifetime health care cost burdens at the individual
level compared to more comprehensive—but also more expen-
sive—insurance coverage shared more broadly through similar
premium payments.

For their research, Eichner, McClellan, and Wise drew upon
employee health spending data within a single large firm over a
three-year period. After modeling longer-term spending projec-
tions based on this longitudinal sample of insurance claims, they
estimated the distribution of remaining balances in employee
health savings accounts at the time of retirement. The research-

ers found that the relationship between
expenditures two years apart was substan-
tially weaker than the relationship between
health spending just one year apart, and
that the concentration of such spending
declined consistently over more years. Their
model projected that high expenditure lev-
els typically did not last for many years and
many employees would not even incur large
medical expenditures over an entire work-
ing lifetime. Hence, Eichner, McClellan, and
Wise calculated that, if enrolled in a high-
deductible insurance plan with premium
savings deposited into personal savings
accounts, about 80% of employees would
be left with at least half of their lifetime

“savings” contributions at the time of retire-
ment. Only about 5% would have less than
20% remaining in their accounts.

Figure 1

CONCENTRATION OF HEALTH EXPENDITURES FOR THE TOP 1%,
U.S. Civilian Noninstitutional Population
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Keeping in mind that this early model was built on a number
of flexible assumptions about cost-sharing levels and tax benefits
along with limited empirical evidence, it still suggests that such a
plan is feasible for reducing health insurance costs while increas-
ing retirement savings. The authors acknowledged the need to
balance the respective benefits against the risks of far less healthy
individuals facing much higher lifetime out-of-pocket costs.

Medicare spending / About 10 years later, Gerald Riley provided
another important contribution to research on the persistence of
high-cost spending for a much different cohort: Medicare benefi-
ciaries. Riley utilized the Continuous Medicare History Sample, a
far more comprehensive time series of individual-level Medicare
spending data, to analyze 30-year trends for the distribution and
persistence of high spending over time. He found that the top
5% of Medicare’s traditional fee-for-service enrollees accounted
for 54.2% of Medicare spending in 1975, but only 43% in 2004.
Spending concentration for the top 1% of Medicare beneficiaries
registered a similar decline, from 20.4% of spending in 1975 to
15.5% in 2004.

A different way to measure reduced Medicare spending con-
centration involved aggregating spending over four-year periods
for the most costly cohorts of fee-for-service beneficiaries. For
example, Riley calculated that the most costly 5% accounted for
34.4% of Medicare spending between 1975 and 1978, but only
29.8% between 2001 and 2004. Similarly, the top 1% accounted
for 12% in 1975–1978, but only 10% in 2001–2004.

Riley suggests that the decrease in concentration in Medi-
care spending reflected an overall shift in costs from inpatient
hospital services to less-concentrated ambulatory services, along
with the relative stability in the dollar level of the Medicare Part
B deductible. Other contributing factors included increased life
expectancy, which tended to spread the same level of personal
health care costs over a greater number of years and thereby
reduced concentration in any given year,
greater use of expensive technologies
on less-sick patients, and more recent
evidence of declining disability among
the elderly.

Riley’s findings on trends in high-
cost spending persistence were less pro-
nounced. He concluded that it tended to
increase from 1975 until approximately
the mid-1990s (peaking in 1995, when
24.8% of the most expensive 5% of Medi-
care enrollees remained in that same
category in the subsequent year). That
level of high-spending persistence then
decreased slightly thereafter.

Two important limitations on the
Riley estimates of Medicare spending
concentration are that they did not

involve enrollees in Medicare’s private managed care insurance
plans (Medicare Advantage), and they ended before the effects
of full implementation of prescription drug benefits within the
traditional Medicare program could be measured.

Medicaid and CHIP / A very recent analysis of spending persistence
for enrollees in Medicaid and the Children’s Health Insurance
Program (CHIP) found strong links between patterns of high
spending and longer-term health conditions.

Using claims data for nondual-eligible (i.e., not also eligible for
Medicare) enrollees in New Jersey’s Medicaid and CHIP programs
from 2011 to 2014, Derek DeLia examined the characteristics of
those who appeared in the top 1% of statewide spending every
year (persistently extreme spending). He found that one-fourth
of extreme spenders in 2011 remained in that category through-
out the four-year period. Most notably, almost all (89.3%) of the
persistently extreme spenders were aged, blind, or disabled (ABD).

In other words, those who gained other traditional Medicaid
coverage because they had low incomes—but were not otherwise
suffering from longer-lasting and readily identifiable health care
conditions—were far less likely to be extreme spenders. (The study
did not include the Medicaid expansion population under the
ACA.) DeLia's analysis showed somewhat more spending persis-
tence for Medicaid/CHIP enrollees than observed in other popu-
lations. However, even within the ABD categories of Medicaid/
CHIP enrollees, it remains difficult to predict in advance which
particular individuals—apart from those with developmental dis-
abilities—become persistently extreme spenders in the future. The
study noted that individuals in nursing facilities and those with
very high risk scores were more likely to die or have persistently
high spending (always in the top 10% but not always the top 1%)
than to have persistently extreme spending.

End-of-life spending / Several other recent studies have tar-
geted narrower cohorts of individuals
assumed most likely to become high-
cost patients, such as those in the last
year of life. However, a review of Medi-
care beneficiaries who died in 2012
by Matthew Davis et al. concluded
that spending near the end of life is a
marker of general spending patterns
often set in motion long before death.

The researchers found more per-
sistent patterns of high spending in
the full year before death for almost
half of the beneficiaries studied. These
deceased individuals who began the
last year of life with high initial spend-
ing, which then steadily increased
until death, were most likely to have
four or more chronic conditions. Only
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12% of deceased Medicare enrollees demonstrated a different
late-rise spending pattern in which spending was very low up
to four months before death and then increased exponentially.

Erik French et al. similarly challenged the view that end-of-life
health care spending is a major component of overall medical
expenditures. The authors examined data from nine developed
countries including the United States. They found that spending
at the end of life is modest relative to overall spending, and that
the ratio between the two is relatively similar across very different
health care systems. The researchers calculated that spending in
the last 12 months of life accounted for only 8.5% of total health
expenditures. They concluded that any savings from the scaling
back of such spending would be “swamped by normal growth in
health care costs.”

Low-income “super utilizers” / Finally, a study by Tracy Johnson
et al. examined the spending patterns over a two-year period for

“super utilizers”: patients who consistently accumulate multiple
hospital admissions.

The researchers focused primarily on low-income super uti-
lizers who were either publicly insured or uninsured and treated
within an urban safety-net-integrated delivery system. Although
the authors found that approximately 3% of adult patients met
their super utilizer criteria and consistently accounted for 30%
of adult health care charges, fewer than half of those patients
identified initially as super utilizers remained in that category
seven months later. Only 28% remained super utilizers at the
end of one year.

The majority of super utilizers experienced brief periods of very
high spending and then returned to lower utilization. Per-person
spending for the original cohort fell almost 60% after two years.
Although the study did not adjust for patient death and attrition
from the particular delivery system examined, it strongly suggests
that there is far more instability in super utilizer status at the
individual—as opposed to population—level, and often less time
for targeted interventions to reduce such high spending.

CONCLUSIONS

The research does indicate that the concentration of health care
spending has decreased, not increased, in recent decades. The

persistence of high spending for particular individuals over time
has also decresed. The current evidence base is complicated by
studies that use different time periods and inconsistently slice
across various segments of the health spending distribution
(e.g., top 1%, top 5%, top 10%, top half, etc.).

However, they do suggest that sufficient uncertainty and varia-
tion in health risks, and their likely costs over time, still remain.
This argues for more private choice and variation, and less public
uniformity, in the scope and scale of what insurance covers and
how it is financed.

As first suggested in the older work by Eichner, McClellan, and
Wise, many people would benefit from the cost-saving incentives
provided by the combination of less comprehensive insurance
and tax-advantaged health savings accounts. This would give

them greater control over their current
health spending and help them to accu-
mulate necessary savings to protect against
future risks. The best available evidence on
trends in health spending concentration
and persistence suggests that a substan-
tial majority of Americans would benefit
from scaling back their insurance coverage,
using it to protect against unlikely but
catastrophic health shocks during their
working lifetimes.

The research does indicate that the con-
centration of health care spending is decreasing, not increasing.
The persistence of high spending for particular individuals over
time is also decreasing. Many costly, high-risk individuals recover
their health, alleviate the worst aspects of their conditions, or
otherwise weather the financial storms of poor health—at least
for a time. Sadly, other high risks drop out of insurance pools
through earlier deaths. These issues are not new ones that pri-
vate insurance markets, bolstered by better public policies, are
incapable of handling.

Simply designating almost anyone who remains ill for more
than a few days as suffering from a “chronic condition” and
pushing everyone into the nearest large risk pool (with no ques-
tions asked about its premiums, practices, and policies) recycles
unsolved problems while distracting us from the following three
key elements of more robust solutions.

Multiple risk pools and public policy / The political search for the
Holy Grail of establishing a “single risk pool,” such as the ACA’s
efforts to mandate certain coverage levels and suppress price dif-
ferences across the entire individual insurance market, remains
destined to fail. However, our complex health care system can,
to one degree or another, provide special protections for various
riskier populations prone to needing more health care than they
could finance on their own.

A host of semi-specialized risk pools already offer various types
of such insurance protection. They include:

The uncertainty and variation in health risks and
their likely costs over time argue for more private
choice and less public uniformity in the scope and scale
of what insurance covers and how it is financed.
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■ Medicare for the aged
■ Medicaid for the poor and low-income disabled
■ continuous coverage protection for employees with pre-

existing conditions, under the 1996 Health Insurance Porta-
bility and Accountability Act

■ guaranteed renewability for those who bought and main-
tained coverage in the same individual insurance market-
place

■ subsidized high-risk pool coverage for those either denied
coverage or charged much higher premiums because of the
predictable health risks they present

The need for these subsidized protections against the high costs
of health care and health insurance for the predictably unhealthy
in private markets is reduced further by the switching costs
of changing insurance plans and the effects of substantial tax
subsidies that dull heightened cost consciousness. The latter
dampen the real-world range of potential adverse selection and
risk-based pricing.

Of course, public policy to address remaining problems still
could be improved (e.g., extending continuous coverage incentives
and risk protections to the individual market). But all of these
measures do collectively manage to make the cost of care and
coverage in the rest of our private insurance markets much more
affordable, stable, and market-oriented. So the price of main-
taining more choice and freedom within the sphere of private
insurance includes ensuring that our safety net protections for
the most vulnerable Americans are sufficient, robust, and realistic.

Prevent, treat, and alleviate high-risk conditions / Good policy
solutions for managing and reducing the substantial costs of
treating the small portion of the population with high-cost
health conditions do not adopt the expedient bypass of simply
rearranging the direction of dollars flowing through health
insurance. Nor should they try to force individuals with different
preferences and resources into large pools limited to ill-fitting
standardized plans. Real progress requires improving the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of our health care delivery system.

Further, a future-oriented reform strategy needs to focus more
on a broader portfolio of public and private investments to reduce
the incidence and delay the onset of costly chronic health condi-
tions. Improving the social determinants of health, social mobility,
family stability, early educational opportunity, health literacy,
and health behavior needs to become more than a rhetorical
placeholder parked on the sidelines of broader health care reform.

Targeted, transparent subsidies / Trying to finance the special
needs of predictably high-cost individuals primarily through the
cross-subsidy tools of insurance regulation undermines political
accountability, efficiency, price transparency, and distributional
equity. Political skeptics might observe that those are precisely
the reasons why policymakers pursue such policies.

Charging even higher premiums to one group of insurance
customers in order to make premiums for another group lower,
or restricting the cost-conscious choices of the former in order to
subsidize the broader spending preferences of the latter represents
little more than less-progressive taxation through more politically
expedient means. Moreover, the overall revenue base of individual
insurance market premiums in particular is simply too narrow
and precarious to support overly ambitious cross-subsidies.

A more effective way to assist individuals with high-cost con-
ditions involves a different combination of investments and
interventions:

■ Subsidize their unusual expenses more openly and compas-
sionately, on the targeted basis of high need and low income,
through direct, on-budget spending.

■ Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their treatment.
■ Delay the onset and reduce the magnitude of those condi-

tions in currently healthier and younger populations.

If we concentrate harder on reframing the questions and
become more persistent in searching for better answers, then
we would be better able to shed some of the mounting burdens
imposed by current regulators, cross-subsidizers, and standard-
izers. We might even gain more space to become healthier and
wealthier.
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Economists began developing the theory of net-
work effects in the 1970s. Significant progress
was made through the 1990s, just in time for
the birth of the new economy.

The basic idea was simple and powerful. In
some cases a service is more valuable if more
customers are using it because customers want

to interact with each other. Then, if a firm moved fast and got
some customers, those customers would attract more customers,
which would attract even more. Explosive growth would ensue
and result in a single firm owning the market forever. The winner
would take all.

These interrelated customers are called a network and the
positive feedbacks between customers are called network effects.
It looked like the theory was made-to-order for the Internet firms
that flooded the economy in the mid-1990s, as well as some older
high-tech firms.

Business gurus, venture capitalists, and the tech media soon
treated network effects as the magic elixir for making quick
billions. And a few people did in fact make billions from firms
powered by network effects. All this seemed to justify the huge
market caps of dot-coms that aimed to exploit network effects.

Competition authorities, however, with support from some
dismal scientists, saw the dark side of network effects. Firms could
rig the race to become the winner and thereby “tip” the market
to make themselves monopolies. And even if a firm won fair and
square, network effects would result in insurmountable barriers
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vard Business Review blog (May 4, 2016) and in the Antitrust Chronicle (September 2017).

DEBUNKING THE
‘NETWORK EFFECTS’
BOGEYMAN

Policymakers need to march to the evidence, not to slogans.
✒ BY DAVID S. EVANS AND RICHARD SCHMALENSEE

to entry and would be the font of permanent monopoly power.
Network effects are now central to a debate about whether

online platforms are “unstoppable.” A recent argument in this
debate is that online platforms have troves of data that make
network effects even more potent.

Unfortunately, this view of network effects evolved from a
seminal economic contribution to a set of slogans that don’t
comport with the facts.

THE ECONOMICS OF NETWORK EFFECTS

Jeffrey Rohlfs wrote the pioneering paper on network effects.
He focused on the early days of landline telephone service. A
telephone was useless if nobody else had one. A telephone was
more valuable if a user could reach more people. Economists
called this phenomenon a direct network effect; the more people
connected to a network, the more valuable that network is to
each person who is part of it. Telephone companies tried to
persuade households to subscribe to their new communication
service. If enough did—if it attained what’s known as critical
mass—explosive growth would ensue and the phone companies
could make a lot of money.

Economists started applying the network effects theory to
“high tech” back when that included fax machines. Several econo-
mists wrote influential papers on the most visible high-tech battle
of the time: over the standard for videocassette recorders (VCRs).
They argued that if two standards were roughly comparable in
cost and performance, consumers would find the video-recording
standard used by more people more attractive. That’s because con-
tent providers, such as movie studios, would release more shows
that consumers could watch on the VCRs based on the more
popular standard. Because of this network effect, they theorized,
the standard that got a head start, for whatever reason, and no

A N T I T R U S T
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matter how small, would ultimately win the race.
It didn’t take long for a powerful empirical refutation of the

simple version of the network effects theory. Venture capitalists
poured money into Internet startups in the late 1990s and many
set off on a race to become the winner that took all. Many of the
winners, however, with enormous market caps, folded or shriveled
following the dot-com bust, while followers leapfrogged winners
in the 2000s and are still doing so. In 2001, for instance, Industry
Standard described eBay as “unstoppable.” While eBay did survive
the dot-com bust, its net revenue in 2016 was only about 7%
percent of that of Amazon.com.

Still, the concept of network effects is important for online

markets. It just needed some refinement. Much of that came from
the work on multisided platforms that began around 2000. Three
critical points have emerged.

Network effects are usually indirect, between different kinds of

customers, rather than direct, for the same kind of customers. As
Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole realized in their pioneering
paper, “Many, if not most markets with network externalities
are characterized by the presence of two distinct sides whose
ultimate benefit stems from interacting through a common
platform.” That’s obvious in the case of two distinct groups of
customers, like smartphone users and app developers, but mayA
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still be true even when the customers all look the same.
When YouTube started, for instance, ordinary people used it

both to upload videos and to watch videos. A mom might upload
a video of her child’s first birthday party and then watch a cute cat
video that someone else had put up. People played different roles
at different times. Since some people are more likely to upload
videos and others are more likely to watch videos, YouTube had
to court both types of people to make the network successful and
couldn’t count on the fact that many people did both.

Recognizing that network effects are often indirect is impor-
tant for understanding platform businesses, including those
that prop up the new economy. Multisided platforms can’t come
galloping out of the gates as envisioned by simple winner-take-all
stories. They have to figure out how to get all sides on board in
order to create any value at all. Starting a new platform is more
like trying to solve a hard math problem than running a 5k.

YouTube didn’t win the race to become the leading video shar-
ing platform because it was first or because it got a nose ahead
and vaulted to victory. It won because it figured out, over a very
difficult start-up period when it could well have failed, the right
formula for getting people to upload videos and getting people
to view them.

Network effects result from getting the right customers, and not

just more customers. Platforms create value when customers find
good matches and enter into exchanges. Density trumps scale
for most platforms. That’s because most customers on most
platforms are not very good matches for each other. Scale helps,
of course, because if there are more customers, the chance that
any particular customer will find a good match increases. But
for any particular customer, a smaller platform with many good
matches is more attractive than a bigger platform with fewer
good matches.

Simply building share is a naive and generally unsuccessful
strategy for most online platforms. Take OpenTable, which is
now the leading platform for making reservations at fine dining
establishments in the United States and a few other countries.
When it launched in the late 1990s, its investors focused on sign-
ing on as many consumers and restaurants in the United States as
quickly as possible. That was a losing strategy. What diners care
about is finding the right restaurant nearby, and nearby diners
are the people that restaurants care about. A Thai restaurant in
Chicago isn’t valuable to us if we want to go out to dinner at an
Italian restaurant in Boston. OpenTable, which almost failed,
pivoted and focused on creating dense demand for people and
restaurants in individual cities.

OpenTable also illustrates how platforms can succeed by spe-
cializing. It didn’t strive to get all restaurants or all diners on its
platform. It has concentrated on relatively high-end restaurants.

Network effects can work in reverse. Networks can have expo-
nential growth when every additional customer attracts more

customers. Unfortunately, the same principle can lead to expo-
nential decline. Each lost customer induces other customers to
leave, which induces more to leave. We see the physical manifes-
tations of reverse network effects all across America in the form
of dead or dying malls. Fewer people come to a mall, stores pull
out of the mall, leading to even fewer people coming.

The early literature on network effects didn’t pay much atten-
tion to the potential for this reversal of fortune. Economists
initially focused on physical networks, such as telephones, where
physical connections and equipment made it harder for people to
switch networks. It is much easier for people to switch online plat-
forms. They can typically try a new platform without dropping
the old one, probably for free, and gradually shift over if they like
it. Adding or dropping a platform often just involves a few clicks.

The history of communications platforms—messaging apps
and social networks—over the last two decades illustrates the
importance of reverse indirect network effects as well as the
data that comes along with users. People value communications
platforms that have more of the people with whom they want
to interact. A naive view of indirect network effects implies that
a successful communications platform would be secure from
competition because people wouldn’t join or use a platform that
didn’t include most of their personal network.

The flaw in that reasoning is that people can use multiple
online communications platforms, what economists call “mul-
tihoming.” A few people in a social network try a new platform.
If enough do so and like it, then eventually all network members
could use it and even drop their initial platform. This process has
happened repeatedly. AOL, MSN Messenger, Friendster, MySpace,
and Orkut all rose to great heights and then rapidly declined,
while Facebook, Snap, WhatsApp, Line, and others quickly rose.

Competition is far more complex and interesting when we
account for these three economic aspects of network effects.
Doing so is essential for conducting antitrust analysis that is
grounded in business realities.

CONFRONTING SLOGANS WITH FACT

Unfortunately, the simple network effects story leads to naive
armchair theories that industries with network effects are des-
tined to be monopolies protected by insurmountable barriers
to entry, and media-friendly slogans like “winner-take-all.” The
basic empirical flaw in the simple network effects theory and
the associated slogans is that it focuses on successful firms at a
point in time, observes they benefited from network effects, and
concludes that they won it all and won’t be displaced. Those
facts, even if true, don’t show that network effects are the source
of their success or provide a moat around them. The “winner”
could just be a lot more efficient or innovative than other firms.
A true test of the theory would examine whether markets that
have network effects have winners that can’t be dislodged.

It only takes one counterexample to disprove a theory, but
in the case of simple network effects our counterexample cup
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“runneth over.” Systematic research on online platforms by sev-
eral authors, including one of us, shows considerable churn in
leadership for online platforms over periods shorter than a decade.
Then there is the collection of dead or withered platforms that
dot this sector, including Blackberry and Windows in smartphone
operating systems, AOL in messaging, Orkut in social networking,
and Yahoo in mass online media.

The winner-take-all slogan also ignores the fact that many
online platforms make their money from advertising. As many
of the firms that died in the dot-com crash learned, winning the
opportunity to provide services for free doesn’t pay the bills. When
it comes to micro-blogging, Twitter has apparently won it all. But
it is still losing money because it hasn’t been very successful at
attracting advertisers, which are its main source of income. Ignor-
ing the advertising side of these platforms is a mistake. Google
is still the leading platform for conducting searches for free,
but when it comes to product searches—which is where Google
makes all its money—it faces serious competition from Amazon.
Consumers are roughly as likely to start product searches on
Amazon.com, the leading e-commerce firm, as on Google, the
leading search-engine firm.

THE BIG DATA SLOGAN

The winner-take-all slogan can claim to be based on the simple
theory of network effects. One can’t claim any theoretical foun-
dation for the new slogans around “big data.” The Economist
proclaims that “the world’s most valuable resource is no longer
oil, but data.” It then links data to network effects: “With data
there are extra network effects. By collecting more data, a firm
has more scope to improve its products, which attracts more
users, generating even more data, and so on.” As far as we know,
there is no rigorous theoretical or empirical support for these
statements.

Like the simple theory of network effects, the “big data is bad”
theory, which is often asserted in competition policy circles as well
as the media, is falsified by not one, but many counterexamples.
AOL, Friendster, MySpace, Orkut, Yahoo, and many other atten-
tion platforms had data on their many users. So did Blackberry
and Microsoft in mobile. As did numerous search engines, includ-
ing AltaVista, Infoseek, and Lycos. Microsoft did in browsers. Yet
in these and other categories, data didn’t give the incumbents the
power to prevent competition. Nor is there any evidence that their
data increased the network effects for these firms in any way that
gave them a substantial advantage over challengers.

In fact, firms that at their inception had no data whatsoever
sometimes displaced the leaders. When Facebook launched its
social network in India in 2006 in competition with Orkut, it had
no data on Indian users since it didn’t have any Indian users. That
same year Orkut was the most popular social network in India,
with millions of users and detailed data on them. Four years later,
Facebook was the leading social network in India.

Spotify provides a similar counterexample. When Spotify

entered the United States in 2011, Apple had more than 50 mil-
lion iTunes users and was selling downloaded music at a rate of
one billion songs every four months. It had data on all those
people and what they downloaded. Spotify had no users and no
data when it started. Yet it has been able to grow to become the
leading source of digital music in the world.

In all these and many other cases the entrants provided a com-
pelling product, got users, obtained data on those users, and grew.
The point isn’t that big data couldn’t provide a barrier to entry
or even grease network effects. As far as we know, there is no way
to rule that out entirely. But at this point there is no empirical
support that this is anything more than a possibility, which one
might explore in particular cases.

MARCH TO THE EVIDENCE

Nothing we’ve said here is intended to endorse a “go-easy” policy
toward online platforms when it comes to antitrust enforcement.
Indirect network effects could result in some categories being
natural monopolies with high barriers to entry. It is even possible
that having mounds of data could help. Our point is that this
is far from inevitable.

Moreover, online platforms—whether they have won a category
or not—could certainly engage in anticompetitive practices. There’s
no particular reason to believe these firms are going to behave like
angels. Whether they benefit from network effects or not, competi-
tion authorities ought to scrutinize dominant firms when it looks
like they are breaking the rules and harming consumers. As always,
the authorities should use evidence-based analysis grounded in
sound economics. The new economics of multisided platforms
provides insights into strategies these firms may engage in as well
as cautioning against the rote application of antitrust analysis
designed for single-sided firms to multisided ones.

It is time to retire the simple network effects theory—which
is older than the fax machine—in place of deeper theories, with
empirical support, of platform competition. And it is not too
soon to ask for supporting evidence before accepting any version
of the “big data is bad” theory. Competition policy should march
to the evidence, not to the slogans.
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Always with Us
✒ REVIEW BY RICHARD A. BOOTH

In Fraud, Edward Balleisen recounts the evolution of attitudes
toward and responses to fraud from the middle of the 1800s
to the present day. Needless to say, this is a big subject with

many moving parts. But Balleisen, a professor of history and public
policy at Duke University, has written a readable—and enjoyable—

R ICH A R D A . BOOT H holds the Martin G. McGuinn Chair
in Business Law at the Villanova University School of Law.

account of how fraud as variously defined
has shaped the very idea of free enterprise
in America.

As noted in the jacket blurb: “The
United States has always proved an invit-
ing home for boosters, sharp dealers, and
outright swindlers. Worship of entrepre-
neurial freedom has complicated the task
of distinguishing aggressive salesmanship
from unacceptable deceit, especially on the
frontiers of innovation.”

To be clear, the book focuses on frauds
perpetrated by businesses on individuals
and other businesses. It does not address
frauds perpetrated by individuals as indi-
viduals. In other words, the book deals
with the business of fraud (so to speak).
But its real contribution is that it traces the
variety of methods by which government,
consumers, and business itself have sought
to remediate and prevent fraud. Perhaps
more intriguing, Balleisen describes how
attitudes toward fraud have shifted over
time from the days of strict caveat emptor, to
the rise of the postal inspectorate after the
Civil War, to the advent of the regulatory
state beginning around World War I, to
the deregulation movement beginning in
the 1970s, to the re-regulation we arguably
have seen in the recent past.

Fraud or innovation? / Balleisen largely
resists the standard knee-jerk response
to urge that fraud be treated as a crime
and that fraudsters be jailed. To his credit,
he does a good job (for a presumed non-
lawyer) at explaining why it is so difficult
to prove fraud. Indeed, it remains a mys-

tery to me (and others) why the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure (which are also
followed in most states) continue to single
out fraud for special treatment. Although
the rules generally require only a short
and plain statement of a claim, Rule 9
requires that in alleging fraud or mistake,
a party must state with particularity the
circumstances constituting fraud or mis-
take (although malice, intent, knowledge,
and other conditions of a person’s mind
may be alleged generally).

Balleisen also does a good job explain-
ing how the word “fraud” has been man-
gled in popular usage to comprehend a
range of abuses that often fall far short of
true fraud. A business may be described as
a “racket” or “scam,” but does that make it
a fraud? On the other hand, Balleisen tends
to succumb to the idea that for a business
to fail suggests foul play of some sort.

For example, he seems to see the fail-
ure of the automaker Tucker Corp. and
its effort to market the Tucker 48 as not
much better than the tactics of the dis-
reputable Holland Furnace Company (of
which more presently). As Balleisen notes,
Tucker failed because of cost overruns and
a lack of capital. In an effort to save the
company, Preston Tucker sold dealerships
to businesspeople and options to purchase
cars themselves to consumers. For this
he was charged with mail fraud as well
as securities fraud, but he was ultimately
acquitted when the judge emphasized to
the jury that to convict Tucker of fraud
they must find that he had deceived inves-
tors and customers with the intent to cheat
them. Mere hyperbole was not enough.
Moreover, it is not difficult to imagine that

the establishment automobile industry
was behind the prosecution of Tucker (as
should be obvious to anyone who has seen
the eponymous 1988 movie). But it is also
clear that Tucker is a prime example of an
American promoter-hero, perhaps all the
more so because he skated close to the edge
of the law—as did Richard Sears, who ran
afoul of the Post Office for his edgy mail-
order business.

It is not at all clear that Tucker Corp.
should be seen as sketchy simply because
it could not attract adequate capital. In
the United States, we have largely elimi-
nated generic capital requirements for
business, relegating such regulations to
financial businesses that handle other
people’s money and thus assume a fidu-
ciary or similar duty (even though there
is little agreement as to how much capital
is necessary even then). In contrast, the
European Union has struggled to retain
and rationalize the general requirement of
legal capital and has suffered significantly
slower recovery and growth. Incidentally,
Tucker’s business model is similar in a
way to crowdfunding, for which Congress
carved out an exception to the securities
laws in 2012. Maybe Tucker was just ahead
of his time.

Troubling tales / The saga of the Holland
Furnace Company, which Balleisen men-
tions in four separate passages, is another
story altogether. Its business model was
to offer a free in-home furnace inspec-
tion, which required the dismantling of
the existing furnace. When the inspector
discovered dangerous defects, he would
refuse to reassemble the unit, leaving the
homeowner with little choice but to buy
a new furnace.

Ironically, Holland became the target
of a takeover attempt in 1957 by Arnold
Maremont, a businessman with a history
of corporate takeovers and liquidations.
Maremont thought the company’s so-
called direct sales method was outmoded
and he acquired a substantial block of
shares presumably with a view to changing
the strategy. The board of directors averted
the overture by repurchasing Maremont’s
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stock at a premium. Stockholders objected
that the repurchase depleted company
assets for the purpose of entrenching man-
agement. But the Delaware Supreme Court
ruled that the use of corporate funds to
prevent a takeover was permissible because
it was for the legitimate business purpose
of protecting the business strategy. Never
mind that the strategy itself turned out to
be illegitimate, as the Federal Trade Com-
mission ultimately found. Nevertheless,
the Delaware case Cheff v. Mathes remains
good law and is often cited as drawing the
line between permissible and impermis-
sible “greenmail”—the strategy of buying
stock in an apparent effort to take over
a firm, but really to receive
a premium repurchase offer
from the firm.

The trials of Tucker are
reminiscent of the 2002 fail-
ure of WorldCom and the fate
of its CEO, Bernie Ebbers,
who remains in jail today.
Although there is no question
that WorldCom was guilty
of securities fraud by virtue
of misreporting its financial
situation, one of the account-
ing rules it violated was sub-
sequently changed by the
Financial Accounting Stan-
dards Board such that World-
Com would not have been in
violation. Yet WorldCom was
convicted under the old rule
despite the fact that the trial occurred well
after the rule change. Moreover, although
WorldCom was quite aggressive about
classifying cash outflows for fiber capac-
ity as capital expenses giving rise to balance
sheet assets rather than ordinary operating
expenses that merely reduce earnings, it
did not misrepresent the fact of such out-
flows. Neither the market nor WorldCom
knew that so much fiber would remain
dark for so long because of the “last mile”
problem. But when the market woke up,
Ebbers went to jail.

In contrast, around the same time
that WorldCom was struggling with its
underutilized fiber, Enron was reporting

income from transactions that never really
occurred. More specifically, buyers retained
an option to resell the investments they
bought if they declined in value. To be sure,
the repurchase might come in the form
of Enron stock rather than cash, but the
net effect was to treat the issue of stock
as income—a gussied up Ponzi scheme.
Meanwhile, the management team of Ken-
neth Lay, Jeffrey Skilling, and Andrew Fas-
tow sold $800 million worth of their own
Enron stock while cajoling their employees
to invest 100% of their retirement savings
in the company.

Someone to blame / It is important to
remember that most new
businesses fail. And big ideas
can fail big. But in the United
States we do not subscribe to
the so-called precautionary
principle requiring assur-
ances that new ventures will
do no harm. Indeed, since
the late 1980s we have made
limited liability ever more
available (as Balleisen him-
self notes with some dismay).

Few would argue today
that limited liability is
intended to subsidize busi-
ness by eliminating the
downside for entrepreneurs.
Rather, its function is to
shift the burden to lenders to
protect themselves by exact-

ing security or a higher return. Without
limited liability, entrepreneurs would be
required in effect to risk all of their net
worth in starting a business—as in an ordi-
nary partnership. With limited liability,
entrepreneurs know what they must risk
to do business and can decide whether it
is worth the candle. Moreover, creditors
can manage risk through diversification.
So limited liability arguably maximizes the
availability of credit.

Limited liability can be seen as a tax,
of sorts, on the creditor class by limiting
what they can recover if the borrowing firm
fails. If creditors want more return, then
they must take more risk. In other words,

U.S. law discourages the emergence of a
rentier class of lenders. Thomas Piketty
would approve. So it is not surprising that
business equity, instead of bonds, is the
single largest category of wealth for U.S.
individuals. According to the Fed, as of
year-end 2016, equity constituted 34% of
all wealth, while 25% was real estate, 24%
was debt instruments, and 11% was cash
or near cash.

As for involuntary creditors—the vic-
tims of accidents and other torts that
are bound to happen—the irony is that
plaintiffs almost always would prefer to
sue a big corporation with deep pock-
ets anyway. Moreover, if the business is a
small one, the chances are that the owner
was personally involved in the mishap
and thus liable as a participant irrespec-
tive of the insulation afforded by limited
liability to owners as owners. And once
a small business is big enough to hire
a few employees, the owner is likely to
have most of his wealth tied up in the
venture and thus much to lose because
the business itself always remains liable
for the actions of its agents. So it is likely
that the owner will invest significantly in
training and monitoring employees who
are bound to be less careful and diligent
than would be the owner.

As Balleisen emphasizes, the general
organizing principle for U.S. commerce
in the mid-1800s was one of caveat emp-
tor. And as Balleisen would likely agree,
this policy was at least as much a positive
choice as it was benign neglect. Consider
the following passage from Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes’ The Common Law (Macmil-
lan, 1881):

A man need not, it is true, do this or
that act, the term act implies a choice,—
but he must act somehow. Furthermore,
the public generally profits by individual
activity. As action cannot be avoided,
and tends to the public good, there is
obviously no policy in throwing the
hazard of what is at once desirable and
inevitable upon the actor. The state
might conceivably make itself a mutual
insurance company against accidents,

Fraud: An American
History from Barnum
to Madoff

By Edward J. Balleisen

496 pp.; Princeton
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and distribute the burden of its citizens’
mishaps among all its members. There
might be a pension for paralytics, and
state aid for those who suffered in
person or estate from tempest or wild
beasts. … Or it might throw all loss
upon the actor irrespective of fault.
The state does none of these things,
however, and the prevailing view is that
its cumbrous and expensive machinery
ought not to be set in motion unless
some clear benefit is to be derived from
disturbing the status quo. State interfer-
ence is an evil, where it cannot be shown
to be a good. Universal insurance, if
desired, can be better and more cheaply
accomplished by private enterprise.

To be sure, Holmes was struggling here
with the fundamental question of why
someone should not be held liable for any
chain of events set in motion voluntarily.
But the logic applies as much to the law
of business organizations as it does to tort
law. Indeed, it was only in 1875 that New
Jersey made the corporate form generally
available (although as Holmes himself
notes it had been available for manufac-
turing companies since the 1820s).

When ventures fail and folks lose
money, it is only natural to seek someone
to blame. But it is often more interesting
and useful to understand how fraud hap-
pens. As I have argued elsewhere, the 2008
credit crisis can be traced to an array of fac-
tors that would have been difficult to regu-
late in advance. Perhaps the most peculiar
factor was that investment banks (as well as
commercial banks) invaded the residential
mortgage business, which as recently as
the 1980s had been the province of the
thrift industry. Think Bailey Building &
Loan. Many commentators pointed at the
repeal of the venerable Glass–Steagall Act,
which separated investment banking from
commercial banking. Specifically, the act
prohibited commercial banks from dealing
in equity securities as a way of insulating
the core banking business from the risks
associated with stocks following the Crash
of 1929. But nothing in that act would
have prevented investment banks from

going into the residential mortgage debt
business as they did.

Many observers focused on credit
default swaps (CDSs) as the culprit. To be
sure, CDSs led to underestimation of risk
and thus probably to overinvestment in
mortgage-backed securities. But the idea
that we should re-regulate the futures
markets by prohibiting off-exchange trad-
ing—or even return to the good old days
when difference contracts (so-called) could
be voided as illegal wagers—ignores the
significant social benefit of such derivative
instruments. Arguably, U.S. farming is as
productive as it is because the futures mar-
kets have tamed the supply-demand cycle
endemic in agriculture. But that is not
enough to tame the moralistic objections
of those who see such financial engineering
as inherently wasteful because it produces
nothing. The real wonder is that the zero-
sum game of futures trading does in fact
create value from nothing (which is not
to mention its heartland pedigree). Here
too, Justice Holmes played a significant
role by recognizing the property rights of
futures exchanges to their data in his 1905
Irwin decision.

In short, it is easy to rail at fraud in
the unintended (ab)use of financial prod-
ucts, but it can be difficult to tell the whole
story. The one thing that seems quite cer-
tain is that our attitude toward fraud is
schizophrenic, as Balleisen vividly shows.
We despise some fraudsters but admire
others. And we adopt regulations to pro-
tect consumers while also blaming the vic-
tim under the doctrine of caveat emptor. I
am reminded of the brief but brilliant TV
series Max Headroom, in which every per-
son had the right to unlimited consumer
credit, but credit fraud was a crime worse
than murder.

Advisers and broker-dealers / Balleisen is
at his best discussing the curious concept
of self-regulation mostly in the context
of the rise and fall of the Better Busi-
ness Bureau. But he also provides a use-
ful history of the Investment Bankers
Association, which became the National
Association of Securities Dealers and ulti-

mately the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (FINRA). As Balleisen shows, a
self-regulatory organization (SRO) can be
an efficient response in a business where
the danger of fraud is acute or conflicts
of interest are endemic. After all, it takes
one to know one. But SROs can shade into
restraint of trade or regulatory capture.

Stockbrokers (like real estate bro-
kers) are paid mostly on commission.
And commissions tend to be higher on
riskier stocks. The result is that brokers
are tempted to churn customer accounts
and recommend unsuitable stocks. (As
Woody Allen said, a broker is someone
who invests your money until it’s gone.)
On the other hand, FINRA provides arbi-
tration services for aggrieved investors,
the results of which turn out to be much
more generous than litigating such claims
in federal court. Then again, it could be
that industry arbitrators are motivated
to punish fellow securities professionals
who get caught as a way of eliminating
some of the competition. Indeed, when
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
began to lose listings to NASDAQ because
the latter permitted listed companies to
have shares with differing voting rights,
the NYSE prevailed on the Securities and
Exchange Commission to mandate a uni-
form rule despite the potential competi-
tive benefits of exchanges with differing
listing standards.

Incidentally, the recent flap about
whether some brokers-dealers should be
deemed to be fiduciaries is just the lat-
est installment of a controversy that goes
back at least to 1933. A broker-dealer may
sometimes be a broker and thus an agent
for the client. But a broker-dealer may
sometimes act as a dealer in a trade—as a
principal thereto—when the security is sold
from inventory or added thereto. Think
of a real estate broker, who owes a duty at
least to the owner of the listed property,
as opposed to a car dealer, who has a duty
to no one. In the securities markets, both
modes of trading are legitimate, whether
on an exchange (as broker) or over-the-
counter (as dealer). Indeed, there are argu-
ments for the superiority of both. But the
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point is that the role of the broker-dealer
is fluid.

On the other hand, investment advisers
(who purport to serve the best interest of
their clients) are quite clearly fiduciaries,
while a broker-dealer may sometimes act as
an investment adviser for a customer. That
is why broker–customer disputes often
turn on whether there was a relationship
of trust and confidence between the two—
whether the broker-dealer had assumed a
fiduciary duty. The European Union is cur-
rently in the process of rationalizing these
roles with the promulgation of the second
installment of the Markets in Financial
Instruments Directive, which will create a
bright line between the provision of invest-
ment advice for a fee and execution services
that may no longer be bundled with sup-
posed free advice. Good luck with that.

Notwithstanding the foregoing defense
of the status quo, it is not at all clear that
individual investors should ever engage
in stock-picking and active-trading. It is
well documented that it is impossible to
beat the market any more often than is
consistent with chance. Indeed, since the
market is the aggregate of trading, it is
difficult to see how things could be oth-
erwise. But whether or not one believes
in the efficient market, investment advice
and trading are costly and entail the risk
of picking the wrong stocks. So the choice
is whether to pay 1–2% annually for active
investment management, or to invest in
an index fund for as little as three basis
points and eliminate all of the risk that
goes with individual stocks. To be sure,
the latter strategy assumes that others will
trade and drive market prices to appropri-
ate levels. But studies indicate that only
about 10% of all trading at current levels
is necessary to do so. Thus, one could say
that the retail securities business is a form
of licensed fraud. But it is difficult to argue
that individuals should not be permitted
to day-trade if they want to do so.

If there is a moral to this story—and
Balleisen’s book—it is that fraud will always
be with us. There is no cure. There is only
management. In the end, regulation will
always be one step behind.

Origins of the
Entitlement Nightmare
✒ REVIEW BY DAVID R. HENDERSON

Currently, the U.S. federal government spends about $2.4 trillion
per year—about 12% of GDP—on entitlement programs. This
amounts to $7,500 per person annually. Only 48% of this spend-

ing goes to people officially classified as poor. The federal government
provides more than $50,000 per year in Social Security and Medicare
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benefits to retired middle-income couples.
And this is at a time when almost half of
households headed by people under age
65 have incomes less than $50,000.

How did we get to this fiscal state?
When did Congress’s irresponsibility with
entitlement spending begin?
When the federal government
ran budget surpluses, how
did that affect Congress’s
decisions about entitlements?
What president in the 20th
century made a heroic effort
to restrain entitlement spend-
ing and then, later, created
the largest and most expen-
sive such program in the cen-
tury? What Republican presi-
dent helped increase Social
Security benefits by a double-
digit percent? Finally, is there
a way to rein in this spending
in the future without kicking
up such strong opposition
that the restraints would be
undone? Hoover Institution
economist John F. Cogan
answers these questions and more in his
fact-filled, carefully researched book, The
High Cost of Good Intentions. (Disclosure:
John Cogan and I are colleagues at the
Hoover Institution.)

Paying veterans / Subtitled A History of
U.S. Federal Entitlement Programs, the book

takes readers on a tour of federal spending
programs from 1789 to today. I thought
myself a sophisticated observer by know-
ing that federal government entitlements
had started well before Franklin D. Roos-
evelt’s 1935 Social Security program. But

I didn’t realize how early they
started. I thought they began
with payments to post–Civil
War union veterans, but in
fact they began with pay-
ments to veterans of the
Revolutionary War. (See “The
Sordid History of Veterans’
Benefits,” Fall 2017.)

Cogan tells the story of
how the programs grew—a
story that turns out to be vir-
tually the same for each fed-
eral program, whether in the
19th or 20th century. Start
with the aforementioned pen-
sions for Revolutionary War
veterans. The program started
small. Congress passed a tem-
porary law in 1790 and made
the program permanent in

1792. It granted pensions to regular army
officers, soldiers, and seamen, but only to
those who had suffered injuries in battle
and were impoverished as a result. The law
excluded members of the state militias.

But from 1803 to 1806, the booming
U.S. economy led to large budget surpluses
for the federal government. Writes Cogan,
“Advocates argued that military veterans
were no less worthy of disability pensions
than Continental Army veterans.” That
argument won the day. In 1806, Congress
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extended pensions to volunteers, mem-
bers of the militia, and state troops. Then,
in 1809, the U.S. government’s embargo
on British and French ships cut federal
revenue by half. Although Congress
responded responsibly by cutting overall
spending substantially, it left veterans’ pen-
sions untouched. This, points out Cogan,
would be a pattern for virtually all future
entitlements: (1) start small; (2) expand
eligibility to those whom many consider
“no less worthy,” especially when budget
surpluses are large; and (3) protect entitle-
ment spending from cuts even when bud-
get deficits appear.

In 1816 and 1817, restored prosperity
led once again to federal budget surpluses.
With the March 1818 pension law, Presi-
dent James Monroe and Congress gave a
lifetime pension to all veterans who had
served in the Continental Army for at least
nine months and were “in reduced circum-
stances.” Gone was the requirement that
they had been injured.

Cogan shows that this law led to a
result that became another repeated pat-
tern for future entitlements: people came
out of the woodwork to claim the ben-
efits. Whereas the law’s proponents had
estimated that fewer than 2,000 veterans
would qualify for the benefits, more than
28,000 people applied and over 16,000
applications were approved. The number
of applicants, writes Cogan, “exceeded the
entire number of Continental Army vet-
erans thought to be still alive.” Pension
outlays rose from 1% of the federal budget
from 1800 to 1811 to a whopping 11%
after the law passed. In response to charges
of fraud and to a recession-induced budget
deficit in 1820, a May 1820 law imposed
means testing. Veterans had to reapply, but
only 17% of reapplicants were denied, and
once federal revenues returned to their pre-
recession level Congress restored benefits
to the denied reapplicants.

One other early pension program set
a precedent for how Social Security was
funded in the 20th century: the Navy’s
trust fund. In 1799 and 1800, Congress
established a separate Navy pension pro-
gram to provide benefits to Navy personnel

who had suffered disabilities in the line
of duty. These benefits were financed by
a trust fund that, in turn, was financed
by the sale of captured enemy and pirate
ships and their contents. As the trust fund
grew, so did Congress’s spending. In 1813,
it granted pensions to widows and children
of seamen who were killed in action or
died from wounds received in the line of
duty. Again and again, Congress relaxed
the standards for who could get benefits,
and the unsurprising result was that the
trust fund went bankrupt in 1841. Con-
gress, however, bailed out the fund with
general revenues.

The experience with Civil War pensions
for Union soldiers was similar to that with
the Continental Army, with two new twists.
First, because the war involved such a mas-
sive mobilization, the number of those who
qualified for pensions, once all the expan-
sions of eligibility had occurred, was mas-
sively greater than in the earlier case. The
number of pensioners peaked at just under
one million in the early 1900s, and in the
mid-1890s spending on those pensions
reached over 40% of the federal budget.
The second twist was that, from the 1890s
to the early 1900s, the Republican Party
figured out how to use pensions to realign
the electorate and get veterans’ votes. Later,
the Democrats would use that same strategy
with Social Security and Medicare.

One of the pleasant surprises in the
book is FDR—at least early in his first term.
He believed that military veterans did not
deserve pensions simply by virtue of being
veterans. In his first month in office, he
persuaded Congress to pass the Economy
Act of 1933, which gave him the power to
set new eligibility rules. As Cogan notes,
for the first time in U.S. history, a large
entitlement had been repealed. On June 30,
1933, 412,482 World War I veterans with
nonservice-connected disabilities received
pensions. Just one year later, only 29,903
were on the rolls and they were all perma-
nently and totally disabled.

Social Security / The bad news for those
who dislike forced government redistri-
bution is that in 1935 FDR introduced

Social Security. Cogan refers to this as
“The Birth of the Modern Entitlement
State.” He tells how the dominant view
before FDR was that the welfare of the
poor and elderly should be taken care
of by private institutions or by state and
local government. FDR rejected that view,
believing instead that welfare was a federal
responsibility. The Social Security Act of
1935 created the program that we’re all
familiar with, plus three new programs
that entitled state governments to match-
ing payments for state-run programs: Old-
Age Assistance, Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren, and Aid to the Blind. On top of that,
it created a federal–state unemployment
“insurance” program.

The Social Security benef it was
financed with a payroll tax. Whereas in
1937 only 1.8 million households with
income below $3,000 ($52,500 in 2017
dollars) paid any federal income taxes—the
income tax at the time was referred to as
the “class tax”—Social Security changed
all that. With all employment income up
to $3,000 subject to the payroll tax, Social
Security forced 25.8 million workers to pay
de facto income taxes. The 1935 law speci-
fied that Social Security benefits would
start to be paid in 1942. But, naturally,
the revenues coming in from the payroll
tax led to pressures to start paying benefits
earlier. So the feds began to pay benefits in
1940. Also early on, as Cogan explains in
fascinating detail, the program became a
pay-as-you-go scheme rather than one with
a real trust fund containing real assets. He
also tells how a challenge to the constitu-
tionality of the law led the Supreme Court
to find that Social Security and unemploy-
ment insurance were constitutional, even
though its decision rested only on dicta in
a decision 14 months earlier.

As revenues built up the “trust fund,”
Congress and both Democrat and Repub-
lican presidents raised real benefits to retir-
ees. In 1967, President Lyndon Johnson
and Congress increased benefits by 25%
for retirees with low earnings and 11%
for those with high earnings. The average
increase, 13%, was twice the growth in con-
sumer prices that had occurred since the
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previous increase in benefits in 1965. Then,
during the Nixon administration, benefits
increased by 69% over their 1968 level. In a
1972 bill, Congress and Nixon raised ben-
efits another 20% and began indexing. Ben-
efits were indexed to the cost of living, while
the ceiling up to which wages and salaries
were taxed was indexed to wage growth.

Great Society / Social Security was not
the only entitlement spending that grew.
LBJ, declaring the War on Poverty in 1964,
persuaded Congress to fund community
groups to work with welfare recipients. He
envisioned these groups helping people
get off welfare. But hundreds of these
groups had a very different vision. They
used federal funds to hire lawyers to sue
local, state, and federal governments for
benefits. Writes Cogan, “Armed with fed-
eral funds, poverty lawyers brought law-
suits in federal courts on behalf of welfare
recipients. . . . The poverty lawyers chal-
lenged virtually every welfare eligibility
rule, including residence requirements,
suitable home provisions, and willingness-
to-work requirements.” The final result:
“By 1970, the poverty lawyers had suc-
ceeded in fundamentally transforming
welfare from an act of legislative charity—
a government-granted gratuity—into
an entitlement that ensured all eligible
people a legal right to benefits.” This hap-
pened, he notes, “without any accompany-
ing legislation.” In a 7–2 Supreme Court
decision in 1969 that overthrew residence
requirements for those on welfare, Justice
William Brennan, who wrote the decision,
argued that residence requirements for
welfare violated the right to travel. Writes
Cogan with wry humor, “The Court also
concluded that although federal involve-
ment in public welfare had never entered
the founding fathers’ writings, the found-
ers had meant to prohibit state welfare
residence requirements.”

LBJ’s other contribution to entitle-
ments, of course, was his initiation of both
Medicare and Medicaid. This happened in
1965, after many more Democrats, riding
on Johnson’s coattails in his landslide defeat
of Goldwater in 1964, had been elected.

That dramatically changed the ideological
composition of Congress. Cogan tells the
story well, but could have incorporated the
masterful analysis by Boise State University
economist Charlotte Twight. (See “Medi-
care’s Origins: The Economics and Politics
of Dependency,” Cato Journal, Winter 1997.)
Medicare spending, which in 2016 was $595
billion, is now second only to Social Security
(at $916 billion) as the government’s largest
expenditure program.

Reagan reforms / From 1983 to 1985,
Cogan was an associate director of the
Office of Management and Budget under
director David Stockman, all under Presi-
dent Reagan. Probably for that reason, he
gives a lot of detail about Reagan’s suc-
cess in slightly reducing the growth rate
of entitlement spending. He also points
out that in May 1981, Reagan tried to do
too much too soon by proposing a 31-per-
cent cut in Social Security’s early retire-
ment benefit, which would have taken
effect in January 1982. Democratic and
Republican members of Congress almost
uniformly opposed such a large almost-
immediate cut, and Reagan quickly with-
drew his proposal.

Instead, he and Congress kicked Social
Security reform to a commission headed
by Alan Greenspan, which, in January
1983, came out with its proposals for shor-
ing up finances. Virtually none of the pro-
posed changes, though, were to reduce the
growth of spending. Instead, the commis-
sion recommended bringing new federal
employees into the program, getting rid
of exemptions for nonprofits, hastening
an already-legislated increase in the payroll
tax rate, and taxing Social Security benefits
for higher-income people. Congress imple-
mented virtually all of those proposals.

Only one major reform occurred on the
spending side: a gradual increase in the
age at which one could receive full ben-
efits, from 65 to 67 by the year 2027. But
this reform was not one proposed by the
Greenspan Commission. Instead it was the
handiwork of Jake Pickle, a Democratic
congressman from Texas, whose mentor,
interestingly, had been LBJ. Cogan men-

tions the age increase but does not specify
Pickle’s role or the fact that the Greenspan
Commission had recommended no such
age increase. He does point out, though,
that “remarkably, the slowly increasing
retirement age since 2000 has occurred
with little or no controversy.”

Cogan also doesn’t mention that in
pushing for a cut in the early retirement
benefit, Stockman had focused on short-
run rather than long-run savings. When
asked in a famous 1981 interview why he
had done so, Stockman answered, “I’m just
not going to spend a lot of political capital
solving some other guy’s problem in 2010.”
Because of his short-run thinking, Stock-
man successfully killed a competing biparti-
san Senate proposal that would have raised
the age for full Social Security benefits to 68
by the year 2000. My back-of-the-envelope
estimate is that this proposal would have
saved the feds, by now, well over $1 trillion
more than the current policy has saved.

Cogan does draw the right conclusion
from the 1981 debacle: it’s very hard to cut
benefits for current recipients or for those
who are about to become recipients. What
the age 67 policy shows, though, is that it’s
much easier politically to cut benefits pro-
spectively with lots of lead time for people
to adjust. And given that the even bigger
problems with entitlement spending are in
the future, cutting future benefits would
be responsive to what otherwise might be
the nightmare in our future. But we had
better start soon.

People often wonder how “the land
of the free” acquired such a huge govern-
ment that interferes with so many parts
of our lives. Cogan has shown how that
happened with entitlement programs,
which are a huge part of government. In
his 1987 book Crisis and Leviathan, eco-
nomic historian Robert Higgs showed
how three crises—World War I, the Great
Depression, and World War II—led to more
regulation, higher taxation, and higher
government spending, including spend-
ing on entitlements. Someone who wants
to understand the growth of government
in America would do well to read Cogan’s
and Higgs’s books in tandem. R
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Loving the Poor, but Loving
Political Privileges More
✒ REVIEW BY DWIGHT R. LEE

Richard Reeves is a senior fellow in economic studies at the Brook-
ings Institution. Like so many intellectuals, he is concerned
about income and wealth inequality in the United States. Reeves

was born and educated in England, but always found the American idea
of a classless society a deeply attractive one. Having moved to the United
States in 2012 and become a citizen in
2016, he “has been disheartened to learn
that the class structure of my new home-
land is, if anything, more rigid that the
one [he] left behind and especially so at
the top.”

What Cheryl deserves / While Reeves has
plenty of company in his concern about
inequality, he stands largely alone among
academics in whom he blames for the
problem. The much-maligned top 1% of
the income distribution is almost com-
pletely ignored in his book as he focuses
on those in the 81–99 income percentiles,
which he calls the upper middle class.
What are members of this class (in which
Reeves includes himself and most of his
colleagues and friends) guilty of? Favor-
ing their children by engaging in unfair
“opportunity hoarding.”

He stresses that some opportunity
hoarding, such as “reading stories [to one’s
children], helping them with homework,
providing good food, and supporting
their sports and extracurricular activi-
ties” is consistent with “being a good par-
ent.” Yet it is clear that he sees a fine line
between those activities and providing
unfair advantages.

It doesn’t take much to cross that fine
line into unfair opportunity hoarding. He
senses that “some of us in the upper mid-
dle class already feel a degree of cognitive

dissonance about the advantages we pile
up for our kids, compared to the truncated
opportunities we know exist for others.”
And in some cases he is convinced that
those who take advantage of their posi-
tions or friendships to obtain opportuni-
ties for their children are “thoughtful and
liberal enough to know, at some level, their
actions [for example, using one’s legacy
status to get a child admitted to an Ivy
League college] were morally wrong.”

He assures us that he supports market
competition that rewards merit, but he
is always quick to qualify that support.
For example, he recognizes that the “labor
market does a good job rewarding the kind
of ‘merit’ that adds economic value—skills,
knowledge, intelligence. The unfairness
lies not in the competition itself but in the
chances to prepare for it.” In other words,
he is “arguing for a meritocracy for grown-
ups, but not for children.”

Butthisstatementringshollowgiventhe
additional distortions and limits that would
have to be imposed on market competition
if Reeves’ proposals for addressing oppor-
tunity hoarding are to be adopted. Con-
sider his hypothetical example of Cheryl, a
“highly intelligent, creative, and ambitious
person . . . [who most likely will] end up
making a lot of money.” Even if she gets
rich by increasing market efficiency, “this
is not the same thing as saying she deserves
to be rich” (Reeves’ emphasis). He continues
that “winners have no moral claim to keep
all of their winnings, especially when their
redistribution may be needed to equalize
opportunities for the next generation to
prepare for the next contest.”

No one argues that winners should pay
no taxes in a meritocracy, but at some point
higher taxes start seriously undermining
the personal and social benefits of com-
petition that rewards economic merit, a
fact that Reeves acknowledges. Yet he never
suggests a limit on the cost of the additional
public investment necessary to equalize the
next generation’s opportunities. He does tell
us, however, that if there is additional cost,
“it is reasonable to raise some of [it] from
the upper middle class. Even if we haven’t
admitted it yet, we can afford it.”

Reeves and Rawls / Reeves never gives any
indication of how much of our income is
appropriate to keep. There is an obvious
reason for this: neither he nor anyone else
has any idea how much anyone “deserves”
or what a fair income distribution is.

He deserves credit, however, for avoid-
ing the philosophical quicksand of trying
to parse out what is a fair or unfair income.
Instead he argues that opportunity hoard-
ing by the wealthy is a significant reason
for income inequality. Hoarding is a pejo-
rative term, suggesting keeping something
for one’s self not primarily to use it, but
to prevent others from doing so. Many
readers will intuitively see any amount
of opportunity hoarding as unfair, par-
ticularly if it benefits wealthy hoarders by
reducing opportunities for the poor.

He does appeal briefly to the ideas of
John Rawls, who argues for a “Fair Equality
of Opportunity” in his A Theory of Justice
(Harvard University Press, 1971). Accord-
ing to Reeves, “fair equality of opportunity
demands not simply an open competition
but an equal chance to prepare for it.” So in
addition to having the emotional support
of many of his readers, he lets us know that
he is drawing on Rawls’ impressive intel-
lectual capital. Taken seriously, achieving
Reeves’ interpretation of Rawls’ Fair Equal-
ity of Opportunity would be impossible.
Not surprisingly, Reeves is reluctant to take
it completely seriously.

Markets and parenthood / He makes clear
that when parents give a child opportuni-
ties to develop skills that benefit him as an

DW IGHT R . LEE is a senior fellow in the William J. O’Neil
Center for Global Markets and Freedom in the Cox School
of Business at Southern Methodist University. He is a
coauthor with James Gwartney, Richard Stroup, Tawni Fer-
rarini, and Joseph Calhoun of Common Sense Economics: What
Everyone Should Know about Wealth and Prosperity, 3rd edition
(St. Martin’s Press, 2016).
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adult, they do so by reducing the opportu-
nities of less advantaged children to suc-
ceed as adults. For example, he claims “the
best philosophical treatment” on helping
one’s children is by political philosophers
Adam Swift and Harry Brighouse, who
in their 2014 book Family Values (Prince-
ton University Press) write, “Whatever
parents do to confer competitive advan-
tage [on their children] is not neutral in
its effects on other children—it does not
leave untouched, but rather is detrimental
to, those other children’s prospects in the com-
petition for jobs and associated rewards”
(Reeves’ emphasis).

He seems to recognize that few parents
who prepare their children to be produc-
tive and successful adults will be sympa-
thetic to the charge that they
are hoarding opportunities
and harming others’ chil-
dren by doing so. This could
explain his rather feeble
qualification that “although
I think Brighouse and Swift
go too far, they are onto
something important with
their distinction between the
kind of parental behavior
that merely helps your own
children and the kind that is
‘detrimental’ to others.” He
also qualifies what he means
by “detrimental” by saying
that “in a society with finite
rewards, improving the situ-
ation of one child necessarily
worsens that of another, at
least in relative terms.” But once
“detrimental” is considered
in relative terms, the idea of
opportunity hoarding requires that the
role of the market be ignored.

It is obvious that no society can provide
more than finite economic rewards. Societ-
ies rely on markets to routinely motivate
people to use their opportunities to ben-
efit others by rewarding them roughly in
proportion to their success in doing so.
This does not result from people hoard-
ing productive opportunities. Rather, it is
an example of a sharing process in which

people, given the opportunities and innate
abilities they have, acquire productive skills
to cooperate better with each other in
mutually beneficial ways. Of course, this
is a process that inevitably results in some
people improving their situations rela-
tive to others as opportunities expand for
everyone. In markets, good parents never
have to say, “I’m sorry.”

Loving political privilege / The idea of
opportunity hoarding has some relevance
when it comes to politics. Some people
routinely acquire opportunities by reduc-
ing them for others. Anger at the wealthy,
not concern for the poor, often moti-
vates support for enacting or expanding
programs ostensibly intended to reduce

income inequality but that
harm the poor, and Reeves
recognizes this.

He points out that “it
seems to be those near the
top of the [income] distribu-
tion who are most angry with
those at the very top: more
than a third of the dem-
onstrators on the May Day
“Occupy” march in 2011 had
annual earnings of more than
$100,000.” Reeves thinks
they didn’t realize their own
“privileged” status. The point
of his book is that “rather
than looking up in envy and
resentment, the upper middle
class would do well to look at
their own position compared
to those falling further and
further behind.” But what if
upper middle class Americans

love their political privileges more than
they love the poor?

Unfortunately, Reeves is willing to
go only so far in reducing the scope and
power of government to free up the market
process and expand rather than limit the
benefits from opportunities. Early in his
penultimate chapter entitled “Sharing the
Dream,” he tells us that rather “than try-
ing to rectify inequality post hoc through
heavy regulation of the labor market, our

ambition should be to narrow the gaps
in the accumulation of human capital in
the first two and a half decades of life.” He
makes and discusses several suggestions
“aimed at reducing opportunity hoarding
… [and] to reduce anticompetitive behav-
iors.” I shall consider three of his propos-
als, which would be more effective if two
policies that currently restrict opportuni-
ties for the poor were eliminated. Unfortu-
nately, the two policies are sacred cows to
American liberals, and Reeves goes so far as
to call for protecting one of them.

Lesszoningandbetterteachers/ Heopposes
exclusionary zoning restrictions that place
“onerous restrictions … on housing devel-
opment in many parts of the country.” He
correctly points out that these restrictions
often “deepen the wealth divide, worsen
economic segregation, and contribute to
inequalities in schooling.”

In a previous chapter he connects
these problems to distortions resulting
primarily from policies of the federal and
local governments. The federal tax code
allows homeowners to deduct state and
local property taxes and mortgage interest
from their federal taxable income. These
deductions are worth far more to high-
income than low-income families. They
also increase the amount that the wealthy
are willing to pay for expensive houses,
typically located in public school districts
that contain the best schools, which fur-
ther increases the houses’ price. Eliminat-
ing these policies would reduce the value
of upper middle class houses.

Reeves considers ways to improve the
public schools that the poorest students
attend without threatening the value of
upper-middle-class housing or the qual-
ity of upper middle class neighborhoods’
schools. He recognizes correctly that
to improve educational outcomes, what
“clearly … counts is teacher quality.” So he
wants to increase the salaries of inner-city
teachers to be equal to, or greater than, the
salaries paid to those who (according to
Princeton economist Alan Krueger) “work
in the fancy suburbs.” Reeves mentions that
former “education secretary Arne Duncan

Dream Hoarders:
How the American
Upper Middle Class Is
Leaving Everyone Else
in the Dust, Why That
Is a Problem, and
What to Do about It

By Richard V. Reeves

240 pp.; Brookings
Institution Press, 2017
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estimated that for $15 billion a year teachers
in the poorest 20 percent of schools could
be given more than a 50 percent pay raise.”

Yet, nowhere does Reeves mention fir-
ing bad teachers, which would be neces-
sary if poor students are to benefit from
effective teachers. Allowing incompetent
teachers to continue hoarding teaching
jobs (with big new raises!) and destroying
the opportunities of poor children to suc-
ceed in life surely ranks near the top of any
list of social injustice.

Not only would the market competition
created by school choice reduce opportu-
nity hoarding in public school classrooms,
it would also result in positive-sum oppor-
tunities to significantly improve inner-city
schools without spending another $15
billion on teachers and without reducing
the quality of the schools in the suburbs.
Indeed, the resulting competition between
schools, and a strong motivation to replace
incompetent teachers (who aren’t found in
only inner-city schools) with competent
ones, would increase educational quality
in all school districts. The equalization
of public schools might reduce the value
of expensive houses in the suburbs a bit,
but the student bodies in public schools
might become more diverse. Surely politi-
cal progressives would consider the former
a small price to pay for the latter.

Internships / Increasing internships may
seem a small step in addressing what
Reeves sees as the problem of opportu-
nity hoarding. He makes a strong case,
however, that good internship opportuni-
ties “have become more important transi-
tional institutions, so their allocation has
become a more important issue for social
mobility.” Although he favors paid intern-
ships, he accepts that “for the foreseeable
future … unpaid internships will be with
us.” The challenge he sees is to bring these
internships “within reach of less-affluent
young adults.”

I have good news for him. There are
thousands of businesses that would pro-
vide what are in effect paid “internships”
to less-affluent young adults, increasing
their opportunities for better jobs later.

All that is needed to bring many of these
internships to fruition is to abolish the
minimum wage. But Reeves doesn’t call
for this. He does mention the minimum
wage, but to emphasize how important
he thinks it is “to increase the regulatory
oversight of internships, to prevent abuse,
and to ensure that minimum wage and fair
employment laws are properly enforced.”

Conclusion / Opportunity hoarding, which
Reeves describes and finds so troubling,

can be thought of, at best, as a zero-sum
activity resulting commonly from politi-
cally influential groups using government
to capture privileges and protections at
the expense of less influential people.
The problem with Reeves’ book is that
he largely ignores the most effective way
to expand opportunities for those in the
lower-income groups, which is by elimi-
nating many existing government restric-
tions on the positive-sum potential of
market competition.

A Milestone on a
Long, Bumpy Road
✒ REVIEW BY PIERRE LEMIEUX

The year 2017 marks the 70th anniversary of the publica-
tion of Frank Knight’s Freedom & Reform, a collection of 14
essays initially published in the 1930s and 1940s. The thread

running through the book is how to realize social reforms (when
needed) while maintaining individual freedom. This issue is at
least as important today, after seven
decades of reforms that have very often
reduced freedom.

Frank Hyneman Knight (1885–1972)
was “arguably the most important non-
Keynesian American economist of his
generation,” according to Michigan State
University political and economic his-
torian Ross Emmett, a Knight scholar.
Knight was also, and perhaps mainly, a
moral and political philosopher; at the end
of his career at the University of Chicago
he held a double appointment as profes-
sor of the social sciences and professor of
philosophy. Freedom & Reform comes from
the philosophical Knight: only two of the
articles in the book appeared in econom-
ics journals, compared to half a dozen in
philosophy journals.

What is economics? / Knight considered
economics to be the study of “the effective

PIER R E LEMIEUX is an economist affiliated with the
Université du Québec en Outaouais. His forthcoming book
on free trade will be published by the Mercatus Center at
George Mason University.

use of means to realize ends.” Problems
arise from the fact that the means (mis-
cellaneous resources) are limited, while
individual or “social” ends seem practi-
cally limitless. This conception differs in
important ways from today’s mainstream
notion of economics as a method of ana-
lyzing all human behavior on the basis of
rational-choice assumptions, as pursued
by Gary Becker and a later generation of
Chicago economists.

Knight believed in reason and truth,
writing that “the obligation to believe what
is true because it is true, rather than to
believe anything else or for any other rea-
son, is the universal and supreme impera-
tive for the critical consciousness.” He
criticized the contamination of the social
sciences by “romantic ethics” and preach-
ing. But he also attacked scientism—that
is, the blind application of the methods
of the natural sciences to the social sci-
ences—which he thought leads to social
engineering by government experts.

Although there is no evidence that he

R
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not claim to know, or make its appeal on
grounds of knowledge or reason.” It cites
protectionism and nationalism as exam-
ples. It criticizes “the Leader in Washing-
ton” and “the ‘New Deals’ in Germany and
the United States,” which “use different
catchwords, but are variants
on the same theme. … The cry
is ‘All pull together,’ meaning
‘Follow me’ (and don’t ask
critical questions).”

In Freedom & Reform,
Knight even used the term
“libertarian” once in describ-
ing the “modern Western
man”: “Our ideal of life is
active, progressive, and indi-
vidualistic, or libertarian, as
against ‘community’ in any
mystical sense.” He stated that
“where there is any serious dif-
ference of opinion as to any
rule, liberty must prevail.”
The reader may be reminded
of the presumption of liberty
defended by Anthony de Jasay,
a current philosopher in the
libertarian tradition. (See “The Valium of
the People,” Spring 2016.)

Often, though, Knight resembled
the typical conservative, who makes so
many exceptions that one wonders what
remains of freedom. In his view, the state
can intervene to fight monopolies, to com-
bat externalities, to control money, to ban
narcotics, “to promote the diffusion of
knowledge and the advancement of sci-
ence, art, and general culture,” to alleviate
poverty, and to fight economic inequality.
He argued for progressive taxation, espe-
cially of inheritances. He represented the
old Chicago economics tradition, not the
postwar “Chicago school” created by more
libertarian economists like Milton Fried-
man, George Stigler, and Becker. (See “A
Ghostly Chasm,” Fall 2016).

Question everything / More than a set of
solutions, Freedom & Reform can be read—
or should be read—as raising deep questions
related to the foundations and workings of
the free society. “Knight often said that his

purpose was to ask questions, rather than
answer them,” Emmett observes. Indeed,
there are more serious questions than seri-
ous answers in life; intellectual inquiries
must start from there.

Knight raised intriguing questions about
human nature. He argued that
“human nature is a function
of the nature of society, and
both are historical products.”
The proof is how men have
changed from the primitive
tribe to the modern, liberal
man.Similarly,heclaimedthat
“there really is no such thing as
individual rationality. Ratio-
nality itself is social in nature
and a product of stable group
life.” Friedrich Hayek would
not have disagreed.

Knight also questioned
the characterization of man
as a “social animal.” Accord-
ing to him, man is more
strikingly an individualis-
tic and antisocial animal, a
lawbreaker. He is a “roman-

tic fool,” “the discontented animal, the
romantic, argumentative, aspiring ani-
mal,” a “capricious and perverse animal.”

The challenge Knight saw was how to
have a free society in which such individu-
als can cooperate peacefully. Who will deny
that he was on to something?

For him, a value is any principle that
is generally accepted in a given society; or
more specifically, accepted by discussion
and agreement in a free society. These val-
ues are the true natural law. This means
that natural law “properly defined is the
opposite of ‘natural.’” It is created or rein-
forced by human institutions, including
the democratic state—institutions that he
saw in a voluntarist and even rationalis-
tic way quite different from Hayek’s more
passéiste conception. It also means that,
in the realm of values as in the scientific
realm, there is no “absolute absolute,” but
only “relative absolutes,” which are true
until potentially proven false. Nothing,
no authority, whether religious or political
(or both), is above questioning; but some

was interested in the debates on welfare
economics, he correctly saw that any policy
decision based on economics ultimately
requires value judgements, thus drawing a
red line between economics and ethics. “No
discussion of policy is possible apart from
a moral judgement,” he wrote. In his mind,
freedom is both an instrumental value and
a value in itself, and it ultimately must
be founded in generally accepted ethical
principles. Coercion—the opposite of free-
dom—can only be defined in terms of what
is judged to be wrong.

Liberalism and exceptions / Philosophical
and political issues form the backbone
of Freedom & Reform. Knight found many
problems in both the theory of liberalism
and in the societies (including America)
that had rejected it. Knight always used
“liberal” in its original sense of “classi-
cal liberal.” Emmett presents Knight as
a disenchanted liberal who was trying to
preserve the main tenets of the doctrine.
Freedom & Reform contains both a defense
and a critique of liberalism.

Most (non-anarchist) libertarians
would approve Knight’s characterization
of a free society:

The essential social-ethical principle
of liberalism or liberal individualism
may now be stated, for the purpose
of examination. It is that all relations
between men ought ideally to rest on mutual
free consent, and not on coercion, either on
the part of other individuals or on the part of
“society” as politically organized by the state.
The function and the only ideally right
function of the state, according to this
ethic, is to use coercion negatively, to
prevent the use of coercion by individu-
als or groups against other individuals
or groups. (Knight’s emphasis.)

“The main emphasis,” he explained,
“needs to be placed on freedom … Accord-
ingly, sound policy requires restricting the
positive function of government to things
on which there is general agreement.”

Freedom & Reform often seems written
for today’s Americans. It laments the rise
of “a new type of leadership” that “does

Freedom & Reform:
Essays in Economics
and Social Philosophy
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values must be provisionally taken as rela-
tive absolutes.

Relative absolutes are worth defending
and sometimes warring for. “It is surely the
height of the immoral,” Knight wrote, “to
contend that as a general principle men
ought to yield to wrong, or what they seri-
ously believe to be such … for the sake of
agreement and pleasant personal relations.”
Hence the problem with pacifism, which
“would call for the abandonment by all, or
at least the masses, of all rights, including
life itself, except love and obedience, left,
perhaps, to serve as ‘opium.’” He opposed
both nationalism and “dictatorship on a
world scale,” illustrating how classical-lib-
eral moderation can be libertarian.

As a critical thinker, Knight wasn’t
always sure of the solutions to the prob-
lems he raised. “It is not part of the aim of
this article,” he wrote in 1944, “to give a
solution of the problem of world organiza-
tion, free from war but without sacrificing
essential human values. The writer does
not know the solution, if any exists.”

Problems / Knight’s liberalism is not with-
out problems. As we saw, the author of Free-
dom & Reform envisioned a quite wide scope
for government. He tended to eschew clear
principles. He argued that “liberal thought
has always recognized a large range of
positive functions for the state, to be deter-
mined by expediency, but limited to matters
on which there is substantial agreement.”
Of course, this last restriction would seri-
ously limit the scope of government.

In practice, though, it is not clear what
Knight actually wanted. Take the field of
education. Like many liberals, the author
of Freedom & Reform believed that the
maintenance of a free society requires a
liberal public opinion, which should be
gradually attainable through education.
But he seemed to accept a rather open-
ended scope of government intervention
in this field. For example, he wrote that
“education for freedom involves a large
moral factor.… Probably limits will have
to be set even to freedom of expression.”

A related problem is Knight’s appar-
ent contradictions between his fear of

“the omnipotent state” and his frequent
willingness to trust it with wide powers.
Some passing remarks are troubling, such
as his justification of “one-sided control …
in the case of ‘infants’ to be educated, or
that of adults objectively determined to be
antisocial or undeveloped and subject to
reeducation, and of any who require overt
control to prevent their acting destruc-
tively.” Knight was not a progressive and
this book does not argue for eugenics, but
a cryptic remark may be read as suggesting

that it is not off-limits if human nature
could be changed for the better in only that
way. His prose is often obscure. Despite
Knight’s doubts about political processes
in practice, he still hoped his majoritar-
ian democracy would somehow work. Of
course, we must remember that Freedom &
Reform predates public choice economics.

Modern libertarians can charge
Knight’s brand of classical liberalism
with being hopelessly middle-of-the-road.
“Within limits, self-government, by the
individual and society, is to be preferred to
good government, where a choice must be
made,” he wrote. “But only within limits;
the liberal ideal is always one of balance
and compromise.” When a practical prob-
lem appeared, he tended to compromise on
the statist side. Since he wrote the articles
reproduced in Freedom & Reform, “balance
and compromise” have most often led to
more government.

Knight’s influence / The most interesting
feature of Knight’s ideas may be the influ-
ence they had on the following generation
of classical liberal economists. Consider the
central place that Freedom & Reform gives
to exchange. “Since free exchange must
benefit both parties,” he wrote, “it follows
that any arbitrary dictation of any price,
against free market forces (apart from fraud

and monopoly), must injure both parties.”
This had been a standard idea among
economists for about two centuries, but
Friedman and James Buchanan—as well
as other University of Chicago economists
like Stigler—gave it potency. That Fried-
man, Buchanan, and Stigler were all stu-
dents of Knight and that each eventually
won Nobels in economics testifies to their
professor’s talents.

One cannot read Friedman’s 1962 book
Capitalism & Freedom without recognizing

Knight’s ideas, often in
improvedform. (Andthey
were further improved as
Friedman became more
radical with time.) Capi-
talism & Freedom argued
for re-appropriating the
label “liberal.” Friedman

emphasized, again à la Knight, that freedom
was a rare occurrence and a great blessing in
the history of mankind. He better explained
how the free market is the only way to com-
bine efficiency in production and individual
freedom, and how it “permits unanimity
without conformity.” He also drew a cleaner
distinction between freedom (as absence of
coercion) and the power or capacity to act.
He reinforced the conception of society as
a collection of individuals. And he was less
concerned than Knight about monopolies
and more suspicious of government.

Knight obviously struggled with the
problem of aggregating the preferences of
all members of society. “National interests
are not unitary,” he correctly noted. He
often put “society” or “we” in quotation
marks. Yet, he could not resist invoking
some sort of “social will” and even the “gen-
eral will,” the very expression used by Jean-
Jacques Rousseau in his defense of totalitar-
ian democracy in Of the Social Contract.

Buchanan also inherited many ideas
from Knight, including those on the
importance of agreement, exchange, and
equality of opportunities (an idea that
neither Knight nor Buchanan rejected,
contrary to most libertarians). More
importantly, Buchanan devised concep-
tual tools to escape the contradiction
between the Knightian ideal of “general”

Modern libertarians can charge Knight
with being middle-of-the-road. When a
practical problem appeared, he tended
to compromise on the statist side.
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or “substantial” agreement and the reign
of numerical majorities (or even minori-
ties, when not every voter votes). Perhaps
we can say that Buchanan rescued Knight
from Rousseau. Buchanan did this by
constructing a social contract theory of
the state in which unanimity is conceptu-
ally reached at the “constitutional stage,”
while ordinary electoral decisions, con-
strained by the constitution, are made
at the “post-constitutional stage.” The
implicit unanimous agreement provides
the justification for, and limits to, state
intervention under majoritarian democ-
racy. The state is limited because the
parties to the social contract will only
agree on what is in the interest of each of
them—the substantial agreement Knight
was after.

Whether one agrees or not with
Buchanan’s social contract, it is a brilliant
construction. And while developing what
came to be known as constitutional eco-
nomics, Buchanan also became the main
founder of the public choice school of eco-
nomic analysis, which provides further
arguments for limiting the scope of the
state. Public choice theory has had a major
influence on the study of politics and the
evaluation of public policies.

By asking deep and often challenging
questions, Freedom & Reform helps revisit
the foundations of the free society. Com-
plicated topics require nuanced evalua-
tions and the analyst is justified in with-
holding an answer when he does not have
one. However, there is a point where too
many qualifications dilute the conclusion
and the analyst looks like he is taking both
sides of an issue—a problem that, in my
opinion, often affects Knight’s analysis.

Yet (let me add another of my own
qualifications!), one cannot read Freedom
& Reform without many questions bounc-
ing around in one’s head. This is certainly
proof that the book was worth reading
and an indication of how good a profes-
sor Knight was. At any rate, the book is
very interesting from the viewpoint of the
history of philosophical and economic
thought. It was a milestone on the long,
bumpy road to truth and liberty.

Forecasting Regulatory
Failure
✒ REVIEW BY SAM BATKINS

Can regulators carry out two separate and sometimes conflicting
missions at the same time? More importantly, should politi-
cians want them to do both or leave bureaucrats dedicated to a

single mission? Scholars have written tomes about the causes and con-
sequences of regulatory failure, but few have taken a novel and rigorous
quantitative approach to explain how
organizational design and political pres-
sure can make or break regulatory per-
formance.

In Structured to Fail, George Washington
University public policy professor Christo-
pher Carrigan surveys three well-known
regulatory failures: the Mineral Manage-
ment Service’s (MMS) role in
the 2010 Deepwater Horizon
explosion and oil spill, the
Federal Reserve’s dual man-
date to fight inflation and
unemployment, and Japan’s
Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency (NISA), which was
tasked with both promoting
and overseeing that country’s
nuclear power industry.

All three of those agencies
had multiple and sometimes
conflicting duties, referred
to as “goal ambiguity.” How
could the Federal Reserve
promote economic growth,
limit inflation, and regulate
financial institutions dur-
ing the Great Recession?
Many would argue it failed
in at least two of those duties.
How could the MMS regulate safety, pro-
mote energy development, and collect
revenue effectively? After the Deepwater
Horizon spill, politicians who had only
recently praised the agency decided to split
it in three, concluding that its distinct and
conflicting missions contributed to the

worst oil spill in U.S. history. Similar criti-
cism was leveled against NISA following
the 2011 Fukushima disaster.

Goal ambiguity already has an expan-
sive literature. Carrigan brings a deep sta-
tistical understanding of what drives suc-
cessful agencies and the realization that
goal ambiguity alone didn’t cause regula-

tory failure.

Quantitative approach / There
is a general consensus that
“multipurpose” agencies
perform worse and produce
inferior outcomes compared
to agencies that solely regu-
late or simply do not regulate
at all. In the words of former
health and human services
secretary Donna Shalala,
“If you try to do everything,
you’ll accomplish nothing.”

This might be an apt aph-
orism for government, but
proving this, beyond the occa-
sional anecdote, is difficult.
Thankfully, a legacy of the
George W. Bush administra-
tion and Rob Portman’s ten-
ure as director of the Office of

Management and Budget was the creation
and use of a government-wide rating tool
designed to measure agency performance.
The Program Assessment Rating Tool
(PART) studied the performance of nearly
every federal program from 2002 to 2008.

To use the PART data, Carrigan labori-
ously matched each federal program to
each agency and, using descriptive statis-
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tics, tests, and regression analyses, exam-
ined the performance of multipurpose reg-
ulators, more traditional regulators, and
agencies not responsible for regulation.
Some critics might argue that a heavy-
handed regulator that does an efficient job
of destroying an industry, raising prices for
consumers, or protecting industry incum-
bents at the expense of competition might
perform well on PART scores. This may be
true, but it is not Carrigan’s aim to deter-
mine the merit of regulatory output or the
stringency of various rules. Instead, he is
interested in the relative performance of
agencies across the federal government,
even if the agencies’ activities make devo-
tees of limited government squeamish.

Skeptics might note that PART scores
are hardly perfect. After all, it’s the execu-
tive branch rating the performance of its
own regulators and programs. Confirma-
tion bias and conflicts of interest abound
in this model. Carrigan concedes this
point, but stresses that PART scores dem-
onstrate no obvious biases and were com-
puted for almost all government programs,
making them universal.

What’s amazing about the book is the
sheer amount of information Carrigan
compiled: a dataset of 144 federal agen-
cies and 1,062 programs across six years.
He then cleverly produced his own rating
system: an average PART score from 0 to
100 for each agency. As previewed, multi-
purpose regulators fared worse than other
regulators and nonregulators. On average,
they score 32% lower than other regulators
and 17% worse than nonregulators. But
why? Is goal ambiguity the sole cause? Is it
simply the fault of politicians for designing
agencies with conflicting mandates?

The answers to the questions above
might be yes, but Carrigan goes several steps
further to consider agency design, organi-
zation, and operation. There is no perfect
agency or regulatory program, as much as
some politicians might like to take credit.
As Brian Mannix of the George Washington
University Regulatory Studies Center has
described, every program suffers from the
“Planner’s Paradox.” (See “The Planner’s
Paradox,” Summer 2003.) That is, there

is a tendency of the regulator or agency to
assume planned solutions are superior to
unplanned market answers. The planner
might employ reams of data, analysis, and
expertise, but the planner also brings biases
to the decision and often cannot see beyond
the four corners of the regulation. To the
planner, the solution is elegant, maybe even
perfect. When the program fails five years
later, the paradox is finally revealed.

For the MMS, failure took much lon-
ger than five years. The agency was born
from the U.S. Geological Survey, primarily
from its failure to balance royalty collec-
tions with its science mission. When then–
interior secretary James Watt created the
MMS through a series of orders in 1982, the
move was greeted with widespread approval
from politicians, the Government Account-
ability Office, and even Time. Leading up

to the Deepwater Horizon explosion, even
President Barack Obama and members of
Congress generally praised the MMS, only
to condemn it and break it in three after the
explosion, blaming its design for the oil spill.

Explaining the failure was easy for most
politicians: they had tasked it with conflict-
ing roles. Like many large catastrophes or
complex problems, there is rarely one sim-
ple explanation. The proffered explanation
might play well in a 30-second campaign
ad, but Carrigan notes there were a host of
reasons why the MMS failed and why other
regulators perform poorly.

No one cause / Beyond the obvious yet
incomplete explanation of goal ambigu-
ity, there are other factors that contribute
to regulatory failure. Political pressure is
high on the list. A little over a decade after
it was created, Congress almost scrapped
the MMS. Agency heads, in conjunction
with a congressional mission to increase

domestic oil production, wanted it to
assume a larger role in bringing in rev-
enue for the federal government. After
the Deepwater Royalty Relief Act was
passed in 1995, the MMS had a mission
to increase leasing and deliver tangible
results (money) back to Congress. Bar-
ring a major setback (a massive oil spill),
its role as revenue generator for Congress
would help to secure its future. Revenues
continued to increase and Congress and
the industry were satisfied—until 2010.

Many ways to fail / The two takeaways
from the book are that there is no right
answer that explains all regulatory failure
and there is no perfect way to design or
reengineer a federal agency. Carrigan cau-
tions: even after breaking up a suppos-
edly deficient agency, it’s not clear that

the reorganized agency
will excel. Congress
occasionally intends for
one agency to perform
multiple tasks, but there
are no assurances that
multipurpose agencies
will always fail, although
they do perform worse

compared to their bureaucratic brethren.
Structured to Fail provides several con-

temporary examples. The Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) was
established during a chaotic political cli-
mate, given vast powers, and cut off from
the traditional congressional appropria-
tions process. During its existence, it has
been criticized for creating a hostile work-
place, repeatedly overstepping its statutory
bounds, and operating outside any politi-
cal or structural checks on its authority.

As a consequence of its controversial
birth, members of Congress continue to
push for fundamental reform, or even abo-
lition, of the agency. In the fall of 2017,
Congress took the rare step of using the
Congressional Review Act to rescind
the CFPB’s arbitration rule. Despite the
agency’s relative independence, it appears
Congress will continue to chip away at the
CFPB’s authority until lawmakers can, at
minimum, install a new director. Did Dem-

The two takeaways from the book are
that there is no right answer that explains
all regulatory failure and there is no
perfect way to design a federal agency.
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ocrats intend for this when they created
the agency? Will fundamentally altering
the CFPB remedy the defects Republicans
routinely highlight? The Planner’s Paradox
suggests history must be the judge.

In sum, Carrigan’s book is a fascinat-
ing tour of agency design, oversight, and
regulatory failure. Although he discusses
the Federal Reserve and NISA, the books is
almost solely focused on the MMS and its
history. Rather than conclude with previous

scholars that goal ambiguity was the sole
cause of the Deepwater Horizon tragedy,
Carrigan goes several steps further, prov-
ing that multipurpose agencies do suffer
in performance, at least compared to their
peers.However,goalambiguityalonedidnot
cause that failure. In the future, we can only
hope a member of Congress or an informed
White House staffer comes across Carrigan’s
research when contemplating the design of
yet another federal agency.

Calabresi’s Law and
Economics
✒ REVIEW BY PHIL R. MURRAY

Guido Calabresi is a judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit and the Sterling Professor Emeritus of Law and
Professorial Lecturer in Law at Yale Law School. In his recent

book The Future of Law & Economics, he combines Coasean insights,
his own contributions, and extensions of his work to write a history
of thought in law and economics with
recommendations for future scholarship.

“What I call Economic Analysis of the
Law,” he explains, “uses economics to ana-
lyze the legal world.” The analyst evaluates
laws “from the standpoint of economic
theory” and may “argue for change in
that legal reality.” “What I call Law and
Economics,” he continues, “instead begins
with an agnostic acceptance of the world
as it is, as the lawyer describes it to be.”

The lawyer-economist also uses eco-
nomics as a tool to evaluate the laws them-
selves. However if the legal environment
is inconsistent with economic theory, the
lawyer-economist may recommend modi-
fications to economic theory. Calabresi
exalts the law-and-economics approach so
that we may gain a better understanding of
both laws and economic theory.

Merit goods / We may learn a lot by studying
“merit goods,” he writes, referring to goods
that are deemed “loathsome to price.” In

the economic way of thinking, people
undertake projects when the expected
benefits exceed the expected costs. But if
we learn that, say, a construction project
incorporates the value of lives lost as simply
another cost of the project,
we may cringe.

This “commodification”
of human life is only one
offensivenotionthatconcerns
Calabresi; another is “com-
mandification” of human
life. For instance, those who
would take offense at a con-
struction company manager
approving a project despite
the possibility of workers los-
ing life or limb would also
be offended to know that
officials at the Occupational
Safety and Health Adminis-
tration might reason the same
way. Calabresi observes, “If we
do not want to price lives (and
we don’t), we also do not want
the government to tell us, too

obviously, that some lives, in some circum-
stances, are not worth saving.” The solution
is to find the right tradeoff between com-
modification and commandification.

Tort law helps to find this tradeoff. “In
effect,” he writes, “what we do in torts is
to some extent pricing lives and safety, but
we do this in ways that do not lead to the
heavy moral costs that would be imposed if
we did that pricing obviously and directly.”
These moral costs are the offense we take at
pricing life or limb. We tolerate the “huge
costs” of tort law, such as litigation costs,
because tort law lowers moral costs.

Other merit goods are such that “it is
loathsome to allocate them through a pre-
vailing wealth distribution that is highly
unequal.” For instance, human vital organs
belong in this class, Calabresi argues,
because poor people may not be able to
afford them, and poor people may be
eager sellers of their own organs. In order
to determine how many of these goods
will be available and who will get them, he
recommends “modified command struc-
tures” and “modified market structures.”

Compulsory service / The distinction
between these structures is “nuanced,” to
use one of the author’s favorite words. Con-
sider “a rationing scheme” for national ser-

vice. Assuming that “service”
is mandatory and that there
are multiple ways to serve,
“each subject individual would
be free to choose where and
how to spend his or her time.”
Calabresi imagines many pos-
sibilities. A young adult could
serve in the armed forces, “an
international peace corps,” or
“in varied American ‘needy’
zones.”

The author imagines that
“service in, say, sunny Italy
or rainy England would be
priced to take into account
how much each was favored
or disfavored by those who
had to choose.” If this sounds
unworkable, a “tax/subsidy
scheme” is an alternative. He

The Future of Law
& Economics: Essays
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then outlines three such schemes, with
the goal of recruiting (or drafting) an
equal percentage of individuals from each
“wealth category.”

In one scheme, the government might
make service mandatory, then tax those who
want to avoid service based on their wealth.
In the second scheme, government might
make military service voluntary so that
“the richest would be paid greatly to serve,
the poorest not much.” These different pay
levels would attract wealthier citizens and
deter poorer citizens, but would hardly seem
acceptable to the public. The third scheme
is a combination of mandatory service and
voluntary service with taxes and subsidies.
“Ineffect,”Calabresiassumes, “onecouldtax
the richest a large amount for nonservice,
while simplypayingthepoortoserve.” If this
sounds like a Rube Goldberg contraption of
social engineering, he admits that “there are
obvious problems with each of these (and
any other yet more mixed schemes).”

His musings on the allocation of merit
goods provoke thought. “Just as it is worth-
while to try to find ways of producing wheat
more efficiently,” he reasons, “so it is worth-
while to search for less ‘costly’ ways of allo-
cating merit goods!” These moral costs are
the “pain” one feels knowing that goods
are allocated through a market in which
wealth is unevenly distributed. The author
recognizes a tradeoff between reducing
moral costs and maintaining incentives to
produce. “On the one hand,” he observes,
“many people prefer equality to inequality.”
“On the other hand,” he recognizes, “many
of these same people believe that a consider-
able amount of inequality is inevitable if we
are to have the kinds of incentives needed to
make more [goods] available for all to share
(however unequally).”

The challenge is in determining which
goods qualify as merit goods. They will be
the goods whose modified market provi-
sion reduces moral costs the most with
the least damage to incentives. He illus-
trates this notion using such examples as
education, health care, vital organs, and
campaign finance.

Readers may wonder what limits the
number of goods provided through the

many hybrids of markets and government
that Calabresi envisions. For example, ordi-
nary citizens regard an appendectomy as
health care that is a merit good. But would
they count cosmetic surgery? The author
maintains that if society allows a limited
number of merit goods to be allocated
through some blend of markets and com-
mand, incentives to produce will be suffi-
cient to achieve prosperity and objections
to inequality will be few.

Government-administered altruism /
Readers with socialist leanings may be
shocked to learn that Calabresi sees “so
much altruism” in free-market society. He
believes that altruism is pervasive because
it is both a means and an end. For exam-
ple, he identifies “private altruism” and
“state beneficence.” Is the latter an oxymo-
ron, when whatever good deeds a govern-
ment may undertake are backed by coer-
cive tax collections? Perhaps this is why
he thinks a government-provided safety
net is legitimate: “But if everyone behaved
altruistically toward others in the private
sphere, people would be unhappy if their
government were not also charitable and
beneficent, at least to some extent.” Gov-
ernment welfare programs, if I understand
him correctly, are “state beneficence.”

The author observes many “modified
structures” producing altruism. One is
“the legendary Minneapolis 5 percent
tradition”: businesses based in that city
donate 5% of their profits to philanthropy.
Another is the tax deduction for charitable
giving. Not-for-profit organizations are
a means to produce merit goods such as
education and health care. According to
Calabresi, they also satisfy our desire for
altruism. The author describes many dif-
ferent ways that people cooperate in order
to produce altruism. Then he asks whether
we have “the optimal amount of benefi-
cence,” and “the optimal mix of different
forms of altruism.” His answer is, “I have
no idea.” He does not know because “we do
not have a model that demonstrates that,
under certain conditions, an optimal result
is achieved.” The building of such a model
is for future lawyer-economists.

Pricing government intervention / Lawyer-
economists characterize the liability rule
as a way to orchestrate an exchange that
resembles a market transaction with “col-
lectively set” terms of trade. These terms
of trade are usually called a “price,” in
keeping with the terminology of markets.
We may also refer to the terms as a “pen-
alty,” “assessment,” or “sanction.”

The author treasures the liability rule
for its widespread application in what he
calls “social democratic societies—in which
the reigning ideology is neither libertarian
nor collectivist.” Consider an application
to tort law. If an airline loses a passenger’s
luggage, the damages might be the market
prices of the lost items. But the “polity” may
add punitive damages to reflect sentimental
values. Another example comes from prop-
erty law. A government might use eminent
domain to take land in return for the mar-
ket price. In order to discourage takings of
land with sentimental value, compensation
might be set at a multiple of the market
price. Alternatively, if a government intends
to hasten economic development, compen-
sation might be set below the market price.
“In such instances,” the author claims,
“the assessment that both allows and limits
entitlement shifts may be chosen to reflect
that polity’s liking for, and devotion to, its
ideologically mixed foundation.” Calabresi
urges us to recognize that “some people like
markets, while others like command,” and
he endorses the liability rule “because it is
an approach that a social democratic polity
likes, in and of itself.”

The author argues that economists
don’t adequately incorporate “tastes and
values” into their analyses, and that a law-
and-economics approach may be used to
evaluate them. Consider this bit of his
reasoning. Calabresi assumes that people
value a greater quantity of goods over a
smaller quantity, a more equal distribution
of goods over a less equal distribution, and
creativity. Call these primary values. He
then searches for “subsidiary” values that
reinforce the primary values. These are “the
desire for things which are in common
supply in that society,” such as “ordinary
water and wine,” “ordinary sport watching
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and ordinary sex,” and “child rearing.” If
prosaic is what we want, we will be able to
produce great quantities, distribute them
equally, and satisfy our desire to create.
In contrast, if we want fine wine, fine cui-
sine, and “great athletic feats,” incentives
to produce these exceptional goods will be
necessary and we will fail to achieve all the
primary values, in particular a more equal
distribution of income.

Now the author asks, “What has this
to do with laws and legal structures?”
Using the law to promote values may cause
“value-alteration costs.” His example of
this is antidiscrimination laws. Though
Calabresi doesn’t cite the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, it’s safe to assume he has it in
mind. Among other benefits, its passage
emboldened women to enter the labor
force. But it was not a true Pareto improve-
ment. To the extent that raising children
is valuable, a tradeoff occurred. Using the
law to combat discrimination against
women is commendable and effective. “It
has,” unfortunately, “made ordinary, out-
of-home, but not especially creative, jobs
available to women and furthered legal
structures that implied that holding a
paying job is worth doing, while staying
home and rearing children is not.” In the
author’s terminology, we failed to achieve
a “joint maximization” of all our values.
Although we achieved what we value in
terms of reducing discrimination against
women, the unintended consequence was
a “devaluing” of the creative activity of
child rearing. Laws exist to correct the situ-
ation and support child rearing, he claims.
He doesn’t explicitly mention a child tax
credit, but again it’s safe to assume he has
that in mind. His main message is that we
should use law-and-economics analysis
when making and evaluating laws.

Given the author’s fascination with the
intersection of markets and government,
libertarian readers will be wary of policy
ideas that expand the role of government
at the expense of markets. Other than that,
I find little in the book to criticize. Cal-
abresi, “an early tiller in the field” of law
and economics, teaches much that the next
generation may reap.

Confucius, Autonomy,
and Capitalism
✒ REVIEW BY THOMAS A. FIREY

Some three decades ago (has it really been that long?), I settled
into my first Asian philosophy class at tiny St. Mary’s College
of Maryland. The professor made an immediate impression:

hair prematurely gray with black strands at the temples, stylishly
dressed in a turtleneck and blazer, and with a voice that a classmate
described (with a hint of infatuation) as
“like velvet over gravel.” Henry Rosemont
promised that first day that his classroom
would be the most exciting place on cam-
pus—an exaggeration, but close enough to
true that the room was always full.

Henry—using his last name would be
inappropriately impersonal for me—began
studying Asian philosophy while a Marine
in the Korean War. On leave and both phys-
ically and spiritually exhausted, he visited
a local temple in search of solace. He soon
found himself in the lotus position (the
virtue of which, he told us with his deep-
chested laugh, is that when you fall asleep,
you roll around safely on the floor) and his
life’s work.

He went on to earn a doctorate in phi-
losophy, specializing in Asian thought, at
the University of Washington and did post-
graduate work in linguistics under Noam
Chomsky at MIT. His academic research,
often in collaboration with the University
of Hawaii, Manoa’s Roger Ames, focused
on translating and understanding Confu-
cian texts and brought him international
recognition in that specialized field.

I didn’t find Asian philosophy nearly
so satisfying (I’m hopelessly Western and
Platonic), but I appreciated the professor.
Fortunately, Henry also taught courses
that I did like, including ancient politi-
cal thought and logic. He welcomed stu-
dents who dropped by his office to dis-
cuss some difficult text or logic problem,
enjoyed conversations over between-class
cigarettes and after-class glasses of wine,

and kept a public list of double-entendres
for grad school recommendation letters (“I
wish I could say more about this student’s
promise…”). If you were lucky, you would
catch a glimpse of the Bugs Bunny tattoo
on his arm—another product of his time
in the Marines.

Henry shuffled off this mortal coil last
July at age 82. Before passing, Rowman &
Littlefield’s Lexington Books published
his final book, Against Individualism, as the
first in a series on Philosophy and Cul-
tural Identity. In it, Henry challenges the
concept of the autonomous individual as
well as the Western ethical systems, liber-
tarian philosophy, and capitalist economic
system that “foundational individualism”
supports.

His aren’t the arguments of a faculty
lounge Marxist stereotype; Henry impa-
tiently dismisses collectivism in the pro-
logue and elsewhere in the book. Instead,
he advocates a Confucian understanding
of the person as a replacement for Western
individualist ideas and values.

As a tribute to my late teacher, let’s con-
sider his critique of the ideas that many of
us readers of Regulation cherish.

Individualism and the West / Western phi-
losophy, he writes, is grounded on the
notion that the person is an autonomous,
rational, persistent self that has intrinsic
moral worth. According to Henry:

The idea of the individual self, based
on self-awareness that entails rational-
ity, is one of the most deeply rooted
constructs in the history of Western

T HOM AS A . F IR EY is a Cato Institute senior fellow and
managing editor of Regulation.R
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intellectual history. From its origins
in ancient Greece in the tripartite
nature of the soul, through the Judaic-
Christian unitary version thereof, it
has played a major role in shaping our
sense of who and what we are, and how,
therefore, we ought to live our lives,
interact with our fellows, and shape the
institutions in which we live together.

Under this view, infringing on individual
autonomy is wrong and people’s freedom
is morally limited only by the obligation
that they not impose on others’ autonomy.

Any further human commitments and
constraints upon the individual must be
voluntarily accepted in order to be mor-
ally acceptable. This leads to the idea that
government legitimacy rests in the social
contract, under which citizens agree to
surrender some autonomy in exchange for
government-provided benefits. No other
justification for government is acceptable
under these precepts, writes Henry:

If we are indeed free, rational, and
autonomous, why should we want to
surrender our freedom to a state that
will claim a monopoly on the use of
coercion to secure compliance with its
dictates?

He argues that all versions of Western
moral and political thought are grounded
on foundational individualism, whether
Immanuel Kant’s deontology or the various
versions of utilitarianism, or even Marxism,
communitarianism, and feminist care eth-
ics. The perfect form of this Western phi-
losophy, he writes, is libertarianism, which
he describes as “a coherent, consistent, and
not, by logical standards, an unreasonable
moral code and political position.”

He credits foundational individual-
ism with having provided great benefit to
humanity:

Americans have long been proud of the
constraints the Bill of Rights places on
the government to interfere in the lives
of its citizenry, and rightly so; would
that all governments the world over

were similarly constrained. … Millions of
people have benefited from the idea that
human beings should be seen as free,
rational, autonomous individuals, and
the resultant gains in human dignity it
has brought about are to be celebrated,
and should not be lost.

However, he argues, world
conditions are changing and
the West’s individualist phi-
losophy is no longer the posi-
tive force it once was. Natu-
ral resources are strained by
population growth, wealth
is increasingly distributed
unequally, poverty threatens a
greater percentage of human-
ity thaneverbefore,andpeople
are increasingly unhappy and
angry. Foundational individu-
alism is contributing to these
ills, he claims, by advancing
a false conception of human
value and by obstructing cor-
rective “social justice.”

Challenging the self / What’s
so wrong with the concept of
a morally valuable, rational, autonomous
self? Henry makes two criticisms: expe-
rientially its existence has little support,
and morally it leaves much to be desired.

Concerning the former, he invites read-
ers to investigate themselves to evaluate the
self. Strip away the physical body, the soci-
etal and familial roles, the various external
and internal physical and mental stimuli,
and memories, and what’s left? According
to Western thought, Henry argues, this
should be like peeling a peach: remove the
skin and flesh, and one should be left with
the pit—or in this exercise, the self.

However, he continues, when he strips
away those facets of himself, he finds he’s
left with nothing at all. Instead of a peach,
the exercise is more like peeling an onion
and finding there’s no core beneath the
layers. He writes:

We seem incapable of describing the self
we all supposedly possess, are hard put

to describe what makes us a unique indi-
vidual apart from others, or what criteria
to employ in deciding whether another
is the same individual over time; do
not have strong intuitions or criteria
for how to handle seemingly anoma-
lous cases (Alzheimer’s patients, split

personalities, extreme physical
disfigurement, cases of self-
deception, amnesia, etc.); or
how to answer Hume’s logical
question of what experience
the experiencer can possibly
have of the experiencer. All of
this suggests, at the least, that
the idea of autonomous indi-
viduals is at best a confused
one. (Henry’s emphasis.)

But this problem is not
his biggest concern; the “self”
could be a useful fiction if it
yielded a fully satisfactory
morality. The deeper prob-
lem for Henry is that founda-
tional individualism results
in an incomplete and even
detrimental morality.

If individual autonomy is
the supreme moral value, then that value
does not motivate an obligation to help
others. People can (and many do) vol-
untarily aid the poor, injured, and other
unfortunates, but they apparently are
motivated by something other than foun-
dational individualism. Further, a liber-
tarian polis cannot obligate itself to help
unfortunates through compulsory redis-
tribution of wealthier citizens’ property;
doing so would violate those citizens’ right
to their property. As a result, the libertar-
ian state has limited means to improve
the lives of the weak and poor: it cannot
pursue social justice.

Henry finds this constraint unaccept-
able. He writes:

Herein lies a fundamental conflict in
all contemporary discourses on human
rights grounded in the concept of the
autonomous individual: To whatever
extent we may be seen to be morally and

Against Individualism:
A Confucian Rethink-
ing of the Foundations
of Morality, Politics,
Family, and Religion

By Henry Rosemont Jr.

179 pp.; Lexington
Books, 2015
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thus politically responsible for assisting
others in the creation and obtaining of
those goods which accrue to them by
virtue of having social and economic
rights, to just that extent we cannot be
altogether autonomous individuals,
enjoying full civil and political rights,
free to rationally decide upon and pur-
sue our own projects rather than having
to assist the less fortunate with theirs.

This deficiency is not merely a short-
coming of libertarianism, but outright
morally harmful, Henry claims, because it
defends selfishness on the part of the well-
to-do. He goes so far as to quote rebukes
from John Kenneth Galbraith and Huffing-
ton Post columnist Ian Fletcher:

John Kenneth Galbraith put a similar
point succinctly when he said, “The
modern conservative is engaged in one
of the oldest exercises in moral philoso-
phy; that is, the search for a superior
moral justification for selfishness.”
More recently, a popular critic of liber-
tarianism described it as “a notoriously
selfish philosophy.”

He reserves his sharpest criticisms for
capitalism. Like the concept of autonomy,
he credits capitalism with historically ben-
efiting humanity by encouraging produc-
tivity and growing “the economic pie”
so as to provide everyone with “a larger
slice.” But there is a limit to those gains,
he claims, and humanity is increasingly
exposed to the darker side of capitalism:

Based supposedly on competition, even
at its best, capitalism must generate
losers as well as winners. And as the
winners win more, they grow fewer in
number, while the losers increase.

This leads to an unfair distribution of the
“rights” that libertarians cherish:

Those with a great deal of money to
buy things will have far more “rights”
with reference to real property, material
goods, and services, than those persons

living in abject poverty. “Freedom of the
press,” the journalist A.J. Liebling once
noted, “is guaranteed only to those who
own one.”

The division between winners and losers
leads to privation and violence, to the det-
riment of society, he claims:

Poverty, inequality, environmental
degradation, hatred, violence, and more
… cannot even be addressed properly,
much less resolved, within the confines
of a capitalist system.

And:

The growing maldistribution of wealth
both within and between nations
becomes starker, and as the policies and
actions of the United States, adamant
in pressing an unfettered capitalism on
the rest of the world, are doing more
to exacerbate than alleviate the gross
inequalities that contribute measur-
ably to the violence in so much of the
contemporary world. Indeed, I believe
the ongoing growth of poverty is not
the sole, but certainly a major, cause of
such violence.

And,

We all live in extant states characterized
more or less by inequality, injustice,
poverty, violence, and more, all of which
seem to be clearly on the rise today.

And—well, you get the idea.
Economists reading this review are

likely already pointing out the empirical
and other problems with these claims—
problems that I’ll discuss below. I was a bit
disappointed to read my former teacher lev-
eling criticisms that could be cribbed from
any Bernie Bro’s blog (and more than a few
Trumpists’). Fortunately, these are only a
few sentences in a book that is generally
thoughtful and intellectually charitable—
and more reflective of the person I knew.

So let’s take seriously Henry’s criticism
of individualism and capitalism, which he

better expresses as follows:

When individual freedom is weighted
more heavily (valued more highly) than
social justice—defined broadly as a fair
allocation of resources for everyone—the
political, legal, and moral instruments
employed by the rich and powerful in
defending and enhancing that freedom
virtually insure that social justice will
not be achieved, and hence poverty not
alleviated.

This criticism, he believes, cannot be
made against libertarianism by other West-
ern moral and ethical theories without
their violating their own axiom of founda-
tional individualism. On this point, credit
him with having greater insight into the
ideas of libertarianism’s Western critics
than they do:

[Libertarianism] is simply this concept
of the free, rational individual self
taken to its logical limit, and thereby
worthy of our close attention because
all of us more or less pay allegiance to a
similar vision of human beings. … I have
not been impressed by any of the few
[Western-grounded] supposed refuta-
tions of libertarianism I have heard or
read thus far, no matter which specific
individualist ideology is employed. If
the libertarian claim to a moral high
ground is to be denied, it will have to be
done in a non-individualist way.

Confucius / To make this non-individu-
alist challenge, Henry draws on the Con-
fucianism that was the focal point of his
academic career. So who was Confucius
and what is Confucianism? Here is my
thumbnail-sketch understanding:

The Chinese sage who we Westerners
call Confucius was born Kong Qiu in the
year 551 BCE in the Chinese state of Lu
in the district of Zou, which lay directly
across the Yellow Sea from today’s South
Korea. The name “Confucius” is a Latini-
zation of the honorific Kong Fuzi, mean-
ing “Grand Master Kong”; in the East he
is more commonly called Kongzi, (or, in
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an older Westernization, Kong-Tzu) which
means “Master Kong.”

His father, a local military commander,
died while Qiu was very young, leaving the
family impoverished. Yet Qiu was well edu-
cated in the district’s commoner schools,
which taught the classic texts, arts, mar-
tial skills, and mathematics in an effort to
graduate “perfect gentlemen.”

Perhaps sparked by that education, he
became a lifelong student and teacher of
Chinese history, ritual, and social/moral
philosophy. In essence, Master Kong was
a conservative because he looked to tradi-
tion to discern how life should be lived. He
also was a worldly, humanist sage; though
he observed and advocated religious rites,
his studies and teachings focused on how
people can live well in this mortal world.

Even as he pursued his studies, Mas-
ter Kong also worked his way up through
public administration in Lu. The state was
awash in political intrigue, officially under
the jurisdiction of the ruling family of Zou
but really controlled by three local aristo-
cratic families. Those families periodically
battled each other and dealt with infight-
ing. Master Kong nonetheless was broadly
respected for providing good service to the
people of Lu, offering sound counsel to
the rulers, and nurturing better relations
between the three families. He rose in rank
to become a sort of prime minister, and
his reputation as both a sage and political
adviser spread throughout Zou.

Ultimately, Master Kong broke with the
flawed leader of the chief Lu family, follow-
ing his own doctrine that if an adviser can’t
improve the ruler’s virtue then the adviser
should step aside so that someone else
may try. He went into self-imposed exile,
touring neighboring states. He returned to
Lu late in life, spending his final few years
teaching. He died in 479 BCE; his vener-
ated tomb is in the modern city of Qufu
in Shandong Province.

From ancient times until 1949, Master
Kong’s teachings and those of his followers
were widely revered in China, though they
did wax and wane in influence as political
rule shifted from one dynasty to another.
Following the Communist revolution,

Confucianism’s importance has been at
an especially low ebb.

Role-bearing morality / Confucianism’s
teachings are rooted in ancient texts that
Master Kong consulted for moral enlight-
enment, as well as collections of his own
insights and those of his early followers.
These works do not analytically define a
system of thought grounded in founda-
tional axioms, Henry explains, but instead
offer adages, short parables, and rituals
intended to nurture virtue in readers and
help them live better, more fulfilled lives.
In essence, Confucianism follows Aristo-
tle’s advice: If you want to become a good
person, start by studying and replicating
what good people do.

A central concept in Confucianism is
the importance of properly fulfilling recip-
rocal relationship roles (shu). The most
prominent of these are between a parent
and child, between spouses, between older
and younger siblings, between friends, and
between ruler and subjects. Henry pro-
poses replacing foundational individual-
ism with this concept of the person as a
role-bearer who should fulfill his roles well
and who finds satisfaction in doing so.

Henry notes that people often switch
ends of these reciprocal roles at different
times in their lives and in different settings.
For instance, the parent nurtures the child,
but later in life the grown child will care
for the parent; the teacher educates the
student, but the student can then educate
others. Importantly, for Master Kong these
roles should not be fulfilled purely out of
a sense of obligation (though the person
who is attempting to become good may
start with this sole motivation). To righ-
teously fill a role, the role-bearer should
want to graciously provide or apprecia-
tively receive the benefits of the role. Just
as important, the participants in these
relationships must recognize that each
particular relationship is distinct; a person
should fulfill his duty to his spouse, or a
teacher to his student, in a manner tailored
to the specific spouse or student.

Concerning the government relation-
ship, Henry explains that Master Kong

believed that good governance should be
both paternalistic and authoritarian—pro-
vided that the ruler is virtuous. According
to Master Kong:

To govern means to make right. If you
lead the people uprightly, who will dare
not be upright? Employ the upright and
put aside the crooked; in this way the
crooked can be made upright. Go before
the people with your example, and spare
yourself not in their affairs. He who
exercises government by means of his
virtue may be compared with the North
Star, which keeps its place and all the
stars turn toward it.

Beyond the notion that the ruler and
his advisers should be virtuous and ben-
efit the citizens, Master Kong’s teachings
offer few specifics on government policy.
To sketch out a Confucian programme,
Henry turns to two prominent Confucian
disciples, Mencius (371–289 BCE) and
Hsun-Tzu (298–238 BCE).

Both—and Confucians generally—
believed that the state should provide for
the basic welfare of people who are unable
to provide for themselves. According to
Master Meng,

Old men without wives, old women
without husbands, old people with-
out children, young children without
fathers—these four types of people are
the most destitute and have no one to
turn to for help; the good ruler will give
them first consideration.

Likewise, Master Hsun teaches:

In the case of the handicapped and
helpless, the government should gather
them together, look after them, and give
them whatever work they are able to do.
Employ them, provide them with food
and clothing, and take care to ensure
that none are left out. … The govern-
ment must also look after orphans and
widows, and assist the poor.

Master Hsun also believed government
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must engage in industrial policy for vital
industries, telling rulers:

If you encourage agriculture and are
modest in expenditures, nature cannot
impoverish you. If you provide everyone
with the goods they need and demand
their labor only at the proper time,
nature will not afflict them with illness.
… [But] if you neglect agriculture and
spend lavishly, nature cannot enrich
you; your people will starve even when
there are no floods or droughts, and will
suffer sickness even before great heat or
cold come to afflict them.

Henry praises such ancient Chinese poli-
cies as

governmental measures to accomplish
[important tasks] such as rebuilding
dikes and levees across long distances
after harsh winters [and] seeing to the
transfer of goods and seeds from a bum-
per crop area to one struck by flood or
drought. … Well-organized social coop-
eration could lead to the recalcitrant
East Asian earth surrendering a bounty
sufficient to nurture the population and
provide some material embellishments
to human life as well.

Arguably, Henry over-reads the degree
to which Confucians endorsed govern-
ment intervention. Master Hsun advocated
public labor “only at the proper time” and
instructed government to be “modest in
expenditures” My Cato colleague James
Dorn recently told the story of Confu-
cians’ opposition to government monetary
authority during the Western Han Dynasty
of 206 BCE–9CE (“Monetary Freedom:
Lessons from the Western Han Dynasty,”
Cato at Liberty, Oct. 17, 2017). Still, Confu-
cians are more optimistic about the poten-
tial good that can come from government
intervention than the Chinese sage who is
better known among libertarians, Lao-Tzu
(7th–6th century BCE).

However, beyond welfare and social
coordination activities, and a discussion
of how truth and reconciliation commis-

sions can serve as a model for address-
ing some justice issues, Henry offers little
on what government policies he desires
or what specific political system should
implement them. There is no description
of a Confucian environmental policy, or a
Confucian economics to replace capital-
ism, or a system of checks and balances
to control evil or incompetent rulers, or a
discussion of how virtuous rulers can be
identified and empowered.

Reclaiming the self / Henry offers a bleak
appraisal of the self, libertarianism, and
capitalism. But are matters in the United
States and the rest of the individualist
West as grim as he claims?

Let’s start with the self. Economists
and Westerners in general conceive of the
individual as incorporating much more
than a person’s societal roles; at the very
least, each person has a distinct bundle of
preferences, beliefs, values, expectations,
risk tolerances, and other characteristics.
These can evolve and even change entirely,
but each person seemingly has a unique set
of them—as underscored by the difficulty
of trying to reach consensus on even the
most innocuous of decisions that affect
multiple people.

These aspects of the self seem to be
more fundamental to the person than his
or her relationship roles. Indeed, it’s dif-
ficult to conceive of how people can fulfill
their shu without incorporating these parts
of themselves. Nearly every role I fill results
from my choosing—that is, my preferring—
to accept that role, and how I fill all of
my roles is shaped by my preferences, risk
tolerances, values, etc. Put differently, I am
not my relationship roles; rather, I exhibit
myself through the relationship roles I
assume and how I fulfill them, as well as
my many other activities.

Life in the libertarian West / Even if the self
exists, that doesn’t mean Henry’s criticism
of foundational individualism fails. But
do Western morality and economics pro-
duce the evils and misery he claims?

Empirically, it’s difficult to make his
charges stick. Contrary to his explicit claim

otherwise, not only has the rate of people
living in extreme poverty fallen since the
dawn of the Industrial Age according to
World Bank data, but so has the number
of those people even as the world popula-
tion has grown seven-fold. This decline has
been especially sharp since the 1970s, con-
temporaneous with a surge in economic
freedom as measured by such organiza-
tions as the Fraser Institute and the Heri-
tage Foundation.

Homicide rates and other violent crime
rates in the United States and other devel-
oped countries (i.e., countries with devel-
oped capitalistic economies) have been
falling since at least the 1990s according
to data presented in Harvard psycholo-
gist Steven Pinker’s The Better Angels of Our
Nature (Penguin Group, 2014). In Europe,
those declines are just the latest in a long
downward trend dating back at least to
the 15th century. Globally, war deaths,
genocides, and internal displacements have
plummeted since the end of World War II
and are practically unknown in the devel-
oped world, again according to Pinker’s
data. And, as has often been noted, liberal,
capitalistic democracies and trading part-
ners seldom go to war with each other.

Life expectancy has surged since the
Industrial Revolution, especially in the
West, according to data presented in
UCLA economist Deepak Lal’s Poverty and
Progress (Cato Institute, 2013). Childhood
mortality has been declining since at least
the 1960s according to World Bank data,
with the developed world having the low-
est rates. The number of undernourished
persons around the globe has fallen since
the 1990s according to the United Nations’
Food and Agriculture Organization, and in
the developed world—especially the United
States—obesity is a far greater health con-
cern than hunger. Air and water quality
have been improving in the United States
since at least the 1990s, and economists
have long noted the positive correlation
between market-provided wealth and
improving environmental quality.

By these and many other measures,
human well-being around the globe is
advancing in direct correlation with the
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expansion of economic freedom and the
spread of foundational individualism.
That well-being is highest in the world’s
most libertarian, capitalist countries. (A
collection of these data and commen-
tary can be found on the Cato Institute’s
HumanProgress.org website.)

So how can Henry’s argument go
so wrong? Because Against Individualism
assumes a false premise that undermines
the book’s entire economic discussion and
its broader worldview.

Beginning in the prologue and repeated
elsewhere in the book, Henry characterizes
market capitalism as necessarily having
“losers as well as winners. And as the win-
ners win more, they grow fewer in number,
while the losers increase.” But market capi-
talism by definition is a system of voluntary
exchange. People seldom volunteer to lose.
Rather, they search for exchanges in which
they best benefit, and as a result both par-
ticipants in an exchange “win.”

In the West’s market economies, the
pursuit of better exchanges has incentiv-
ized dramatic improvement in agricultural
productivity, medical innovation, hous-
ing supply, transportation efficiency, and
countless other advances. As a result, life
expectancy has soared in the capitalistic
developed world, and developing coun-
tries like India and China are increasingly
turning to markets to the benefit of their
underclasses. Even Henry, after repeatedly
charging in the book that capitalism leads
to poverty, tacitly concedes the opposite is
the case when he laments that “an increas-
ingly wasteful and life-numbing material-
ism [has] become ingrained in people’s lives,
especially in the developed world.” (Also
worth noting: people in developed nations
tend to fare better on happiness surveys and
measures of well-being than people in less-
developed, less-capitalistic nations.)

The pursuit of better exchanges not
only yields materially better outcomes, but
often morally better ones—at least, bet-
ter than some exchanges that supposedly
exhibit “social justice.” Consider just one
example: social justice advocates’ support
of ever-stronger minimum wage laws. The
empirical literature shows that raising the

minimum wage reduces employment, and 
those reductions fall disproportionately on 
the poor and other disadvantaged groups.
(See p. 8.) Further, unemployment has 
long-lasting negative effects on a person’s 
wages when he does work. Repealing mini-
mum wage laws and letting the labor mar-
ket operate freely would thus benefit the 
poor and disadvantaged, yet social justice 
advocates continue to defend and demand 
stricter minimum wage laws.

A problem for Henry, and one for us / But 
even if life in the capitalistic West is much 
better and more just—and improving—
than Henry claims, that doesn’t mean his 
advocacy of Confucianism is misplaced. 
Humanity could greatly benefit from Mas-
ter Kong and his followers’ teachings on 
the obligations of parenthood, marriage, 
friendship, and political leadership.

But those teachings could also help 
lead people astray. As Henry acknowledges 
in the book, Confucian morality is primar-
ily a family- and tribe-centered morality, 
elevating duties and faithfulness to kin 
and kith above others. Consider this from 
the Analects:

The Governor of She, in conversation
with Confucius, said, “In our village
there is someone called ‘True Person.’
When his father took a sheep on the
sly, he reported him to the authorities.”
Confucius replied, “Those who are true
in my village conduct themselves differ-
ently. A father covers for his son, a son
covers for his father. And being true lies
in this.”

The troubling lesson is that a son’s moral
obligation to his thieving father takes
precedence over concern for the village or
the crime victim. This tribe-first belief is
only a brief leap away from the belief that
one should advance one’s tribe by harm-
ing out-groups, perhaps while chant-
ing “America First” or “Build the Wall”
(or far more nefarious slogans from the
20th century). Confucianism’s lack of a
foundational principle that each person
has moral worth allows for some hor-

rid—though unintended—applications of
Master Kong’s teachings.

That said, Henry still has the obverse
criticism for us libertarians: foundational
individualism may give each person moral
worth, but that conflicts with the seemingly
meritorious idea that government should
redistribute some wealth from the rich and
powerful to the poor and weak. We libertari-
ans can respond that people are free to—and
should—help the poor privately. We can also
note that some of the most prominent lib-
ertarian theorists—e.g., John Locke, Adam
Smith, Friedrich Hayek, Milton Friedman,
Robert Nozick—supported some form of
public aid to the poor. The libertarian West
does have many safety-net programs—the
United States alone spends roughly $1 tril-
lion a year on various government welfare
programs—and there is no significant politi-
cal movement to abandon them. (A visit to
Cato’s webpage finds much more attention
given to improving the safety net’s efficiency
and incentives, than to ending it.) But these
responses only beg Henry’s question: if
foundational individualism is the West’s
paramount value, can it be reconciled with
a morality of social justice, especially in the
public sphere?

There are, of course, libertarian philoso-
phies that are not grounded in founda-
tional individualism, and there are libertar-
ian efforts to advance social justice using
foundational individualist premises. (See,
e.g., University of San Diego philosopher
Matt Zwolinski’s “Bleeding Heart Liber-
tarians” work.) And there are plenty of
deontological, utilitarian, and other West-
ern arguments for some ethic of common
provision. But Henry can fairly argue that,
as noble as these efforts are, they have not
yet conclusively reconciled foundational
individualism with social justice.

I take this as my former teacher giving
us libertarians an assignment. Does foun-
dational individualism require us to wholly
abandon social justice? Do we relegate social
justice to only the sphere of private moral-
ity? Or can libertarianism support a public
ethic of social justice? Struggling with these
questions would be a fitting memorial to
Henry’s life and work. R
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This is a key insight if we are to under-
stand Buchanan with reference to the
intellectual and political world he inhab-
ited. Buchanan the classical political
economist was squarely outside the main-
stream of economics but squarely inside
the mainline of economics stretching
back through Friedrich Hayek to Adam
Smith, to use George Mason economist
Peter Boettke’s characterization. He made
use of equilibrium constructions, but
Buchanan’s political economy was largely
classical rather than neoclassical, empha-
sizing economics as a science that stud-
ies exchange and social processes rather

than resource allocation and
the efficiency properties of
equilibria. Buchanan won
the Nobel Prize in 1986 for
this work, the most impor-
tant application of which was
in the development of Public
Choice Theory, a body of the-
ory and evidence that treats
“politics as exchange” and
that makes the same assump-
tions about political action
that analysts typically make
about commercial action.

Wagner goes on, then, to
explore the major themes in
Buchanan’s intellectual sys-
tem and the ways in which
people have and can apply
them today. It is important to
note that while public choice
can be pithily summarized as
“economics applied to poli-

tics,” public choice as Buchanan did it
was not simply neoclassical economics
applied to politics. It was, rather, a resur-
rection of classical political economy and
a marriage between it and Italian public
finance, which emphasized the political
underpinnings of governments’ taxing
and spending choices. Buchanan’s public
choice emphasized social processes, the
institutions of exchange, and the incen-
tives facing political and bureaucratic
actors. Wagner refers to “Virginia Political
Economy as Classical Political Economy
Italianized,” and writes that “The Virginia

A RT CA R DEN is professor of economics at Samford
University.

Buchanan’s Big Idea
✒ REVIEW BY ART CARDEN

From publishing trends in 2017, it seems like James Buchanan
might be the official “recently deceased economist” of The Age
of Trump. He was the villain in Nancy MacLean’s fundamentally

flawed conspiracy tract Democracy in Chains (see “Buchanan the Evil
Genius,” Fall 2017), and his misadventures with the administration
at the University of Virginia figured prom-
inently in David Levy and Sandra Peart’s
Escape from Democracy (see “The Discon-
tented Animal,” Summer 2017).

Given the breadth, depth, volume, and
multidisciplinary importance of his contri-
butions, it stands to reason, perhaps, that
there would develop a field we might call
“Buchanan Studies.” Buchanan’s student
and then longtime colleague and collabo-
rator Richard Wagner is—with the possible
exception of Geoffrey Brennan—the scholar
most qualified to contribute to those stud-
ies. In James M. Buchanan and Liberal Political
Economy, Wagner explores some of Buchan-
an’s most important ideas and how they are
relevant to 21st century political economy.

It is important to state at the outset
what this book is and what it is not. It is
a discussion of Buchanan’s ideas and why
they might be relevant or useful to active
scholars. It is not an “intellectual biogra-
phy” of Buchanan in the strict sense, and
Wagner is clear on this. He makes much
of Buchanan’s influences, but he offers
a topic-by-topic discussion of his ideas
rather than a chronological account of
their development, and his approach is
fundamentally analytical. The book also
discusses the ideas’ place in intellectual
history and 21st century political econ-
omy. It draws from Wagner’s intimate
knowledge of Buchanan the man and the
scholar, as well as the collaborative work
Wagner and a generation of younger schol-
ars have done developing what Wagner
calls “entangled political economy.” It is,
as he puts it, his “interpretation of the
contemporary meaning and significance

of Buchanan’s oeuvre, as filtered through
my 50-year association with him as a stu-
dent, colleague, and coauthor.”

Political economist / This
book is not an exegetical
exercise, but it is still rel-
evant to how we understand
Buchanan as a product (or
not) of the time in which he
wrote and his broader cul-
tural influences. This takes
on importance, even urgency,
in light of MacLean’s thor-
ough misunderstanding of
Buchanan’s overall program.

MacLean makes much
of Buchanan’s classical lib-
eral sympathies, Tennessee
upbringing, and career spent
mostly in Virginia. To her,
Wagner might respond with
this passage:

Buchanan was a classi-
cal political economist
who entered the schol-
arly world during the heyday of the
neoclassical period of economics.
Consequently, he was often miscon-
strued as a neoclassical economist with
right-wing ideas. That view is wrong; it
reflects the common tendency of people
to interpret other people and events
in terms of the main currents in play
at the time. While Buchanan worked
during the heyday of the neoclassical
period in economics, he was a classical
political economist in the style of Frank
Knight and not a neoclassical economist
of post-war Chicago vintage.

James M. Buchanan
and Liberal Political
Economy: A Rational
Reconstruction

By Richard E. Wagner
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theorists to a man focused on process
and coordination, and not on resource
allocation.”

One big idea / Buchanan’s was funda-
mentally an anti-elitist paradigm, which
is ironic given MacLean’s charge that
his system is but a thinly veiled reaction
against racial egalitarianism as embodied
by the Brown v. Board of Education decision.
Toward the end of the book, Wagner jux-
taposes the egalitarianism of Buchanan
with the elitism of John Maynard Keynes
and notes that Buchanan’s ideas lend
themselves to a politics of “genuine liber-
alism” as opposed to the “guided or con-
trolled liberalism” of Keynes.

To the extent that Buchanan was “react-
ing” to anything, it was “the presupposi-
tions of Harvey Road”—the conceits of
Keynes and his coterie who thought them-
selves intellectual aristocrats positioned to
make “the really important decisions” on
everyone’s behalf. Buchanan, by contrast,
put no faith in experts and argued, for
example, that the Council of Economic
Advisers, which had been established by
the 1946 Full Employment Act, should be
disbanded.

Wagner characterizes Buchanan as a
“hedgehog,” borrowing from Isaiah Ber-
lin’s The Hedgehog and the Fox (Weidenfeld
& Nicolson, 1953). Hedgehogs, to Ber-
lin, are thinkers with One Big Idea, while
foxes are thinkers with lots of small ideas.
He bases this characterization on the pat-
tern set by Buchanan’s first paper, a 1949
article in the Journal of Political Economy
titled “The Pure Theory of Government
Finance: A Suggested Approach.” If
Buchanan was a hedgehog, though, he
was a foxy hedgehog, applying his One
Big Idea about the importance of rules
and groups to numerous settings. To
Buchanan, we cannot treat a state as an
independent unitary actor immune to
incentives, and we have to peel back the
layers of the onion in order to really get at
what is meant by a “self-governing” polity.

There are Adam Smith scholars, Fried-
rich Hayek scholars, Karl Marx scholars,
John Maynard Keynes scholars, Marcel

Proust scholars, and a whole host of
scholars who have dedicated their careers
to exploring and understanding a single
thinker’s breakthrough insights. As a
leading representative of the mainline tra-
dition in the late 20th century, Buchanan
is as good a candidate as any to draw the

attention of specialists in intellectual his-
tory, constitutional economics, political
theory, and social philosophy. For schol-
ars seeking to acquaint themselves with
his ideas, James M. Buchanan and Liberal
Political Economy is an indispensable start-
ing point.

Occupational Licensing
Reform
✒ REVIEW BY GEORGE LEEF

My word processing program objects: “bottlenecker” is not a
word. But the authors of this book think it should be and I
agree. A “bottlenecker” is someone who tries to get govern-

ment officials to enact laws or regulations that obstruct new competi-
tors from entering the market. Just as the neck of a bottle restricts
the flow of liquid, so do such rules restrict
the flow of rivals. Occupational licensure
is a favorite tactic, but not the only one.
This book details the ugly tactics that
bottleneckers use to get their way and
recounts numerous legal battles that have
been waged against them.

The book’s subtitle conveys the big mes-
sage: people often try to game government
for power to exclude competitors, thereby
gaining private profit. Those efforts, when
successful, drive up costs for consumers
and destroy entrepreneurial opportunities
for individuals who want to get ahead. It
is basic public choice theory that interest
groups will attempt and often succeed in
getting friendly politicians to minimize
competition, but what Bottleneckers does
especially well is put that theory into stories
sure to hit the mark with ordinary readers.

Authors William Mellor (an attorney
who co-founded the Institute for Justice)
and Dick Carpenter (director of strategic
research there) begin with the dismaying
fact that while back in the 1950s occupa-
tional licensure was rare with only around
5% of American workers subject to licens-
ing, today roughly 33% of workers face

this requirement. Moreover, the ratchet
keeps moving upward as more and more
groups get politicians to impose licensing.
Professional groups often wage multi-year
campaigns involving top-notch lobbyists
when they want a bottleneck in their field.
Initiatives to de-license occupations are
almost unheard of.

Scare stories / Consider, for example, the
interior design profession. Most Ameri-
cans would scoff at the idea that anyone
should have to obtain a government
license to be allowed to work as an inte-
rior designer, but to those who are in the
business, keeping down the number of
newcomers is important. The American
Society of Interior Designers (ASID) has
been fighting for many years to get state
legislatures to enact at least “titling acts”
(which prevent anyone who hasn’t passed
the required exams from advertising his or
her services as “interior design”) or, better
yet, “practice acts” (which make it illegal
for an unlicensed person to do any work
that is deemed interior design). Annoyingly
enough, the ASID wheedled a $13,000
grant from the National Endowment for
the Arts to develop its model legislation.

With this and many other examples,
GEORGE LEEF is director of research for the James G.
Martin Center for Academic Renewal.
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Mellor and Carpenter demolish the notion
that licensing stems from public demand
for protection against incompetent or
unethical practitioners. The impetus for
licensing always comes from the group
itself, and one of the standard arguments
is that all the group’s members really want
to do is protect the public.

The authors tell the story of the push
for interior design licensing
in Florida, where the propo-
nents argued that tragedies
could ensue if unlicensed
people were allowed to do
their work. For instance,
they said, unlicensed design-
ers might use carpeting that
isn’t fire-resistant. Indeed,
Florida had experienced such
a tragedy in a nursing home,
but it had nothing to do with
an “incompetent” designer
choosing the carpeting. Never
mind the facts, though—lob-
byists won’t let a good scare
story go to waste.

Another revealing aspect
of the ASID story is how
states waste resources in
policing their laws. We learn,
for instance, that the Florida
Board of Architecture and Interior Design
hired a law firm to investigate and root out
the supposed danger of unlicensed indi-
viduals doing design work. The authors
write, “Every year, the firm initiates pro-
ceedings against hundreds of citizens and
businesses both in Florida and outside the
state, in most cases for nothing more than
simply using the terms ‘interior design,’
‘interior designer’ or even ‘space plan-
ning’ without the board’s permission.”
So it isn’t just consumers who suffer from
higher prices when they deal with interior
designers; taxpayers also suffer when state
resources are diverted into nothing more
than cartel protection.

Frustrating fight / In each type of bottle-
necking they discuss, Mellor and Carpen-
ter describe the legal challenges that have
been brought against the laws. Some suits

have been successful; others have not. In
the battle over interior design licensing,
the most conspicuous case has been in
Florida, where designer Eva Locke, a
Cuban refugee, filed suit against the state’s
licensure law. The Florida statute included
both titling and practice regulations.

The district court ruled that the titling
regulation was a violation of the First

Amendment because it pro-
hibited Locke from speaking
to people about the nature
of her work. But the court
also ruled that the practice
aspect of the law was legal,
despite strong evidence that
no public interest was served
by restricting interior design
work to those licensed by the
state. When Locke appealed
that decision to the Elev-
enth Circuit, the result was a
depressing instance of judi-
cial deference. The judges said
they wouldn’t “second guess
the legislature’s judgment as
to the relative importance of
the safety justifications.” That
ruling exemplifies the main
barrier to legal action against
bottlenecking: the deeply

ingrained idea among judges that they
should “let democracy work” rather than
intervene against patently absurd regula-
tions stemming from one of democracy’s
weak spots: its openness to special interest
manipulation.

Making a killing / Perhaps the most distress-
ing of the stories Mellor and Carpenter
tell is about the funeral industry’s use
of licensure to prevent competition that
would save people money at a time when
they’re particularly vulnerable to pressure.
There is a lot of money to be made from
the death of loved ones, and the soft-
spoken, compassionate people who tell
the bereaved that they only want to bring
them solace turn into ferocious dragons
whenever someone threatens to diminish
their profits.

The initial threat to those profits came

from the Federal Trade Commission. In
1972, the FTC undertook an investiga-
tion of the funeral industry and found
that funeral directors routinely pressured
families into purchasing high-cost caskets;
misrepresented legal, cemetery, and crema-
tory requirements; and even performed
services without permission from the fam-
ily—billing them, of course.

The investigation led the FTC to pro-
pound the “Funeral Rule,” meant to
restrict unethical practices in the indus-
try. Funeral directors fought the rule with
intense lobbying in Congress and legal
challenges. Not until 1984 did the Funeral
Rule finally take effect. When it did, a mar-
ket for lower-cost burial goods emerged. To
stifle that competitive threat, the funeral
industry turned to state regulation. Spe-
cifically, they argued that only licensed
funeral directors should be permitted to
sell caskets.

One man who ran into this regulatory
minefield was Pastor Nathaniel Craigmiles
of Chattanooga, TN. His Baptist church
had mostly poor and uneducated mem-
bers. After his mother’s death, he discov-
ered how inordinately expensive funerals
were and decided to save his parishioners
from needing to “mortgage their homes
to pay for a decent burial.” He started up
a small business selling caskets at much
lower prices than what funeral homes in
Chattanooga were charging. Craigmiles
secured the necessary local business per-
mits, but he didn’t obtain a funeral direc-
tor’s license because, of course, he wasn’t
running a funeral home. Then an official
from the state funeral board informed him
that without the license, his casket sales
were illegal. “You don’t have to buy a car
from a mechanic. Why should you have
to buy a casket from a funeral director?”
Craigmiles asked.

Obtaining the required license was far
too costly for him to consider. Instead, he
filed suit against the state board, arguing
that its licensing rule was an unconstitu-
tional deprivation of his right to earn an
honest living. In court, the funeral industry
tried to defend the anticompetitive regula-
tion by claiming that it was necessary to

Bottleneckers:
Gaming the Govern-
ment for Power and
Private Profit
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protect public health and safety. Craig-
miles countered that those arguments were
bogus because it was legal for Tennessee
residents to use homemade caskets and
bodies could be buried without one. The
judge rightly saw the funeral board’s argu-
ments as utterly self-serving and ruled that
the licensing requirement was invalid.

Astoundingly, once Craigmiles was
allowed to resume his business, he found
himself threatened with bodily harm, his
store windows broken, and his caskets dam-
aged after being delivered to funeral homes.
Even after his store mysteriously burned
down, he would not give in to the intimida-
tion and instead opened two new stores.

The funeral industry wasn’t throw-
ing in the towel, however. It appealed the
judge’s decision against its anticompeti-
tive regulation to the Sixth Circuit. But
the higher court was having none of the
appellant’s arguments, concluding the
Tennessee legislature’s “measure to privi-
lege certain businessmen over others at the
expense of consumers is not animated by
a legitimate governmental purpose.” That
was an example of engaged rather than
deferential judging.

Don’t think that we have a free mar-
ket in caskets nationwide. In other states,
the funeral industry has prevailed, thanks
to shameless lobbying to sway legislators
and deferential judges on other courts. For
example, Oklahoma’s identical regulation
against casket sales by anyone other than
a licensed funeral director was upheld by
the Tenth Circuit in 2004.

Conclusion / Other instances of bottle-
necking that Mellor and Carpenter cover
involve food trucks (where local politi-
cians openly admit they want to protect
brick-and-mortar restaurants against
competition by imposing rules that pre-
vent trucks from selling food nearby), hair
braiding (where stylists who do African-
style hair braiding have been forced to get
cosmetology licenses even though noth-
ing taught in cosmetology programs is
relevant to this hair styling), and street
vending (where the interests of small ven-
dors to make a modest living has been

sacrificed by politicians who prefer award-
ing monopoly contracts to big business,
especially around sports stadiums).

It’s worth noting that the politicians
who aid the bottleneckers include both
ostensibly pro-market Republicans and
pro-consumer Democrats. Don’t expect
any philosophical consistency when
interest groups say they’ll support you in
exchange for keeping competition out of
their business.

Every one of these stories will raise the

blood pressure of Americans who believe in
free enterprise. As the authors say: “Break-
ing open bottlenecks is about more than
economic growth. It is also about creating
a just society built, in part, on the right to
earn an honest living free from arbitrary
and unnecessary government encroach-
ment.” This is an issue where free market
advocates should be able to make common
cause with progressives, since both camps
presumably dislike the abuse of govern-
ment for private profit.

Patriotism as Stealing from
Each Other
✒ REVIEW BY PIERRE LEMIEUX

In his new book Clashing over Commerce, Dartmouth College trade
economist and economic historian Douglas Irwin “explores the
economic and political factors that have shaped the battle over

U.S. trade policy from the colonial period to the present.” The book
divides American trade history into three periods: from the War
of Independence to the Civil War; from
the Civil War to the Great Depression; and
from the Depression until today.

Founding to 1865 / Irwin presents the first
broad period as characterized by a view of
tariffs as a mere tool for raising govern-
ment revenue. Until the creation of the
income tax in 1913, tariffs provided the
federal government with most of its money.

The founders, writes Irwin, “favored
free and open commerce between nations
and the abolition of all restraints and pref-
erences that inhibited trade.” Like Adam
Smith, they opposed the mercantilist—
that is, protectionist—theories of the time.
But that opposition was counterbalanced
by some exceptions that Smith himself
identified. One was concerns over national
defense. Another was a desire for reciproc-
ity—that is, equally open and nondiscrimi-

natory trade with other countries—and
possibly to retaliate through trade barriers
in order to foster reciprocity (although
Smith himself doubted that retaliation
would work). After Independence, the
British government discriminated against
American exports. The adoption of the
Constitution was due in part to the per-
ceived necessity of negotiating trade reci-
procity between the 13 states as a group
and the British government.

A tension between free trade and pro-
tectionism appeared early in the Repub-
lic. In 1791, Treasury Secretary Alexander
Hamilton produced his Report on the Subject
of Manufactures, which proposed tariffs and
subsidies to foster domestic manufactur-
ing given the “numerous and very injuri-
ous impediments” from Europe. As time
went by, however, Hamilton’s Federalists
became more free-trade, while the Repub-
licans became more protectionist.

At the request of President Thomas Jef-
ferson after clashes with the British Navy,
Congress imposed a trade embargo against

PIER R E LEMIEUX is an economist affiliated with the
Department of Management Sciences of the Université du
Québec en Outaouais. His forthcoming book on free trade
will be published by the Mercatus Center at George Mason
University.
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Britain in 1808–1809. Jefferson, who had
written in 1787 that “a little rebellion now
and then is a good thing,” adopted an
uncompromising law-and-order attitude
regarding the enforcement of the embargo.
At the peak of the enforcement effort,
American ships could not leave port, even
for domestic destinations, without official
clearance. “It is important,” he instructed his
treasury secretary, “to crush every example
of forcible opposition to the law.” Although
Irwin does not put it this way, that was an
early instance of Leviathan’s mission creep.

Figure 1 (p. 68) reproduces Irwin’s
graph showing the evolution of the aver-
age tariff (or duty) on total imports (which
include the free-entry list) and
on dutiable imports. In both
cases, the tariff increased
from less than 15% in 1790
to about 60% in 1830, after
the 1828 “Tariff of Abomina-
tions.” Tariffs were raised on
raw materials (such as wool,
hemp, and flax) and, to pro-
tect domestic producers of
goods made from those mate-
rials, on similar imported
consumer goods. Interven-
tion begets intervention.

These tariffs sowed discord
between the North, where
manufacturers benefited, and
the South, which consumed
protected manufacturing
goods while exporting cotton
and tobacco. Tariff tensions led to threats
of secession from South Carolina and the
nullification crisis of the early 1830s.

The figure shows how tariffs were
reduced from then on until the onset of
the Civil War, “a quarter-century of gradu-
ally declining tariffs” under the Demo-
crats. In 1859, the average tariff was less
than 20%. Thus, according to Irwin, the
idea that tariffs were a cause of the South’s
secession is indefensible.

1865 to 1932 / The Civil War “brought
about a major shift in U.S. trade policy,”
launching a second broad period in Ameri-
can trade policy. The “temporary” tariffs

imposed during the war “became the new
status quo.” As shown in Figure 1, the
period from the Civil War to the Great
Depression was generally characterized by
high tariffs on dutiable imports (about
40% to 50%). What pushed down the aver-
age tariff on total imports is that in 1873
Congress put coffee and tea on the duty-
free list. The Underwood–Simmons tariff
law of 1913, under the Democratic admin-
istration of Woodrow Wilson, dramatically
reduced tariffs, but they were pushed back
up in 1922 by a Republican Congress. As
during the 19th century, the Republicans
remained the party of protection.

Many economists (perhaps most of
them) believe that tariffs
did not contribute to the
rapid industrialization of
the United States in the
19th century. One promi-
nent argument for this was
made by Frank Taussig in
his renowned Tariff History of
the United States, which went
through several editions
between 1889 and 1931. Irwin
argues that the large, diversi-
fied, and free internal market,
with well-protected property
rights, was sufficient to gener-
ate competition and growth.
Moreover, open immigration
compensated for the high
post-bellum tariffs. Produc-
tivity showed especially fast

growth rates in non-traded sectors such as
services, including transportation, utilities,
and communications. Add to this plentiful
natural resources such as iron ore, copper,
and petroleum, and we have more than
enough explanations for the rapid devel-
opment of America.

By the early 20th century, the United
States was the world’s leading manufacturer
and had been a net manufacturing exporter
for a decade. By that time, America’s per-
capita income quite certainly exceeded
Britain’s by a substantial margin. “Between
1890 and 1913,” explains Irwin, “real wages
increased roughly 30 percent because labor
productivity increased by about 30 percent.”

The Democratic administration of
Woodrow Wilson presided over tariff reduc-
tions during the 1910s. But even when they
controlled the federal government, the
Democrats were divided and, at best, luke-
warm anti-protectionists. At any rate, they
could not break the Republican old guard
and the interests of the protected manu-
facturers it represented. The Republicans
raised tariffs again in 1922. The infamous
“antidumping” measures—a perfect excuse
for protectionism that has survived until
today—appeared in the 1922 tariff law. In
the 1928 election (which made Republican
Herbert Hoover president), the difference
between the two parties shrank as the Dem-
ocrats became more protectionist.

The debates of the 1920s illustrated
a frequent conflict among industrial
interests. Western ranchers wanted high
duties on hides, while shoe manufacturers
from Massachusetts did not. The chemi-
cal industry wanted an embargo on dye
imports, while the textile industry did not.
And so forth. Protectionism is always sec-
tional and conflictual.

Perhaps the most infamous protection-
ist measure in U.S. history was the Smoot–
Hawley tariff of 1930, which took half of
its name from Rep. Reed Smoot of Utah. A
committed protectionist, Smoot was after
“internationalists who are willing to betray
American interests and surrender the spirit
of nationalism,” as he himself declared. The
law increased the average tariff by about
6 percentage points, which the deflation
of the Great Depression doubled (because
specific tariffs translated into higher pro-
portional tariffs as import prices decreased).

Economists broadly opposed Smoot–
Hawley, with 1,028 of them signing a for-
mal petition against it. According to Irwin,
today’s consensus among economists is
that the Smoot–Hawley tariff played only
a small role in exacerbating the Great
Depression, although it did provoke retali-
ation from many foreign countries.

1932 to today / In Irwin’s periodization,
the third broad phase starts under the
administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt.
FDR was less suspicious of free trade
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than many of his precursors. He seemed
to understand that solving the Great
Depression required more international
trade—even if, paradoxically, he tried to
limit domestic free trade.

Irwin describes the period from 1932
until today as a quest for reciprocity—that
is, the reduction of American trade barriers
as a bargaining chip for other countries to
do the same. In a sense, it was a return to
the first period of American history.

One important pro-trade development
early in this period was the adoption of the
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act (RTAA)
in 1934, which empowered the president
to negotiate lower duties with the gov-
ernments of other countries. The RTAA
reduced the capacity of special interests
to push their protectionist causes in Con-
gress. Irwin also underlines the influence
of a few pro-trade individuals such as
Cordell Hull, a congressman from Ten-
nessee who became Roosevelt’s secretary
of state. Sen. Paul Douglas of Illinois later
wrote of Hull, “Thus, the shrewd, hillbilly
free trader and militia captain from the
Tennessee mountains outwitted for benefi-
cent ends the high-priced protectionist
lawyers and lobbyists of Pittsburgh and
Wall Street.” Everybody, however, seemed
to go out of their way to emphasize that
they were not proposing free trade.

The same protectionist fears were
expressedthenas today. In1945,Republican
Rep. Harold Knutson of Minnesota asked
rhetorically, “Pleasetellmehowyouaregoing
to provide jobs if you transfer our payrolls
to Czechoslovakia, France, the United King-
dom, China, Germany, Russia, and India?” I
wish we had more hillbilly free traders.

In 1941 Hull declared that, after the
war, “extreme nationalism must not again
be permitted to express itself in excessive
trade restrictions,” and promoted nego-
tiations toward that goal. John Maynard
Keynes, who was a trade negotiator for
the British government, thought that
free trade would be replaced by economic
planning and balked at what he saw as the
State Department’s belief in “the virtues of
laissez-faire in international trade.”

The international negotiations resulted

in the adoption of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1947 under
President Harry Truman. American tariffs
on dutiable imports were reduced by 21%
on average. Combined with the increase in
import prices caused by post-war inflation,
this resulted in the average dutiable tariff
declining from more than 30% in 1944 to
13% in 1950.

As shown in Figure 1, tariff reductions
continued with new rounds of GATT nego-
tiations. Writes Irwin, “The early postwar
period brought about the most momen-
tous shift in U.S. trade policy since the
nation’s founding.” Many factors contrib-
uted, including a change in the Republi-
cans’ protectionist absolutism, favorable
public opinion even among trade union-
ists, and foreign policy concerns.

By the mid-1960s, however, more intense

international competition—partly as a result
of the container revolution that cut the cost
ofseashipping—ledtoprotectionist tensions
resurfacing in America. In 1970, over a pro-
tectionistbill requestedbyPresidentRichard
Nixon and introduced by Democratic Rep.
Wilbur Mills of Arkansas, Republicans and
Democrats finished switching sides, the
Democrats replacing the Republicans as
the party of protection. Democratic Party
constituents, including organized labor, felt
more affected by import competition. The
U.S. government imposed import restric-
tions to protect the apparel, shoe, and steel
industries—often against GATT rules.

The Trade Act of 1974 made antidump-
ing complaints by domestic companies
easier. In 1976, by some calculations, the
U.S. market was more protected by non-
tariff barriers than the European Eco-
nomic Community and Japan, although
exports were less subsidized in America.

A severe double-dip U.S. recession

from 1979 to 1982 combined with the
significant appreciation of the dollar (from
monetary policy) to squeeze domestic
producers of traded goods, particularly in
manufacturing. Despite his professed faith
in “free trade”—which at least he dared
call by its name!—Ronald Reagan and his
administration made many compromises
to protect producers of automobiles, steel,
textiles, apparel, and some other goods,
even invoking an “unfair surge in imports.”
Japan was considered the big bad wolf of
the times, much like China is today.

It was calculated that American con-
sumers’ annual cost from textile and
apparel protection amounted to more than
$100,000 per job saved, several times the
average wages in those jobs. A more active
opposition from American purchasers of
intermediate goods such as textile and steel

helped contain the pro-
tectionist pressures.

The 1990s saw major
initiatives to roll back
trade barriers, includ-
ing the conclusion of
the North American
Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), the comple-

tion of the Uruguay Round of GATT, the
creation of the World Trade Organization
(WTO), and the welcoming of China into
the world trade system. Despite his party’s
protectionist drift, Democratic President
Bill Clinton opposed protectionism and
contributed much to the adoption of
NAFTA. Public opinion also seemed to
move away from protectionism but, as we
would soon see, not irrevocably so.

In the 2000s, protectionist pressures
rose up again with the so-called “China
shock” after China joined the WTO. Par-
tisanship and division started growing
again, reaching their peak (thus far) with
the election in 2016 of perhaps the most
protectionist president in U.S. history. Fig-
ure 1 suggests that the reduction in tariffs
has plateaued, but note that these data do
not incorporate the increasing use of so-
called “trade remedies” or special duties
to compensate for alleged dumping and
foreign subsidies.

FDR seemed to understand that solving
the Great Depression required more
international trade—even as he tried to
limit domestic free trade.
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Interpretations / It is possible, I suppose,
for a reader to finish Clashing over Com-
merce with an optimistic outlook for
American trade policy or, at least, with a
mixed sentiment. After all, America has
been much more protectionist in the past
than recently.

But what is surprising, at least for an
amateur student of American history, is
the nearly continuous protectionist ten-
dency of the U.S. government from the
Founding to the present time and, when
free trade was defended, the modesty
and prudishness of its defenders. In the
early 1830s, Sen. Henry Clay, inventor of
the “American [protectionist] system,”
stated that “to be free,” trade “should be
fair, equal, and reciprocal.” So-called “fair
trade” is not a recent invention. More often
than not in the 19th century, the benefits
of international trade were understood to
attach exclusively to exports, like in the
old mercantilist thought. There was not
much understanding that tariffs are a tax
on domestic consumers.

There were some happy exceptions.
Treasury Secretary Robert Walker wrote
in 1845:

That agriculture, commerce, and navi-
gation are injured by foreign restrictions
constitutes no reason why they would
be subject to still severer treatment, by
additional restrictions and countervail-
ing tariffs, at home. … By countervailing
restrictions, we injure our own fellow-
citizens much more than the foreign
nations at whom we propose to aim
their force.

Another leader who understood, President
Grover Cleveland, told Congress in 1887:

Our present tariff laws—the vicious,
inequitable, and illogical source of
unnecessary taxation—ought to be at
once revised and amended. These laws,
as their primary and plain effect, raise
the price to consumers of all articles
imported and subject to duty by pre-
cisely the sum paid for such duties.

Gerald Ford boasted on one occasion that
he was “a proponent of free trade.”

At some point in the 19th century,
political battles organized around parti-
san lines, even though both the Republi-
can and Democratic parties were generally
mildly interventionist, more or less protec-
tionist, and rather devoid of philosophical
foundations. The big difference is that the
Republicans were protectionist because
they defended the special interests of their
electoral clienteles, such as manufacturers
in the Northeast, and that the Democrats
were less protectionist because they repre-
sented different electoral clienteles, such
as the exporting South. A Republican con-
gressman summarized the position of the
two parties after the Civil War by saying
that “the Democratic doctrine is a tariff for
revenue with incidental protection, while
the Republicans advocate a tariff protec-
tion with incidental revenue.”

All of this should remind us that free
trade is free trade. The essence of protec-
tionism is the state’s forbidding its own
citizens or subjects to import what they
want at conditions that they have individu-
ally determined to be the best available,
and to forbid them to invest in foreign
countries as they want, given the condi-
tions they get there. Foreign interference
should not be a reason for the government
of a free country to submit its own citizens
to more coercion. In a free country, free
international trade should be a no-brainer,
just like domestic trade.

Clashing over Commerce illustrates many
elementary economic errors made by the
protectionists. The Republicans’ 1908 presi-
dential platform included the plank, “The
true principle of protection is best main-
tained by the imposition of such duties as
will equal the difference between the cost of
production at home and abroad, together
with a reasonable profit to American indus-
tries.” As Irwin notes, this idea of equalizing
costs of production ignores the fact that
differences in the (comparative) cost of pro-
duction constitute “the very basis for inter-
national trade.” If two parties can produce
the same things at the same costs, there
is no benefit to be derived from exchange.

Clashing over Commerce illustrates the
problem of collective action in trade policy.

Producers’ benefits are concentrated, while
consumers’ costs are diffuse. The cost of
the textile and apparel protection for the
average American household was $63 per
year from the 1970s until the early 2000s.
Consequently, while producers (capital-
ists and workers) lobbied the government,
no consumer had a sufficient incentive to
participate in lobbying and protests, even
if the sum of the producers’ benefits was
much lower than the total cost imposed to
millions of consumers. Left unconstrained,
the state develops into a coalition of pro-
ducers, not an association of consumers.

International trade rules and insti-
tutions (like GATT and the WTO) can
compensate for this bias. Another note of
optimism is that trade integration leads
importers of intermediate goods and
large retailers to counterbalance the con-
centrated interests of import-competing
industries. We see this phenomenon in the
current debate on NAFTA, where many
corporations side with consumers.

The worst in politics / When the demands
of special interests are channeled through
a welcoming political process, logrolling
(that is, political horse trading) on a grand
scale engulfs politicians. In 1909, Theodore
Roosevelt chose to drop his push for tariff
reform in exchange for Congress allowing
him to expand the Interstate Commerce
Commission. A more dramatic example:
the so-called “dirty compromise” adopted
by the 1787 Constitutional Convention
saw the Southern delegates grant the fed-
eral government the right to regulate inter-
national commerce in exchange for contin-
uation of the slave trade (plus a prohibition
on export taxes). A common form of log-
rolling was for a congressman to trade his
approval of some tariff pushed by another
congressman in return for the latter voting
for the former’s own preferred tariff.

During the 2005 congressional debates
on the Central American Free Trade Agree-
ment (CAFTA), Rep. Robin Hayes of North
Carolina’s 8th District announced, “I am
flat-out, completely, horizontally opposed
to CAFTA.” But Republican Speaker of the
House Dennis Hastert persuaded Hayes to
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switch his vote by telling him: “In return
for your vote, we will do whatever is neces-
sary to help the people in the 8th District.”
Gordon Tullock, the famous public-choice
theorist, explained how this logrolling can
produce policies that few people really
want and impose a net cost for each citizen.
(See Government Failure: A Primer in Public
Choice, Cato Institute, 2002.)

David Wells, a protectionist nominated
by Congress as special commissioner of the
revenue in 1866, was shocked to discover
how private interests operated in Congress.
He admitted in private correspondence, “I
have changed my ideas respecting tariffs
and protection very much since coming to
Washington.” There was nothing rational
in the way that Congress treated protection
demands; political greed was the motive.

Although Irwin may not go that far,
Clashing over Commerce shows how protec-
tionism brings out the worst in politics.
For example, many congressmen secretly
approved the accession of China to the
WTO, but did not want to be seen vot-
ing for it if they knew it would otherwise
pass. U.S. Trade Representative Charlene
Barshefsky remarked that “the vast major-
ity of members know this is absolutely the
right thing for us to do,” but that “doesn’t
necessarily mean … they will vote affirma-
tively.” When Congress discussed tariff
bills in detail, members tried to include

so-called “jokers,” that is, intentionally
obscure formulations and convoluted
definitions in order to sneak in the pro-
tectionist measures they wanted.

Protectionism dresses in the clothes of
nationalism. James Swank, a driving force
of the American Iron and Steel Association
formed in 1864, wrote that “protection
in this country is only another name for
Patriotism,” and that “it means our coun-
try before any other country.” “I am an
American, and therefore I am a protection-
ist,” proclaimed Samuel Randall, a Penn-
sylvania Democrat and House Speaker in
the late 1870s. Donald Trump claimed
that foreigners are “stealing our compa-
nies,” which is a nationalist fabrication.

In the 1880s, Rep. Samuel Cox of
New York identified the thieves better.
He understood that protectionism favors
parts of the country at the expense of other
parts. He declared (in a quote that by itself
is worth the price of Irwin’s book):

Let us be to each other instruments of
reciprocal rapine. Michigan steals on cop-
per; Maine on lumber; Pennsylvania on
iron; North Carolina on peanuts; Mas-
sachusetts on cotton goods; Connecticut
on hair pins; New Jersey on spool thread;
Louisiana on sugar, and so on. Why not
let the gentleman from Maryland steal
coal from them? True, but a comparative

few get the benefit, and it comes out of
the body of the people.

Protectionism leads to incoherent if
not absurd results. In 1962, the European
Economic Community doubled its tariff
on imported poultry, leading to what was
dubbed “the chicken war.” The U.S. govern-
ment retaliated with higher duties on other
goods, including a 25% tariffon light trucks.
The chicken war has long subsided, but the
truck tariff persists to this day. The Orga-
nization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) was formed after the U.S. govern-
ment imposed an import quota on oil in the
late 1950s, and the same OPEC imposed an
oil embargo on America in 1973!

Perhaps the best illustration of the con-
sequences of compounding regulation is
the sugar import quotas, which led farmers
in Central America and the Caribbean “to
stop producing sugar and start cultivating
illegal narcotics that were smuggled into
the United States, starting a war with drug
traffickers,” Irwin explains. Or consider the
U.S. government’s deficits in the 1970s and
early 1980s, which pushed up the dollar
(through foreign borrowing), stimulated
imports, harmed American exporters, and
fueled protectionist demands to the same
government.

In the 19th century as today, econo-
mists who defended trade were attacked
and ridiculed by populist politicians.
Republicans rejected the theory of com-
parative advantage, described by one of
them as “the refinement of reasoning to
cheat common sense.” Sen. Henry Hatfield
of West Virginia blasted academic econo-
mists: “Cloistered in colleges as they are,
hidden behind a mass of statistics, these
men have no opportunity to view the prac-
tical side of life in matters pertaining to
our industrial welfare as a nation.”

Toward the future / I fear that the history
of American trade policy does not augur
well for the future of free trade. But I may
be wrong, and I hope to be.

On one hand, it is true that the integra-
tion of supply chains has generated strong
business interests against protectionism.
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Perhaps organized interests will end up
aligned with what economists have known
since David Hume and Adam Smith: free
international trade is in the interest of con-
sumers and the vast majority of individuals.

On the other hand, the ideal of free
trade does not seem to have become more
popular. Irwin himself rings an alarm:
“What used to be called ‘trade agree-
ments’ in the 1930s became ‘free-trade
agreements’ in the 1980s and then were
labeled ‘partnerships’ in the 2010s due to
the negative connotation that ‘free trade’
now has in many quarters.”

And “free trade” has become less free as
“partnerships” are now expected to include
labor and environmental requirements and
even provisions regarding such matters as
gender issues. “Fair trade,” which is trade
according to the latest political fads, is not
free trade. Irwin notes a very important
point: the recent orientation of trade agree-
ments toward regulatory harmonization
has politicized them and rendered them
more likely to provoke political resistance.
And the outlook for free trade has further
deteriorated with the current mercantilist
administration in the United States.

American trade history has witnessed
no great debate on unilateral free trade,
the idea that whatever other governments
do, ours should allow us the freedom to
import and invest as we want (“us” mean-
ing each individual or group privately). It is
not far from the truth to say that the clos-
est to trade freedom that Americans ever
got was the truncated alternative between
reciprocity and protectionism. That most
other countries have been no better is
hardly a cause for optimism.

Whatever predictions one may draw
from two and a half centuries of American
trade history, and whatever the points on
which one might disagree with Irwin, Clash-
ing over Commerce is a very impressive book.
Besides a detailed history of trade policy,
it provides a general picture of American
political and economic history. It is more
impressive a book than Taussig’s was a cen-
tury or so ago. Let’s hope that like Taussig,
Irwin will update this book and publish
new editions as time rolls on.

A Mixed Bag
✒ REVIEW BY DAVID R. HENDERSON

In 2014, French economist Jean Tirole, chairman of the Toulouse
School of Economics and the Institute for Advanced Study in
Toulouse, won the Nobel Prize in Economics. Although he is well

known within the increasingly technical economics profession, Tirole
is not well known to non-economists. This 500-plus-page tome may

DAV ID R . HENDER SON is a research fellow with the
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at the Graduate School of Business and Public Policy at the
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA. He is the editor
of The Concise Encyclopedia of Economics (Liberty Fund, 2008).
He blogs at www.econlog.econlib.org.

change that. Written for a general audi-
ence, it covers a wide range of issues,
including those on which he has pub-
lished professionally and those on which
he has not but still has much to say. The
topics include the effects of free trade,
French unemployment, the role of the
state, financial bubbles, the Greek eco-
nomic crisis, and regulation of industries.

It’s hard to generalize about Tirole’s
views. On the one hand, he understands
the powerful role of incentives, under-
stands why free trade is good for a coun-
try, thinks through the unintended con-
sequences of legislation and regulation,
and understands that the political system
is filled with perverse incentives. On the
other hand, he favors some highly intrusive
regulations in the labor market, has too
much confidence in the ability of econo-
mists and governments to improve on free
markets, misunderstands how to judge the
tightness or looseness of monetary policy,
misstates the nature of externalities, and
doesn’t seem to understand adverse selec-
tion in insurance markets.

Value of markets / To illustrate how think-
ing about incentives and unintended conse-
quences can help inform good policy, Tirole
considers a hypothetical case in which a
nongovernmental organization (NGO)
“confiscates ivory from traffickers who kill
endangered elephants for their tusks.” The
NGO can either destroy the ivory or sell it.
Tirole points out that most people would
advocate destroying the ivory. But he urges

the reader to think further. Destroying the
ivory means that the supply of ivory is lower
than otherwise, making the price higher
than otherwise. How does a higher price
affect the incentives of poachers? That’s
right: it encourages them to kill more
elephants. Another example, which many
economics professors use in class, is the per-
verse effects of price ceilings. Not only do
they cause shortages, but also, as a result of
these shortages, people line up to purchase
the scarce provisions and thus waste time
in queues. The time spent in queues wipes
out the financial gain to consumers from
the lower price, while also hurting the sup-
pliers. No one wins and wealth is destroyed.

Tirole, like most economists, is strongly
pro–free trade. He argues that French con-
sumers gain from freer trade in two ways: it
exposes French monopolies and oligopo-
lies to competition; and goods imported
from low-wage countries are cheaper. On
the former, Tirole notes, “Renault and
Peugeot-Citroen sharply increased their
efficiency” in response to car imports from
Japan. He estimates that the monthly gain
from free trade per French household is
between 100 and 300 Euros. That trans-
lates to an annual gain per household
ranging from $1,400 to $4,200.

Incidentally, when economists refer to
economics as “the dismal science,” they
almost always get the origin of that term
wrong. Tirole gets it right. He explains that
Thomas Carlyle, in an 1849 publication
calling for bringing back slavery, called
economics the dismal science because the
economists of the time strongly opposed
slavery. The economists who dominated
in 1849, although Tirole doesn’t mention
this, were strongly pro–free market.R
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Economists, including Tirole, have been
very critical of the French government’s
labor policies. Their regulations make it
hard for employers to fire people, and this
makes employers less likely to hire people
in the first place. The result: unemploy-
ment in France has not fallen below 7% at
any time in the last 30 years. This especially
affects young people: the unemployment
rate for 15–24 years old was a whopping
24% at the time Tirole wrote this book.
Their employment rate—the percent of
those in the age group who had jobs—was
a dismal 28.6%, compared to the OECD
average of 39.6%, Germany’s 46.8%, and
the Netherlands’ 62.3%.

To solve this problem, Tirole advocates
grandfathering job protection for current
employees but getting rid of the regula-
tions that protect newly hired workers
from being fired. But he doesn’t stop there.
He argues that because employees “are not
responsible for and have no control over
technological change or demand shocks
faced by their employers,” they must “be
insured against the risk that their jobs
might become obsolete or simply unprof-
itable.” So he wants to maintain the cur-
rent unemployment insurance system.
Nowhere in the relevant chapter does he
suggest reducing France’s duration of
unemployment benefits, which is now two
years for people under age 50 and three
years for people over age 50.

Tirole recognizes that the current sys-
tem gives the employer an incentive to offi-
cially “fire” an employee who actually quits.
The employee gains and the employer loses
nothing by firing. His solution is to charge
employers who fire employees an amount
reflecting the cost that the unemployment
insurance system imposes on French taxpay-
ers. This would probably work better than
the current system, but it is awfully intrusive
compared to, say, reducing both the amount
and duration of unemployment benefits.

Government intervention / Throughout
the book, Tirole shows his understanding
of basic public choice. He tells of a 1999
report by French economist Jean-Jacques
Laffont to an audience of “senior officials,

academics, and politicians” discussing the
need to reduce obstacles to youth employ-
ment. The reaction was negative. One critic
claimed that Laffont was likely to corrupt
French youth. And what had Laffont said?
Writes Tirole, “Politicians and officials
respond to the incentives they face” and
“the way government is orga-
nized should take this reality
into account.”

Unfortunately, he him-
self fails to follow through
consistently on this under-
standing. In the chapter on
finance, he writes, “The role
of the economist is to help
mitigate market failures.”
One can accept that that is
one role of economists, but
is it the role? To say so is to
set up economists as critics
of markets and not as critics
of government policies. For-
tunately, even though he says
that is the role of economists,
he shows in much of the rest
of the book that he is also a critic of gov-
ernment intervention.

One type of market failure that most
economists recognize is externalities. At
one point, though, Tirole finds an exter-
nality where there isn’t one. He considers
a bank that holds a risky asset whose value
falls. When that happens, the bank’s share-
holders lose, the bank’s creditors lose, and
“perhaps also its employees and borrowers”
lose. All potentially true. Then he writes,
“This is a negative externality affecting all
the stakeholders.” But consider all these
“stakeholders.” First, shareholders suffer,
but they invested in the bank knowing that
there was a risk. Creditors may suffer, but
they lent tothe bank knowingthat therewas
a risk. Employees may suffer, but they knew
there was a risk when they decided to work
for the bank. As for borrowers, divide them
into current borrowers and potential future
borrowers. Current borrowers may suffer if
the bank calls in their loans, but they knew
that was a risk when they borrowed. Future
potential borrowers may find themselves
unable to borrow from the bank in the

future if it’s in bad enough shape, but is it
really an externality when a bank’s decisions
limit its business with future customers?

Tirole does add, “Moreover, the bank
might be able to continue borrowing
despite the risk, if lenders think the gov-
ernment will bail out the bank if it gets

into difficulties.” This is the
problem and the government
creates the externality. But the
“Moreover” is misplaced. The
government here is the sole
source of the externality.

Finance / In his discussion of
last decade’s financial crisis,
Tirole puts part of the blame
on monetary policy for cre-
ating a real estate boom. He
gets it wrong, though, claim-
ing that monetary policy led
to abnormally low interest
rates. Monetary policy can-
not keep interest rates low
for long unless it is geared
toward creating low inflation

or even deflation, thus reducing nominal
interest rates by reducing expected infla-
tion. The cause of the low interest rates—as
former Federal Reserve chairman Ben Ber-
nanke recognized and as Jeffrey Hummel
and I described in “Greenspan’s Monetary
Policy in Retrospect” (Cato Policy Report,
November 2008)—was a surge of saving by
Asian countries and elsewhere, resulting
in more money available for lending and
investment. Monetary policy did affect the
financial crisis in the United States, but by
not being loose enough. As Hummel wrote
in “Explanation versus Prescription” (Cato
Unbound, Sept. 21, 2009):

Beginning with the Fed’s creation of
the Term Auction Facility in December
2007, nearly every dollar that Bernanke
injected into financial institutions was
sterilized with the withdrawal of dollars
through the sale of Treasury securities.
Not until September 17, 2008, did a
panicked Fed finally set off a monetary
explosion, doubling the base in less
than four months.

Economics for the
Common Good

By Jean Tirole

576 pp.; Princeton
University Press, 2017
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In various places in the book, Tirole
discusses financial bubbles. There is a ques-
tion, even after the fact, about whether a
bubble did in fact occur: was it a bubble, or
did some subtle change in fundamentals
lead to a reduction in value? Even if one
grants after the fact that, yes, it was a bub-
ble, can one identify a bubble in advance?
That’s what really matters.

To his credit, Tirole doesn’t seem confi-
dent that one can. He does cite 2013 Nobel
Prize winner Robert Shiller, who claimed
before the fact that the real estate market
was in a bubble. But he doesn’t point out
that Shiller claimed that stock prices were
in a bubble in 2000, when the Dow-Jones
Index stood just below 12,000. It is now
above 22,000. And that understates the
gain from holding stocks because many
holders reinvest the dividends. Had I sold
my stocks in response to Shiller’s 2000
warning, I would be a much poorer man.
Tirole also mistakenly labels paintings by
Picasso and Chagall as bubbles. The aes-
thetic value, he argues, “could be replicated
for a few thousand dollars using modern
technology,” which he believes shows the
originals are overpriced. His claim ignores
a basic fact from economics: values are sub-
jective. By their willingness to pay millions
for the original painting, people show that
they do, indeed, value it highly. They would
not value a copy as much.

Industrial organization / Much of Tirole’s
research is in the economics of indus-
trial organization, and in his chapters
on related topics he shows much insight.
In writing about industrial policy, for
example, he questions whether small
and medium-sized enterprises need any
special treatment from government and,
instead, suggests removing obstacles that
governments put in their way. He points
out that when a French firm moves from
49 to 50 employees, it faces 34 additional
legal obligations. Sure enough, in a chart
in his book showing the number of enter-
prises with various numbers of employees,
a spike occurs at 47 to 49 employees, and
then the number of firms with 50 to 69
employees is much lower.

Although Tirole believes in antitrust
laws to limit monopoly power, he points out
that regulators must be cautious in bring-
ing the law to bear against firms in “two-
sided markets.” An example of a two-sided
market is a manufacturer of videogame
consoles. On one side are game developers;
on the other are game players. He notes that
it is very common, and not indicative of a
lack of competition, for a company in such
a market to set low prices on one side of the
market and high prices on the other. But,
he writes, “A regulator who does not bear

in mind the unusual nature of a two-sided
market may incorrectly condemn low pric-
ing as predatory or high pricing as exces-
sive, even though these pricing structures
are adopted even by the smallest platforms
entering the market.”

In his discussion of competition, Tirole
refers to Joseph Schumpeter’s concept of
“creative destruction.” The new product or
production method makes consumers sub-
stantially better offbut, in doing so, upends
the old order. He is nervous, though, about
relying only on creative destruction, seem-
ing to want “vigorous competition between
companies at a point in time” rather than
settling for a situation in which “today’s
dominant firm is replaced by another that
has made a technological or commercial
leap.” But what he misses is a point that,
admittedly, Schumpeter didn’t make clear
but left implicit: having vigorous competi-
tion at a point in time reduces the incentive
for firms to invest in the “technological or
commercial leap.”

Risk / In his discussion of insurance, Tirole
displays a misunderstanding of adverse
selection. Adverse selection occurs when
insurers are not able to distinguish between
degrees of risk and, therefore, don’t set pre-

miums based on risk. When people buying
insurance know their own risk better than
the insurance company does, a large per-
centage of low-risk people find the insur-
ance unattractive, while a large percentage
of high-risk people find it attractive. The
result: the selection of buyers is adverse to
the insurance company. The straightfor-
ward solution is for insurance companies
to reduce the asymmetry by getting more
information about potential customers
and then pricing accordingly. But, writes
Tirole, “Information kills insurance,”

meaning that costs
won’t be borne equally
by a large insurance pool
of customers with differ-
ent risk levels. But this
doesn’t kill insurance;
what does is government
requirements that insur-
ance companies not be

allowed to price for risk.
Tirole also seems not to understand

insurance pricing. He writes, “I can get a
policy specifying a reasonable premium to
insure my house because the chances that
my house will burn down are about the
same as the chances that your house will
burn down.” He would be surprised if he
saw the high premium I pay for insuring
my Canadian cottage, whose structure is
worth under $100,000, compared to the
much lower premium I pay on my Califor-
nia house, whose structure is worth over
three times as much. Clearly, those prob-
abilities are not the same. One bad forest
fire would wipe out my cottage; a forest
fire near my California house is much less
likely and, even if it occurred, is far less
likely to do damage.

All of the discussion above is about
Tirole’s thinking on economic analysis.
What about his views on freedom? I’ll end
with a hopeful note. While he is no liber-
tarian, he does have a pro-freedom streak.
He opposes the condemnation of behav-
ior “that has no identifiable victim.” Pre-
sumably his opposition to condemnation
would lead him to oppose government
regulation of that behavior. It seems from
context that he does.

Tirole points out that when a French
firm moves from 49 to 50 employees,
it becomes subject to 34 additional
legal obligations.

R
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Corporate Investment
“Are U.S. Companies Too Short-Term Oriented? Some Thoughts,”

by Steven N. Kaplan. June 2017. NBER #23464.

Criticism of U. S. corporations for focusing on short-
rather than long-term investment returns dates back
to at least 1980 when Harvard Business School faculty

members Robert Hayes and William Abernathy wrote in a land-
mark article, “By their preference for servicing existing markets
rather than creating new ones and by their devotion to short-
term returns and management by the numbers, many of them
have effectively forsworn long-term technological superiority as a
competitive weapon” (“Managing Our Way to Economic Decline,
Harvard Business Review 58 (July–August): 67–77).

In this paper, Steven Kaplan marshals evidence that, in recent
decades, firms generally have not fallen prey to corporate short-
termism. First, corporate profits as a percentage of gross domestic
product are near all-time highs and have been rising for the last 30
years, suggesting they are doing well at exploiting market oppor-
tunities. Second, if existing companies underinvest, then venture
capital (VC) investors would fill the gap and be very profitable. But
VC as a percentage of the total stock market has fluctuated in a
relatively narrow range of 0.1 to 0.2% over time. VC returns are a
bit above general stock market returns, but not by much. Private
equity funds have a similar record, with a little blip for the internet
boom of the late 1990s. That performance suggests firms are not
passing up on promising investment opportunities.

Kaplan concludes with other stylized facts that are also incon-
sistent with the short-termism argument. The internet stock
boom of the late 1990s was based on high long-term expected
cash flows, which of course did not occur, but the dot-com inves-
tors were long-term oriented. Companies are increasingly less
profitable at the time of their initial public offering. Amazon
and Tesla have high values but no profits (in the case of Amazon,
until recently), facts not consistent with short-termism. Some
180 biotech companies went public between 2013 and 2016, and
only 4% were profitable. Finally, hydraulic fracturing technology to
tap into natural gas reserves—fracking—was developed over recent
decades despite long periods of negative cash flows.

—Peter Van Doren

Health Insurance
“Cost of Service Regulation in U.S. Health Care: Minimum Medical

Loss Ratios,”by Steve Cicala, Ethan M.J. Lieber, and Victoria Marone.

July 2017. SSRN #3007692.

Economists have long argued that traditional rate-of-return
public utility regulation reduces the incentives of regu-
lated firms to control costs. If a firm earns a guaranteed

rate of return on capital investment, then the firm will be inclined
to overinvest in capital because it is protected from downside risk.

In this paper, Steve Cicala and colleagues argue that the same
logic applies to a provision of the Affordable Care Act. The act
requires health insurers in the “fully insured” market (those insurers
who bear financial risk rather than just administer claims for large
self-insured employers) to spend 80% of their premium income on
medical care and mandates rebates to consumers ex post if this does
not occur. This provision was added to the law by consumer advo-
cates and their political supporters who argued that some insurers
retain too much premium income, make too much profit, and are
stingy in approving coverage of medically necessary procedures.

Much like traditional rate-of-return regulation, this rule cre-
ates incentives for insurers to spend more on medical care rather
than to reduce premiums. The paper estimates a difference-in-
differences model in which firms that spend less than 80% of their
premiums on medical expenditures are compared with firms that
are in compliance with the rule. In the year before the rule was
implemented, 52% of consumers in the individual market were in
plans that spent less than 80% of premiums on medical expendi-
tures and thus would not have been in compliance.

The paper concludes that the average effect of the rule on
treated firms (those that previously had been spending less than
80% of premiums on medical claims) was to increase their medi-
cal expenditure outlays by about 7%. There was no reduction in
premiums. —P.V.

Environmental Regulation
“Why Is Pollution from U.S. Manufacturing Declining? The Roles of

Environmental Regulation, Productivity, and Trade,” by Joseph S.

Shapiro and Reed Walker. August 2017. SSRN #3012564.

Between 1990 and 2000, the real value of U.S. manufac-
turing output grew by a third while emissions of the six
regulated air pollutants (carbon monoxide, nitrous oxide,

particulate matter, fine particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and
volatile organic compounds) fell by 35%. From 1990 to 2008,
those emissions fell by 60%. Why did this occur?

Three possible explanations have been offered. The first is trade,
i.e., the United States offshored pollution-intensive industries,
while U.S.-based industry shifted toward less polluting products.
The second is improvements in productivity that expand output
while reducing the use of polluting manufacturing inputs such
as fossil fuels. The third is environmental regulation. The paper
concludes that almost all of the reduction in emissions over time
stems from changes in emission intensity within vary narrowly
defined manufacturing products. And that reduction, in turn, was
not the result of trade-induced composition change nor produc-
tivity improvements. Instead, stricter environmental regulation
resulted in the reduction of emissions. —P.V.
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Employment Effects of the ACA
“The Effects of the Affordable Care Act on Health Insurance Cover-

age and Labor Market Outcomes,” by Mark Duggan, Gopi Shah

Goda, and Emilie Jackson. July 2017. NBER #23607.

Health insurance coverage under the Affordable Care
Act increased by 4.2 percentage points in states that
expanded Medicaid and 2.6 percentage points in states

that did not in the first two years of the ACA’s coverage man-
date (2014–2015). For households with incomes between 100%
and 400% of the federal poverty level, subsidies were available if
the households purchased coverage from the health insurance
exchanges created by the ACA. Many economists, including those
from the Congressional Budget Office, predicted that because
those subsidies depended on household income rather than indi-
vidual wages, second earners in households would reduce their
labor market participation to allow their households to qualify.

The authors of this paper found no change in the level or
trend of aggregate labor market participation after the ACA. But
this aggregate result was the product of two offsetting trends.
There was an increase in labor market participation in areas of the
country in which the share of people who were uninsured and
earning under the poverty line was larger and a reduction in labor
force participation in areas in which the share of people who were
uninsured and earning between 139% and 399% of the poverty line
was larger. “These changes suggest that middle-income individuals
reduced their labor supply due to the additional tax on earnings
while lower income individuals worked more in order to qualify
for private insurance,” the authors conclude. “In the aggregate,
these countervailing effects approximately balance.” —P.V.

Minimum Wage
“State Minimum Wage Changes and Employment: Evidence

from 2 Million Hourly Wage Workers,” by Radhakrishnan Gopalan,

Barton Hamilton, Ankit Kalda, and David Sovich. May 2017. SSRN

#2963083.

Isummarized some of the recent papers on the effects of mini-
mum wage increases in the “Working Papers” section of the
Fall 2015 issue and Ryan Bourne continues that discussion in

this issue (“A Seattle Game-Changer,” p. 8). An important compo-
nent of those discussions was a paper by Jonathan Meer and Jeremy
West. They argue that changes in minimum wages do not cause
an abrupt change in employment levels, but instead employers
respond by slowing their future hiring and hiring higher-skilled
workers, thereby reducing overall employment growth.

This paper analyses data on over 2 million hourly employees
from over 300 firms for the years 2010-2015. It uses a difference-
in-differences regression to compare six states that implemented
a large (at least 75¢ per hour) increase in their minimum wage
(California, Massachusetts, Michigan, Nebraska, South Dakota,

and West Virginia) with states that didn’t pass such an increase.
For the treatment group of states, the fraction of employees

earning less than $10 an hour declined 0.7% in the year following
the minimum wage increase. But the fraction of workers mak-
ing $10–$15 an hour increased. The overall result was that total
employment didn’t really change. This is consistent with Meer
and West in that the effect occurs in the form of slower hiring of
the least-skilled rather than termination of existing employees
because firing is costly. —P.V.

Airbnb and Housing Prices
“The Sharing Economy and Housing Affordability: Evidence from

Airbnb,” by Kyle Barron, Edward Kung, and Davide Proserpio. July

2017. SSRN #3006832.

Airbnb has reduced dramatically the transaction costs
of renting housing on a short-term basis. Some critics
have argued that this has reduced the supply of housing

available for long-term renters, thus exacerbating the housing
affordability problem in major American cities.

In this paper, data on Airbnb listings from 2012 through 2016
at the ZIP code level are regressed on Zillow housing price and
rental price information. Fixed effects for ZIP code and city-level
time trends are included. The authors control for time-varying
factors by ZIP code with a variable that measures Google searches
for Airbnb at the ZIP code level interacted with number of res-
taurants and hotels in a ZIP code reflecting underlying tourist
demand. The expectation is that landlords in more “touristy”
areas will be the most likely to convert long-term rentals to Airbnb
and reduce long-term rental supply and increase the rents of
remaining housing.

The authors find that a 10% increase in Airbnb listings increases
housing prices by 0.65% and rents by 0.38%. The annual rent increase
in their data was 2.2% and the average ZIP code experienced a 6.5%
annual increase in Airbnb listings. Thus from 2012 through 2016,
only 0.25% of the 2.2% increase in annual rent was explained by
Airbnb. The Airbnb effect is not zero, but it is small. —P.V.

Soda Taxes
“The ‘Soda Tax’ Is Unlikely to Make Mexicans Lighter: New Evidence

on Biases in Elasticities of Demand for Soda,” by Mabel Andalon and

John Gibson. May 2017. SSRN #2971381.

The tax on soda in Mexico has been hailed as reducing
consumption with likely long-term health benefits. The
Mexican soda tax is large (9% of pretax average prices).

Estimates of the reduction in consumption assume that the tax is
passed through to prices and that consumers react to prices only
by reducing the amount consumed using the standard (elasticity)
estimates of –1 to –1.3. That is, a 1% increase in the price results
in a 1% to 1.3% decrease in consumption.

But another response of consumers to a price increase is to
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change to a cheaper soda brand and keep the quantity consumed
constant. For example, before the tax, Coca Cola was priced 15%
above Pepsi. After the tax, the Coke price is still 10.8% higher. Thus
a consumer could respond to the tax by reducing Coke consump-
tion or simply switching to Pepsi. The authors’ estimate of the
true elasticity for soda consumption adjusted for the substitution
of cheaper brands is much smaller (–0.2 to –0.3).

According to survey data, average soda prices increased 11.9%
between 2012 and 2014. But the average price of purchased soda
increased by half that rate, suggesting that consumers purchased
lower-priced soda. When the corrected elasticities are used, the
2–4 pounds-per-person predicted weight loss advanced by some
academic papers becomes less than a pound. —P.V.

Mortgages and the
Financial Crisis
“Credit Growth and the Financial Crisis: A New Narrative,” by Ste-

fania Albanesi, Giacomo De Giorgi, and Jaromir Nosal. August 2017.

NBER #23740.

The conventional explanation of last decade’s financial
crisis is that credit growth from 2001 to 2006 was con-
centrated in the subprime segment of the housing mar-

ket even though there was no aggregate income growth in that
group. This unwise allocation of credit to people with poor prob-
abilities of repayment was exacerbated by the Great Recession.
The subprime holders of mortgages disproportionately lost their
jobs and couldn’t maintain their house payments, according to
this theory. The most prominent citation for this view is a 2009
paper by Atif Mian and Amir Sufi (“The Consequences of Mort-
gage Credit Expansion: Evidence from the U.S. Mortgage Default
Crisis,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 124[4]).

This paper argues that Mian and Sufi’s finding is the result of
their decision to estimate borrowers’ credit status by using a 1996
ranking of ZIP codes by the fraction of residents below 660 credit
score, along with their 1997 individual credit score. Low subprime
scores are found disproportionately among young people with
thin or nonexistent credit histories. Credit scores grow normally
as people age and demonstrate success with paying bills on time.
The research design used by Mian and Sufi conflates the normal
life cycle growth in credit to those who were young before the
boom with poor credit worthiness during the boom.

To avoid that problem, this paper uses individual-level credit
scores calculated shortly before mortgage borrowing occurred
rather than in 1996 or 1997. The more time-appropriate credit
scores revealed that defaults among borrowers with low scores
actually decreased during the Great Recession. The fraction of
mortgage delinquencies accounted for by the lowest quartile of
credit scores dropped from the normal 40% to 30% and the fraction
of foreclosures from 70% to 35%.

Instead of credit growth to sketchy borrowers, this paper high-

lights the role of credit growth to “investors,” defined as those who
hold two or more first mortgages. From 2004 to 2007, the share
of mortgage balances held by investors in the middle quartiles of
the credit score distribution rose from 20% to 35%. For investors,
foreclosure rates did increase four-fold for the lowest quartile
credit scores, but it increased 10-fold for the other three quar-
tiles. The fraction of “investors” (those with more than one first
mortgage) who became delinquent grew 30 percentage points for
the lowest three quartiles and by 10 percentage points in the top
quartile. For people with just one first mortgage, the foreclosure
rate doubled in the lowest two quartiles and barely changed for
the highest two quartiles.

The paper reproduces the Mian and Sufi ranking of ZIP codes
by the fraction of subprime borrowers in 1999 and finds their
result. Borrowers who resided in the top quartile of (subprime)
ZIP codes in 1999 exhibited larger growth in per-capita mortgage
balances. But the individual borrowers living in those “subprime”
ZIP codes who were responsible for most of the credit growth actu-
ally were prime borrowers. This result reinforces the rule to avoid
making inferences about individuals based on characteristics of
aggregations. —P.V.

Retirement Income and Expenses
“Change in Household Spending After Retirement: Results from

a Longitudinal Sample,” by Sudipto Banerjee. Employee Benefit

Research Institute Issue Brief #420, November 2015.

“Retire on the House: The Possible Use of Reverse Mortgages to

Enhance Retirement Security,” by Mark Warshawsky. Mercatus

Center Working Paper, June 23, 2017.

The “retirement funding gap”—the deficit between the
amount of money needed to provide for future seniors in
retirement and the public and private money actually set

aside for them—is the source of considerable angst in the policy
world. But not all analyses of this gap are gloomy. While many say
this number is large and growing, Andrew Biggs, a senior fellow at
the American Enterprise Institute, contends in a September 2017
paper for the Mercatus Center that the number of seniors in pov-
erty who failed to save sufficiently for retirement has been greatly
exaggerated. Penn Wharton Public Policy Initiative scholar Jaga-
deesh Gokhale has noted that the living standards for seniors are
generally higher than the rest of society.

A central question in this literature is how much income do
retirees need in order to maintain their standard of living. We
know the answer is less than 100% of their employment income:
when people stop working they no longer have commuting costs,
they don’t need to buy work clothes, and they no longer have to eat
their lunches out. What’s more, a significant proportion of retirees
have finished paying off their homes, leaving them with one less
expense to worry about. However, they do have higher health care
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costs, and these costs tend to increase as they age. What’s more,
about one in four people will spend significant time in a nursing
home at some point in life, an expense that can be potentially
ruinous to a family’s wealth.

In a 2015 paper for the Employee Benefit Research Institute
(EBRI), research associate Sudipto Banerjee attempts to determine
how people’s spending changes after retirement. He uses data from
the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) and the Consumption
and Activities Mail Survey—a supplement of the HRS—to estimate
patterns in retiree spending. His top-line finding is—as we expect
and as is consistent with other research—that spending declines as
age increases. In these data sets, annual spending fell 19% between
ages 65 and 75, and 34% between ages 65 and 85. However, the
decline slows over the latter part of that age range, and then begins
increasing around age 85.

Banerjee offers a few explanations for this pattern. Concerning
the decrease in spending, one contributor is a decline in the number
of people in a retiree-headed household. When a spouse dies or
divorces and leaves the household, spending falls. A small but grow-
ing proportion of retiree-headed households will also have children
at home at the beginning of this span; their subsequent departure
contributes to the decline in spending. However, there is a large
fixed component to household spending that’s independent of the
size of the household. Concerning the late-life rise in spending, it
correlates with an increase in out-of-pocket medical spending and
is concentrated at the top of the income distribution.

The survey breaks down consumption into seven spending
categories: home, food, health, transportation, clothing, entertain-
ment, and “other,” which includes charitable contributions and
gifts. From these data Banerjee makes three broad observations.

First, there is a large variation in spending across the country.
Consumption is much lower in the South, for instance, than in the
wealthier northeast. But on average, spending drops 5.5% in the first
two years of retirement and continues to fall in the following years.

Second, housing comprises the largest component of total
spending for households, even in retirement. Banerjee notes that
households that pay off their mortgage do not necessarily see an
immediate reduction in home spending; a common strategy is to
channel payments that had gone to a mortgage into various home
improvements such as a new furnace, new furniture, and the like.

Third, health expenses increase for senior citizens, although the
rate of increase varies quite a bit across the country. Health care
spending increases are much higher in the urban Northeast than
in the South, a difference that may be driven by the relative shares
of the population on Medicaid. On the other hand, transportation
costs go down quite a bit as people retire, regardless of the locale.

Banerjee uses these data to offer a richer picture of spending in
retirement. One realization: while the permanent income hypoth-
esis (a manifestation of consumer rationality) would suggest that
we should strive to keep our spending as constant as possible over
our lifetime, the reality is that for most households consumption
falls when we retire and our incomes fall, which implicitly repudi-

ates the permanent income hypothesis.
This is not necessarily a troubling phenomenon. In retirement,

our expenses fall and our potential leisure time increases, so we
substitute more home production for buying things (like meals)
from the market. Besides, some people do not reduce their spending
when they reach age 65: fully 45% of all households see their spend-
ing increase immediately following retirement, and one-third of all
households report higher spending five to six years after retirement.
This increase is relatively even across the income distribution, sug-
gesting that the increase is attributable to health issues.

These numbers raise the question of how much money people
need for medical expenses in retirement. Investment firm Fidelity
suggests at least $275,000, excluding long-term care costs. EBRI
estimates that savings of $127,000 for a man and $143,000 for a
woman would give a retiree a 90% chance of covering all health
care expenses in retirement. For context, Banerjee reports that
46% of all senior citizens have had at least one overnight nursing
home stay. On the other hand, only 23% of retirees had an out-of-
pocket nursing home expense; in other words, half of all people
who do have a nursing home stay manage to get out of the home
before their 90 days of Medicare nursing home payments ran out.

Banerjee suggest that for a sizeable fraction of the elderly there
is a real possibility that an extended stay at a retirement home or
convalescent center could be financially calamitous without any
long-term care insurance. He avoids making recommendations
but one leaps from his pages: we should worry less about retiree
income and more about health care costs.

One reason we shouldn’t worry so much about retiree income
is that more retirees could make use of reverse mortgages, as Mark
Warshawsky explains in a Mercatus working paper. Warshawsky,
who earlier this year became the assistant commissioner for retire-
ment and disability policy at the Social Security Administration,
joins Gokhale and Biggs in believing that concerns over seniors run-
ning out of money in retirement are overstated. Previous research
Warshawsky did with Gaobo Pang found a shortfall greater than
Biggs, but still one smaller than what is generally assumed.

Warshawsky observes that analysts and the public often over-
look the value of retirees’ houses when considering those retirees’
economic resources. This makes little sense because of the large
amount of equity that seniors typically have in their houses, and
because homeowners can use reverse mortgages to tap this wealth
while remaining in their homes. He suggests that, like annuities,
reverse mortgages are wrongly considered to be bad deals for
homeowners. In this paper, he essentially investigates the broadest
possible use of this product under some reasonable assumptions.

Specifically he has in mind a Home Equity Conversion Mort-
gage (HECM) loan, which is both issued and insured by the federal
government. He would like for the government to allow it to be
marketed by the private sector, which he believes would greatly
boost its popularity.

HECM became a federal program in the late 1980s. While few
people availed themselves of it in the 1990s, it took off at the end
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of the decade. There was no underwriting at first because the
intrinsic value of the house made underwriting seem unnecessary,
and the Federal Housing Administration did not worry about
defaults. As a result, the federal government did take losses. The
defaults caused some of the large banks, worried about their
reputation, to stop offering the product.

HECMs are available only to seniors over age 62. They can get a
lump sum, line of credit, or a monthly income flow, and they cannot
borrow more than $640,000 or the value of their home, whichever is
less. These are non-recourse loans; borrowers never pay back more
than the value of the home when it is sold. They do not have to pay
until the surviving spouse dies or moves out of the house.

HECMs are complicated, and the FHA requires counseling (at a
cost of $150) prior to any purchase. The interest rate is LIBOR plus
a 2.5% lender’s margin. Despite its complexity there is a market
for this, Warshawsky has determined. There are 37 million house-
holds led by people over age 62, and 80% of them own homes. Just
2% of them have a reverse mortgage. Normally, Warshawsky notes
in the paper, people are limited to withdrawing just half of the
equity in a house with a reverse mortgage, which minimizes the
risk of the lender not getting fully paid back after death.

If we exclude people in the bottom 30% of the wealth distri-
bution, those with a home value under $100,000 (for whom the
transaction costs would be too great to make a reverse mortgage

worthwhile), and those in the top 20% of the wealth distribution
(who won’t need such a product and would benefit more from a
life annuity), we are left with approximately 14% of the population
of seniors who could potentially benefit from an HECM.

So why aren’t many of these seniors using HECMs? Warshasky
notes that a reverse mortgage is relatively expensive, but there are
other forces at work. Jonathan Skinner, a Dartmouth economist,
says people consider their homes to be a wealth stock of last resort
and are loathe to touch home equity except in an emergency. And,
of course, people have a bequest motive.

Thomas Davidoff at the University of British Columbia hits
upon something else at play in this decision, noting that the ability
of the elderly to use their home equity explains why there’s so little
demand for long-term-care insurance. Warshawsky’s solution is to
tighten up Medicaid eligibility rules for nursing home coverage,
which would force more people to buy long-term-care insurance.
Freed of that obligation, more seniors would see the advantage
of tapping their home equity.

Warshawsky’s message is that the home is a valuable asset for
many people and that more of them should tap some of its equity,
and we should make it easier and less costly to do so. If we were
to achieve that by spurring more families to buy long-term-care
insurance, thereby lessening the burden on Medicaid, that would
be a win–win outcome. —Ike Brannon



‘Honest Ads’ in the Agora too broad to avoid chilling the speech of
normal Americans wanting to express a
political opinion.

The fact that the government has
already found a reasonably workable way
to regulate television campaign ads isn’t
much comfort here because television is
an entirely different beast.

“The trickiest part about regulating
online advertising … is agreeing on what
advertising is,” Brustein wrote in Octo-
ber. “A Facebook message from a political
group could start its life as a regular old
organic post, turn into an ad when the
group pays to show it to people of cer-
tain demographics, then cease to be an ad
when those targeted users start reposting
it for their own friends to see.”

Everyone knows exactly what a TV com-
mercial is; no one knows exactly what an
online commercial is. Conversely, almost
everyone can afford to boost a Facebook
post touting a position on a current politi-
cal controversy, but almost no one outside
of formal politics can afford to buy a TV
spot doing the same. So, the censorship
required by legislation like the Honest Ads
Act would burden the little guy the most.
The Internet won’t last long as an equal-
izer for reaching an audience and espous-
ing a cause if compliance costs make the
price of doing so prohibitive.

So should we just sit back and let the
Russians—and anyone else who cares to—
interfere in democratic American elections
using clandestine, targeted Facebook ads
and fake news? Preferably not. Should we
tackle the problem by effectively censoring
online political speech in violation of the
First Amendment? Preferably not.

In the end, the best counter to “fake
news” is real news. But for
this to work, lawmakers must
leave the channels for all news
open—and open to all comers.

Let’s use the Russian ads
as a cue to rise above our base
instinct for censorship and put
the evolved right to speak freely
to its highest use. It would be
the most technically and ethi-
cally advanced thing to do.
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The human impulse to censor
runs deep. Man has been shut-
ting up his fellow man since
at least ancient times, when

Socrates was sentenced to drink hemlock
for nattering on about having a personal
god full of sound advice. (Athens had a
pre-approved list of officially sanctioned
gods, thank you very much.)

Squelching objectionable or unwanted
ideas is almost instinctive to any human
being capable of understanding ideas. This
instinct is always dangerous, but it becomes
most dangerous when it’s exercised by a
party with the power not only to delete the
speaker’s ideas, but the speaker himself. See,
e.g., the hemlock reference above.

The party with such power is often—
and in present times, almost always—the
government. The folks at Facebook may
remove a white supremacist’s racist rant
from their network, but only the govern-
ment can put the white supremacist in
prison for posting it. Or put the Facebook
folks in prison for failing to remove it.

The United States currently enjoys
robust enough protections that neither of
those scenarios can occur. However, most
of the rest of the Western world doesn’t.
Hate speech laws in Canada and Western
Europe criminalize actions of the first type
(writing and posting harmful rants). But
now the United States seems poised to
take a step closer to criminalizing the sec-
ond (being the online conduit for
offending statements).

There are a lot of people and
complex factors to blame for this
development, but for the sake of
brevity I’m going to make things
simple: it’s all the Russians’ fault.

OK, that may be slightly unfair.

The Russians aren’t responsible for Ameri-
cans’ growing hostility toward big tech
companies and Silicon Valley. Nor are
they responsible for Americans’ increas-
ing appetite for suppressing online speech
they don’t like. But the Russians certainly
didn’t help the case for tech self-regulation
when, during the last presidential election,
they quietly bought Facebook ads linking
Hillary Clinton to Satan.

Now Congress is talking about requir-
ing new disclosures for online political ads.
Sen. Diane Feinstein (D–CA) has warned
Facebook, Twitter, and Google executives
that since the platforms they created are
“being misused,” the companies “have to
be the ones to do something about it, or
we [i.e., the government] will.”

The government’s current plan for
“doing something about it”—the Hon-
est Ads Act, introduced as a bill in Octo-
ber—is every bit as hapless as you would
expect it to be. And for once, the futility
of the legislation, which would require
tech companies to reveal the identity of
anyone buying ads with “a message relat-
ing to any political matter of national
importance,” isn’t the government’s fault.
Regulating paid political speech online is
an impossible task. As Bloomberg Technol-
ogy’s Joshua Brustein has pointed out,
such rules will never be broad enough to
catch all the “culprits” (Russian hackers
or others), but such rules will always be
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